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INTRODUCTION
The vast and multifaceted literary heritage of Ivan Franko has not
ceased to stimulate research of his works, and study of his ideology and
philosophy.

Present-day Frankology embraces an immense quantity of studies

and treatises dealing with various aspects of his literary work as well as
with problems of his ideology and philosophy of life both as an individual
and as a poet, scholar, thinker, and spiritual leader.
However, present-day Frankology still lacks one basic aspect of the
genius of the author of Moisei - Franko's chief poetico-philosophical masterpiece, an aspect without which no study of his life or work can be complete.

Frankology has not hitherto taken cognizance of the fact that, from

its initial stage in the 1870's to the end of his life in 1916, Ivan Franko 's poetical production is pervaded by elements of the Holy Scriptures,
which interact with his original verse as thematic, lexical, and artistic
material, and some of which underlie his ideology and philosophy. Consequently, it is not surprising that no inclusive examination of the biblical
ingredient of Franko's poetry as a whole has to this day been made.
The early investigators and critics of Franko's poetical works
(Krushel'nyts'kyi, Ievshan, Doroshenko, Vozniak, Iefremov) make no reference to his recourse to the Bible as a characteristic of his poetical production.

Some of the posterior Frankologists do indicate his use of bibli-

cal elements, but link it only with a limited number of poems of the later
period of his poetical career, and describe it as purely literary.
Thus, the literary scholar, investigator of Ivan Franko's poetry,
Pavlo Fylypovych, asserts, in 1927, that the poet makes use of the Bible
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only from the late 1890's onwards, as a source of didactic and epical material, less so as a source of lyrical resources. He further maintains
that, in the 1880's, Franko uses the "high" (biblical) style only on particular occasions, operating under the influence of Shevchenko:
4>paHKO BHKopHCTOBVBaTHMe Ei6jiiio, HK HHcep&no He Tax nipiraHHX, HK flHflaKTH^IHHX i eni^HHX (npHTqi) TBOpiB, B nX3HilIIHX
36ipHHKax ("Mift l 3 M a p a r f l " [ 1 8 9 8 ] , "Semper t i r o " [ 1 9 0 6 ] ) .
B 8 0 - x p o x a x OpaHKO 6yB flaneKHH Bi# inboro i TOJIOBHHM *IHHOM
UleBqeHKOBHM BrUIHBOM nOHCHIOIOTbCfl OKpeMi BHnaflKH BSCHBaHHH

"BHcoKoro"

CTHJIIO. .. B

rpoMaAHHCBKHx noe3inx.1

A significant step forward in this matter is made in 1929 by the
scholar P. Kudriavtsev, who indicates that "throughout his life, the Bible
was to Franko a source and a stimulus of inspiration". However, Kudriavtsev' s illustration of his statement shows that it does not apply to the
whole period of Franko's literary career, but to the years 1889-1907 alone.
It further shows that, to him, a biblical "stimulus" or "inspiration" is
only evidenced by a given poem's having an obvious biblical title or motto.

Poems that are evidently replete with biblical matter, but have no

biblical headings, are not included in his chronological specification of
original Bible-pervaded works, nor does he appear to be aware of them:
nepexoflH^H Tenep flo BjiacHOi OpaHKOBOi TBOP^OCTH, MH MVCHMO
CKa3aTH, mo nepe3 yceftoroHCHTTH B±6JI±H. 6yna AJIH Hboro flacepeJIOM i CTHMVJIOM HaflXHeHHH. . .
BiSnifl flaBajia <t>paHKOBi SaraTMinnft 3 a n a c MOTHBIB i o 6 p a 3 i B ,
mo6 acyflOKHbo o6po6xooBaTH ftoro BJiacHi nepeacHBaHHH ft TaEMHi flyMH. B xpoHonori^HOMy nopnflicy T i B i p m i , mo xx oiJiopMJieHO 6 i 6 niftHHMH MOTHBaMH ft o6pa3aMH, cTOHTb T a x i :
1, "CMepTB KaiHa"
( 1 8 8 9 ) ; 2 , "Ha piicax BaBHnoHCKHx..." ( 1 9 0 1 ) ; 3 , 'Tjiaeb Bonifomaro Bt nycTbiHn" ( 1 9 0 2 ) ; 4 , "Moftceft" ( 1 9 0 5 )
5 , "Ejiaaceirb Myacb,

1

Pavlo Fylypovych, "Shliakhy Frankovo? poezix 1 ", i n h i s L i t e r a t u r a , S t a t t i , Rozvidky, Ohliady, New York, UVAN, 1971, p . 195. F i r s t
p u b l i s h e d i n t h e c o l l e c t i o n Ivan Franko, KylV, 1927, p . 180-224.
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Hace He Hfle Ha coBifcTb HeiecTHBbixb" (1906) [the correct date of composition is 1905]; 6, "BjiioflHTecH 6£ca nonyfleHHaro" (1907). x
P. Kudriavtsev's treatise is of importance as a first attempt at
a general survey of Franko's interest in the Bible on the basis of as many
of the poet's scholarly works in biblical history, and as many of his
critical essays on biblical motive representation as were available to
this scholar.

Although this survey, according to its author's own explana-

tion, does not pretend to be complete or exhaustive, and despite its author's exhortation to further research of the subject in question,2 it has
remained the only work of its kind in Eastern-European Frankology.
S.V. Shchurat, who researched Franko's initial literary production,
mentions in 1949 his juvenile poetical translations of some passages of
Isaiah and of the Book of Job.

This researcher attaches particular im-

portance to the young poet's interest in the Bible, especially in biblical
poetry, and considers it to be "closely associated" with his posterior poetical works.

However, like P- Kudriavtsev, he sees this association as

from 1889 onwards.3
Western Frankology has lent considerable attention to Franko's
scholarly works in the fields of biblical research and of religious literature, and to the relationship between these works and his poetical works.

P. Kudriavtsev, "Ievreistvo, ievreSI ta ievreis'ka sprava v tvorakh Ivana Franka", in Zbirnyk prats' ievreis'koS! istorychno-arkheohrafichnog komisig, KySv, 1929, Vol. 2, p. 23, 25.
2

3

Ibid., p. 1-2.

S.V. Shchurat, "Pershi literaturni sproby Ivana Franka", in Ivan
Franko - Statti i materialy, L'viv, vyd. LDU, 1949, Zbirnyk 2, p. 90.
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C. Bida1 has surveyed and appraised Franko's researches and scholarly works
of the 1890's and the 1900's in the fields of Apocryphal and medieval Christian religious literature, indicating a relationship between these writings
and his poetical works of those years, and stressing, for the first time in
Frankology, the significance of these works for a study of the poet's soul
and convictions 2

0. Dombrovs'kyi3 has dedicated an essay to Franko's re-

search-work in biblical history, and characterized his explorations of the
spiritual life of biblical Jewry as "the scientific-psychological background on which the poem Moisei was born".1*
Thus, Western Frankology has appreciated the biblical presence in
Ivan Franko's spiritual being, and in the ideological domain of his poetry,
as a result of both his engagement in biblical research and his engrossment
in religious literatures that have their roots in the Bible. But the researches and the findings of Western Frankology also relate to the 1890's
and the 1900's, the latest periods of Franko's literary career.
A rich critical literature has developed in Frankology of both hemispheres around two particular Frankian poems on biblical motives: Moisei,
his main chef-d'oeuvre, and Smert' KaSna, another poetico-philosophical work
of high quality.

While all the critics of these works have been in agreement

1

Constantine Bida, "Religious Motives in the Scholarly Works of
Ivan Franko", Etudes Slaves et Est-europeennes, Universite de Montreal,
1956, Vol. 1, Part 2, p. 104-110, Part 3, p. 139-145.
2

Ibid., p. 106.

3

Oleksander Dombrovs'kyi, "Vidnoshennia I. Franka do problemy antychnoi" istoriU", ZNTSh, New York, 1957, Vol. 166, p. 133-142.
* Ibid., p. 133.
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as to their literary merit, their ideology has been viewed with divergent
approaches and given divergent appraisals.
Western Frankologists have differed in the degree and the extent
attributed to the influence of the Bible and of religious literature on
the ideology of these poems 1 , but have been united in recognizing this
influence as such.

Moreover, they have regarded the poem Moisei as Fran-

ko's highest expression of the Ukrainian national idea, of his own national sentiment, and of his idealistic world-outlook, postulating the
pre-eminence of the spirit above matter.2
Eastern-European Frankology has appraised the ideology of Moisei
and Smert' KaSna by the standardized criteria of the Marxist doctrine,
marking its approach to Franko's work and world-outlook in their entirety.
This approach may be epitomized by the following statements:
BiSjiiftHa JiereHfla TyT nepeocMHcneHa B peBOJH0H,iftHOMy flyci...
IIo-HOBOMy ocBiTJieHa SiSniftHa TeMa po3BiioBajia peniriftHLMi^H,
3apofl2cyBaJia C V M H X B m,op,o xx C B H T O C T I , npaBflHBOcri... 3
HanioHajibHi ifleajiH 4>paHKa nepepocTaioTb B noeMi Ha iHTepHaH.ioHajibHi, 3arajibHOJiioflCbKi. HaiiioHanbHox By3BKOCTi B noeMi M H
He 3ycTpi^a£MO.. . B nocTaBi GroBH HeMae HiHKoro ifleajii3My.. ."*
(On Moisei)

S. Haievs'kyi attributes an influence on Moisei to Franko's early
religious education and reading of the Bible. See his Frankiv "Moisei",
Kornberg, UVAN, 1948, p. 12-13. D.M. Shtohryn characterizes the ideology
of both poems as based on a deep belief in God, and conceived in the spirit
of Christian idealism. See his essay "Do evoliutsix1 svitohliadu I. Franka
("Smert' Kaxna)", in Vyzvol'nyi shliakh, London, Ukrainian Publishers Ltd.,
1961, Book 5/89 (163), p. 457-459.
2

Cf. "Poza mezhi mozhlyvoho" by Iurii Shevel'ov, editor, Ivan Franko, Moisei, [Text and analysis] New York, UVAN, 1968, p. 105-129; D. Dontsov, "Moisei I. Franka", in his Tuha za heroichnym, London, Spilka UkraSns'koi1 Molodi, 1953, p. 91-112; N. Wacyk, Ivan Franko: His Thoughts and
Struggles, New York, The Shevchenko Scientific Society, 1975, p. 77-89.
3

A.A. Kaspruk, Filosofs'ki poemy Ivana Franka, Kyxv, "Naukova Dumka", 1965, p. 130 (on Moisei), 28 (on Smert' Kagna).
h

Iu. Kobylets'kyi, Tvorchist' Ivana Franka, KySv, 1956, p. 259.
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Thus, the Eastern-European scholars and critics have not only ignored the manifest biblical origin of the main moral principles inherent
in the ideological foundations of the two poems in question1, but have
also pictured Ivan Franko as a militant atheist, a revolutionary democrat
in the modern sense, and a poet of an outright materialistic and internationalistic world-outlook.
Moreover, the contemporary Frankologists living in Franko's homeland are not unaware of the strong influence of the Bible on his poems of
the 1870's and the 1880's, reflected in their themes and ideas. But they
represent these poems either as evidencing "the poet's ideological immaturity" from the socialist point of view, or as exemplifying his "echoing
of Shevchenkian imagery" - even though the Shevchenkian parallels quoted
by them are faithful translations of biblical passages, and are indicated
by them as such2.
These misrepresentations not only deform the very foundations of
Franko's literary work, but also distort the essential features of his
image as a poet and an individual. At the same time, Western knowledge
of the role of the Bible in Franko's poetry, being limited to the last period of his literary career, as follows from the existing Western Frankological literature known to the author, is still too incomplete to make
it possible to produce a convincing picture of the true Ivan Franko.

1

E.g., the verse "... that

he [the Lord] might make thee

know

that man doeth not live by bread only, but by every word that proceedeth
out of the mouth of the Lord doth man live" (Deutoronomy, 8:3), one of
the biblical contexts underlying canto 19 of Moisei, where Franko expresses his idea of the pre-eminence of the spirit above matter.
2

Cf. Ie. Kyryliuk, Vichnyi revoliutsioner, KyxV, 1966, p. 161,188.
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If Ivan Franko's poetical production and its moral and national
ideology are to be adequately appraised, and if his true spiritual image
is to be drawn as a man of spirit, and as a Ukrainian national poet and
leader with a prophetic vision, it is imperative to explore and bring into view the nature and the role of the lifelong immanence of the Bible in
his verse and thought.
Such an exploration constitutes the purpose of the present study.
A purely literary undertaking, this study has selected for analysis and discussion such works, and as many of them, as the author has to
the best of his judgment considered to be required and sufficient for an
exhaustive representation of the biblical component of Franko's poetical
production as a whole, of the poet's treatment and expression of it, and
of its effect on the literary and ideological qualities of his poetical
works.
The opening chapter of this study seeks to give a historical account of the ingrowth of the Bible into the sphere of Franko's scientific
and literary pursuits.

It provides a body of preliminary information on

the rise and development of the poet's interest in the Bible, and on the
manifestations of this interest in his scholarly works, in his biblical
translations, and in his prose writings in the fields of poetics and literary criticism.1

1

A considerable part of the primary source material relative to
this account is rare, and scattered all over the world. In his efforts
to collect this material, the author has derived effective help from the
book I. Franko i Frankiiana na Zakhodi, edited by J.B. Rudnyckyj, UVAN,
Winnipeg, The Shevchenko Foundation, 1957, containing, among other things,
a register of Franko's works and their reference numbers, available in
libraries and institutions in Canada, the United States, England, France,
and other West-European countries.
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The central part of the study consists of an introductory survey
of Ivan Franko's recourse to the Bible, followed by a series of analyses
and discussions of his Bible-pervaded pre-Moisei poems, covering a period
of over thirty years (1874-1905).

The study ends with a presentation of

conclusions.

The conclusions put forward in this study have been arrived at on
the basis of a comparative analysis of the Frankian poems and the biblical
material perceptible in any form in their ideological, lexical, and poetico-artistic elements.
The text of each poem was first examined for manifest and/or latent
biblical or quasi-biblical1 elements inherent in it. These were then compared with what the author found to be actual, or considered as possible,
analogues or parallels, sought out in the Bible. The comparison was designed to confirm or dismiss supposed connections, and to determine the nature and the various aspects of the relationship between the ascertained
biblical material of the poem and its scriptural parallels . The comparative work was carried out on the basis of the Latin (Vulgate), Polish (Wujek), French (Reuss), and Ukrainian (Kulish) versions of the Bible, known
to have been used by the poet, with reference to the Hebrew text of the Old
Testament, and to the Hebrew versions of the New Testament.

Jewish and

Christian exegetic works were consulted wherever a problem of interpretation arose.

1

Where the poet uses modern language, but patterns his utterances
on biblical diction, e.g., when assuming the tone of a biblical prophet.
2

E.g., whether the poet quotes, evokes, or echoes particular biblical contexts, or whether he exhibits conformance or non-conformance to
their traditional sense and intent or to their syntactic structure, or
whether he expresses them in any other particular way.
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Subsequently, the poem was analyzed as a poetical work in itself
for the purpose of finding out and indicating

what particular role the

poet intends its biblical ingredient to perform in it, and how the biblical ingredient blends or interacts with the surrounding elements while
performing that role.
Finally, the results of all the analyses were compared and apraised with a view to determining the typical features of his recourse
and approach to the Bible manifesting themselves in his poetical production of various periods of his life, and in the representative poetical
works that mirror the true aspects of his personality, of his national
sentiment, and of his crystallized convictions.
The pre-Moisei poems under discussion have been classified in
three clusters according to the predominant purpose for which the poet
has recourse to the Bible, characterizing each cluster. The first cluster
consists of poems in which the poet resorts to the ancient biblical texts
in order to sound new, contemporary contents through them; the second
includes instances of the poet's self-expression through biblical idiom,
and the third contains a major poem and passages of minor poems, exemplifying the poet's philosophical speculations on biblical themes.
The terms "Bible","biblical", "Scriptures", "scriptural", are
used in this study with reference to the Holy Scriptures of the Old and
New Testaments. The biblical quotations and references follow the numbering of chapter and verse in the Authorized King James Version. The author
uses capital letters in theological denominations, in English and Ukrainian
(God, He, His, Bor, Eoacift, CBHTe IlHCbMo), deviating from spellings in
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small letters in any source quoted.
As far

as technical facilities permitted, Cyrillic texts print-

ed in the old spelling have been quoted exactly.
The transliteration used in this study follows the practice of the
Library of Congress. A transliteration table is enclosed.

Passages in

the Polish language are not transliterated.
Names and surnames are transliterated when quoted from Ukrainian
sources (e.g., Ian Kasprovych, laroslav Vrkhlits'kyi); otherwise they are
spelled as in the national languages of the authors or persons concerned
(Jan Kasprowicz, Jaroslav Vrhlicky).

CHAPTER I
FRANKO'S INTEREST IN THE BIBLE

1. Its Rise, Development, and Role
in His Life and Work.
The roots of Ivan Franko's creative instinct are largely to be
sought in the feelings and ideas which the Bible implanted in his soul.
The Bible excited his interest in the early stage of his life. While he
was yet a little schoolboy in his native Galician village of Nahuievychi,
a book of biblical history, which formed part of his first individual
reading, conveyed initial impressions of the biblical world to his mind.
It was, however, in the years of his adolescence, especially between
1873 and 1875, while he was a student of the Drohobych High School, that
the Bible began to exert a particularly powerful influence on him, an influence to which he was to remain susceptible throughout his lifetime.
The Greek and Latin classics read at school impressed him strongly, and their influence gave rise to his future lifelong activity in the
field of translating classical literature into Ukrainian1. At the same
time, however, he felt preponderantly attracted by the biblical Orient,
and took a profound interest in the Bible both at school2 and within the

Cf. M. Sonevyts'kyi, "Frankovi pereklady z antychnykh literatur", ZNTSh, Vol. 161, New York, 1953, p. 90-142.
2

Marks of highest distinction in biblical studies (referred to
as "Relihiia") appear in all his school certificates published in Ivan
Franko, Dokumenty i materialy, 1856-1965, Kyi'v, Naukova Dumka, 1966,
p. 22-24, 27-28.

2

FRANKO'S INTEREST IN THE BIBLE

wide range of his extramural reading .

He studied the Scriptures partly

in the Old Church Slavonic version, partly in Polish and German translation, and developed a predilection for biblical poetry and biblico-ethical literature.

The art and beauty of the poetry of the Psalms and the

Prophets; the wealth of their national and universal themes; the poetic
charm and philosophic depth of the Book of Job; and the lofty moral and
spiritual ideals inherent in these as well as in other books of the Old
and New Testament - captivated his soul for life.
Franko relates the above facts about the biblical impact on him
in some of his autobiographical accounts dating from different periods.
The later his testimony, the more stress he lays on the early start of
his interest in the Bible on the one hand, and on the biblico-poetical
and biblico-moral components as its primary sources, on the other.

Thus,

a "curriculum vitae" written in 1890 contains the following statements:
5i poflHBCH B HaryEBH^ax, noB. flporoGHHBKoro, B p. 1856...
XpHCTHB MeHe 3HaHHft B JliTepaTVpi OcHn JleBin.bKHH. . .fleHKi KHHECKH,
KOTpi no H ! M ocTanncH B ceni B pyicax MyacHKiB, H K " B I H O K PycHHaM
Ha O6»CHHKH" (1846-47 pp.), icmopd,fi 6i6Aiuna
i 3 6 1 P H H K "niceHb
6ororoBiHHHx" (IlepeMHiiiJib 1837), HaneacajiH pp nepmox M O £ X JieKTypn2.

1

Cf. S.V. Shchurat,"Pershi literaturni sproby Ivana Franka", in
Ivan Franko - Statti i materialy, Zbirnyk 2, L'viv, Vydannia L'vivs'koho
Derzhavnoho Universytetu, 1949, p. 96.
2

"Curriculum vitae" included in Franko's letter to M. Drahomanov
dated 26.4.1890, Lystuvannia I. Franka i M. Drahomanova, Materialy dlia
kul'turnox i hromadz'kox istorix Zakhidn'ox Ukraxny, Tom 1, Kyxv, 1928,
Vseukraxns'ka Akademiia Nauk, Zbirnyk istorychno-filolohichnoho viddilu
No. 52, p. 321. (The italics are the author's).
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[ . . . ] ToMep, Co<|>OKJib i Tau.iT, ^HTaHi B r i M H a 3 i x , 3PO6HJIH Ha MeHe
CHJibHe BpaaciHE, a Tax caMo ft 6 i 6 j i i a , KOTpy H iHTaB noiacTH B CTapocnoBHHCbKiM, a no^iacTH B nojibcbKiM TeKCTi, i H no^aB flemp nepexjiaflyBaTH s THX aBTopiB. BHftx3Kfl3KaK«H 3 flporoBwia, H Bi3 i 3 CO6OM KijIbKa
KHHJKOK, 3anncaHHX CBOLMH po6oTaMH.
ByjiH TaM i o p i r i H a j i b H i cKJiaAaHH H . . . , a n e TOJIOBHO 6VJIH nepeKJiann: AHTiroHa ft EneKTpa COIJIOKJIH, 3Ha*iHa ^acTHHa HoBa, KijibKa rjiaB I c a i x . . . 1
A more e x p l i c i t a c c o u n t i s g i v e n i n h i s m e m o i r - s t o r y
zerno

Hirchychne

(1903):
MeHe Bxce B riMHa3ix THTJIO B3arajii - Ha Cxin,. R ^ H T S B y uepKOBHiM TeKCTi i B HXMenbKXM nepeKjiafli CBHTe nncBMo, jno6yBaBCH npopoKaMH i nepeitnaB BipmaMH uijioro IoBa2.

Whereas according to the earlier account Franko was impressed by
the classics and by the Bible alike, the later testimony stresses the
stronger influence of the Bible.

It is not difficult to explain why the

biblical influence preponderated, and why the influence of the classics
found expression in translations alone 3 , whereas the Bible became an inseparable artistic and ideological component of many of his original poems, and particularly of his greatest poetic works, such as Smert' Kaxna
and Moisei.

Young Franko's sensitivity to literary art and beauty ema-

nated from the poetical genius which was burgeoning within him.

Art and

Lystuvannia I. Franka i M. Drahomanova, p. 323-324.
2

I. Franko, Hirchychne zerno (Spomyny). Tvory, Vol. 4, p. 248.

Franko's only attempt at original composition under the influence of the classics was a drama in verse, entitled Jugurta, written, in
Polish, in 1873, as a home assignment for his teacher of Polish literature (inedited). Cf. S.V. Shchurat, "Pershi literaturni sproby Ivana
Franka", in Ivan Franko - Statti i materialy. Zbirnyk 2, L'viv, Vyd. LDU,

1949, p. 100.
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beauty he found in abundance both in the classics and in the Bible. But
his poetical genius was already in its initial phase closely linked with
two fundamental traits of his character: his deep moral sense, and his
vivid national sentiment.

The classics impressed him mainly with their

poetic and artistic features: their beauty of form, richness of imagery,
and power of dramatic expression.

In the Bible he found a vast perennial

source of great literary art inspired with elevated moral ideals and
national feelings - a source which answered the need of both the poetic
and the spiritual make-up of his soul.
Neither the poet's autobiographies nor his memoirs provide a comlete picture of the immense scope of his juvenile interest in the Bible,
or of the wide and varied range of biblical literature with which he
acquired a pervasive familiarity already in his high school years. Nor
do they apprise of the effect which his early engrossment in the Scriptures had on his literary production from its initial stage to the height
of its maturity, on his spiritual life as an individual, or on the formation of his world-outlook as a Ukrainian national poet and thinker.
All these details come up into view with remarkable impressiveness from
his early and posterior poetic works and general literary activity.

Young Franko's interest in the Bible extended far beyond "the Prophets and Job", mentioned in his autobiographies.

This is attested

to bv a

series of his juvenile poems which, though modern in ideology, are manifestly biblical in themes, vocabulary, imagery, and figurative devices,
drawn from a wide variety of Old- and New-Testamental sources. By virtue
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of their thematic substance, lexical texture, structural features, and
artistic elaboration, these poems (e.g. Skhid sontsia1, Moia pisnia , Dvi
dorohy ) evidence a striking proficiency of their author in the Pentateuch,
the Psalms, the Gospels, the Epistles of St. Paul, and in other books of
the Old and New Testament as well as a sound knowledge and a skilful employment of the devices of biblico-poetical technique.
In addition to studying the Bible itself, young Franko worked on
enriching and deepening his biblical erudition by reading scholarly works
in biblical research, and made immediate use of the accumulated knowledge
in his initial public cultural work.

The titles and authors of the works

he read in the period in question remain unknown, but the fact itself is
attested by the information on hand concerning his first public lecture.
Upon entering the University of L'viv, in the autumn of 1875, Franko
joined the local students' association "Akademicheskii kruzhok", and became active in its cultural work.

In November, 1875, he delivered his

first public lecture, the topic of which was "The Book of Job from a Poetical Point of View" ("Knyha Iova z poetychnoS tochky pohliadu").

He

qualified the book of Job as a work of universal cultural significance "a monument of ancient Hebrew poetry, and a product of the human spirit,
sentiment, and imagination" . In analysing its artistic and ethical

1

I. Franko, Skhid sontsia, Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 454-457.

2

Ibid., p. 439-441.

3

Ibid., p. 441.

"* From the report on the lecture, published in the L'viv newspaper
Slovo, quoted in S.V. Shchurat, Rannia tvorchist' I. Franka, Kyx"v, 1956,
p. 117.
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elements he presented the views of various researchers on the subject,
adding his individual comments and illustrating them with pertinent
passages from his own translation of the book of Job.1 He concluded his
lecture with the statement that
Such works as Job ought to be regarded as indelible monuments
of human culture. Only the individuals who created them belong
to particular nations, whereas the products of their minds are
the property of all mankind, and constitute an outstanding deposit in the common treasury of human thought.2
The above particulars of the first lecture of the young prospective writer and thinker reflect not only his keen interest in the Bible,
but also his penetrating grasp of the Bible's spiritual value and literary quality.

They also bring into view the symptoms of his future method

of analysing and evaluating literary works in general, and biblical works
in particular: a thorough study of the matter in question with a wide
awake critical attitude towards it, a translation from a foreign language
into Ukrainian, an extensive commentary with reference to works and views
of other scholars, if any, and an individual appraisal.
Franko's juvenile engrossment in the Scriptures strongly influenced and stimulated his poetical creativity which began to take shape in
his high school years.

In the first instance, biblical passages which

inspired him in particular spurred him on to make rhymed verse translations of them.

Besides the book of Job and several chapters of Isaiah,

mentioned in his autobiographies, he translated in his school days

1

From the report on the lecture, published in the L'viv newspaper Slovo, quoted in S.V- Shchurat, Rannia tvorchist' I. Franka,
p. 117.
2
Ibid. (Summarized in English by the author of this study).
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a passage from St. Paul's First Epistle to the Corinthians (13:1-7) in
the form of a rhymed short poem which he entitled Liubov1.

By these

translations he satisfied "a need of his soul"2, expressing his spiritual
and emotional reaction to the moral and artistic impact which the biblical works in question had made on him.
Translating biblical material was not, however, a transient juvenile inclination with Franko. As will be seen further in this chapter,
it subsisted throughout his life, and he made numerous biblical translations in connection with his works in literary criticism and in biblical
research as well as for poetico-ideological purposes.
Simultaneously with prompting him to translation, the Bible
penetrated into the young roots of his original literary production.
Biblical motives and elements became permanent constituents and permanent

features of a large number of his poetical works, including the

greatest ones, and the biblical presence subsisted in his literary work
as a whole to the end of his days.
With his dynamic intellectual and literary growth, and under the
influence of his studies and of his experiences in his socio-cultural
work, which began in his academic years, as well as in his personal lifecareer, Franko's interest in the Bible passed through different stages of
development.

1

2

Side by side with it, his attitude and approach to the

I. Franko, Liubov, Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 446-447.

Letter to V. Davydiak, dated 3.7.1875, Tvory, Vol. 20, p. 15.
In these words Franko described to his friend his urge to translate the
Book of Job. Davydiak served on the editorial board of the students'
journal Druh.

8
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biblical world underwent a series of transmutations before they crystallized into essential elements of his world-outlook and of his spiritual
image as an individual, a poet, and a national leader.
In the initial phase of his literary career, while he was a beginning poet with a romantically-tinted sprouting talent, and with an
innate predisposition to spiritual and aesthetical influences, the Bible
engaged his interest as a treasury of great literature and a world of
lofty spiritual ideals.

In his juvenile poems he often resorted to the

Bible for ideological and artistic resources, and his approach to it was
as to an exalted and sacred source of highest moral authority.

This ap-

proach is evidenced by the fact that the biblical themes pervading a considerable number of his early poems - mainly the themes of Love, Light,
Faith, Prayer - are utilized by him in conformity to their traditional
sense and intent; and even his individual interpretations of their
meaning (which occur frequently) do not basically diverge from traditional
principle.
These characteristics of Franko's juvenile interest in, and
recourse to the Bible deserve particular emphasis, since they relate not
only to a variety of his early works1, but also to many of his posterior
writings, and are of great importance for the study of the totality of

1

Apart from the translations and the original poems, young Franko resorted to the Bible in his initial attempts at dramatic composition.
In 1874 he composed "a drama in verse" entitled Slavoi, of which he informed V. Davydiak that it was written "6i6jiiftHHM i noeTiMHHM CKJiap;oM".
This work has not survived. Cf. Letter to Davydiak dated 13 (27).5.1874,
Tvory, Vol. 20, p. 9; I. Franko, Preface to Petri? i Dovbushchuky, 2nd
edition, 1910, in Tvory (New York), Vol. 9, Book 2, p. 6; S.V. Shchurat,
"Pershi literaturni sproby Ivana Franka", Ivan Franko - Statti i materialy, Zbirnyk 2, p. 114.
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his poetical output. Moreover, his juvenile interest and engagement in
the Bible - as a researcher of his initial literary production indicates,
[...]

TiCHO nOB'H3VI0TbCH 3 ftorO ni3HXIIIHMH flOCJliflHCeHHHMH

rany3i HamoroflaBHboro<J)OJibKJiopyftnncbMeHCTBa Ta 3 TELKHMH He3piBHHHHOx HKOCTi TBopaMH, HK noeMa "CMepTb KaxHa"
(1899) [the correct date is 1889] i Sijibnmft noeTHHHHft UHKJI,
mo 3aMHKaeTbCH 36ipKaMH "Mift l3Maparfl" (1898) Ta "flaBHE
i HOBe" (191l)1 B

not to speak of his greatest poetical masterpiece, Moisei, which the
quoted Frankologist strangely omits.

During the period of his academic studies (1875-1893) , Franko's
interest in the Bible constantly expanded and deepened, gradually developing into a prominent biblical scholarship.

This was in his life a period

of "Sturm und Drang", of assiduous study, of taking a profound interest
in the achievements of contemporary Western science, and of intensive
political and socio-cultural activity.

In his political activities, he

exhibited an inclination to socialism.

In the socio-cultural domain, he

S.V. Shchurat, "Pershi literatumi sproby Ivana Franka", Ivan
Franko - Statti i materialy, Zbirnyk 2, L'viv, 1949, p. 90.
2

Franko's way to completing his academic studies and obtaining
his doctoral degree was long and strewn with obstacles and disappointments. He was on record as a socialist, underwent three arrests (1877,
1880, 1889), and had the leading circles of the Ukrainian public against
him. The University of L'viv repeatedly rejected his applications for
defending a doctoral thesis. The University of Chernivtsi acted likewise. He finally obtained the degree of Ph.D. from the University of
Vienna in 1893 for his dissertation "Barlaam and Josaphat", the Old
Christian Religious Novel, and Its Literary History, originally written
in German. The Ukrainian version of this treatise was later published
in ZNTSh during the years 1895-1897, and in book-form (L'viv, 1897).
Cf. C. Bida, "Religious Motives in the Scholarly Works of Ivan Franko",
Etudes Slaves et Est-europeennes, Montreal, 1956, Vol. 1, Part 2,
p. 106-107; le. Kyryliuk, Vichnyi revoliutsioner, KyxV, 1966, p. 116-117.
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embarked in 1876, under the influence of M. Drahomanov , on a program of
spreading enlightenment, aimed to fight the cultural darkness which enveloped the Galician-Ukrainian popular masses, and in which he saw one of
the main causes of his people's suffering from political and national oppression.

His work consisted in popularizing selected works of contempo-

rary Russian and Western literature from the columns of the Druh (he was
then a member of its editorial board) and of other periodicals.

After

several years, this activity branched out in a new direction, as the
weight of his interest shifted to the developments in contemporary Western biblical research, and particularly to biblical criticism.
The shift occurred in 1881, when Drahomanov, of whom Franko had
long expected an essay on Hohol' [Torojib] for his newly-established, journal Svit, suggested, instead, "to start writing historical letters",
adding that he had "recently collected the material for the first letter,
2

dealing with the composition of the Books of Moses" .

The idea of this

Professor Mykhailo Drahomanov (1841-1895), a prominent Ukrainian historian, literary scholar, and folklorist, who lived and worked in
KyxV, Geneva, and Sofia, influenced Franko during a considerable number
of years. In 1876, he wrote a series of letters to the Druh, urging the
Ukrainian academic youth to promote the development of a Ukrainian literary language, to get acquainted with the works of the contemporary
Russian and Western writers, and popularize them among the people. Cf.
I.I. Bass, Ivan Franko - Biohrafiia, KyxV, "Naukova Dumka", 1966, p. 56;
le. Kyryliuk, Vichnyi revoliutsioner, p. 26-29.
2

Lystuvannia I. Franka i M. Drahomanova, p. 23-25.
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suggestion was to try to eradicate the uncritical acceptance as truths of
those things about the Pentateuch and the Gospels, which contemporary
biblical science had put to doubt or rejected, and to promote an intelligent understanding of the Bible, based on scientific evidence.
Franko readily agreed to Drahomanov's proposition . Thus, from
1881 up to 1895, the year of Drahomanov's death, a continual correspondence, a close collaboration, and a regular exchange of ideas, source-materials and manuscripts of proposed essays were going on between Franko
and Drahomanov with regard to the popularization of the findings of biblical criticism.
Biblical criticism developed in Western Europe in the 19th century as a result of the archaeological discoveries in the Middle East and
of the decipherment of the cuneiform writing.

It was a new trend in bib-

lical science, which disputed the dogmatic approach to the Scriptures.
Its chief spokesmen in Germany, France and Holland (K.H. Graf, H. Gunkel,
Fr. Hommel, A. Kuenen, Ed. Reuss, B. Stade, Ed. Stucken, J. Wellhausen)
expressed doubts as to the correctness of the traditional view that the
Law of Moses, contained in the Pentateuch, had been given him by God, or
composed by him under divine revelation.

They also doubted that any

other single person could have composed or arranged the text of the Pentateuch, and that the Pentateuch had arisen during one and the same historical period.

They were chiefly concerned with the question of how the

books of the Pentateuch had come into being, what their sources and documents were, and at what time, and by whom, they had been composed or arranged.

For this purpose, they attempted to break the Bible up into as

1

Ibid., p. 26.
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many pieces as possible, then to link those pieces to what they considered
to be their respective

historically confirmed

original life-contexts.

While their theories and methods differed from one another, their common
general conclusion was that the Pentateuch was not the beginning of biblical history, but rather a late product of it, partly reaching as late as
after the Babylonian exile of 586 B.C.E., and that it consisted of disparate documents, belonging to different authors, and dating from different periods.x
The beginning of the 20-eth century was marked by the rise of
another trend in biblical science, known as the theory of Pan-Babylonism.
This theory maintained that "the gravity centre of the development of
Semitic spiritual life was not in the ancient Jewish people, and that all
the pristine production of the Jewish spirit was only an imitation of
Babylonian originals".

This assertion was based on the similarities

which the Pan-Babylonists found "between certain texts of the Pentateuch
and parallel Babylonian stories and epics - especially the mythological
epic of Gilgamesh, a Babylonian version of the story of the Flood, .clear:—
ly concurring at some points with the story of Noah" in the Pentateuch.3

1

This passage concerning biblical criticism is based on the following sources: Lystuvannia I. Franka i M. Drahomanova, pp. 100, 119,
120, 140, 232; P. Kudriavtsev, "Ievreistvo, ievreS ta ievreis'ka sprava
v tvorakh Ivana Franka", in Zbirnyk prats' ievreis'kox1 istorychno-arkheohrafichno? komisi?, torn 2, Kyiv, 1929, p. 5-7: 0. Eissfeldt, The Old
Testament - An Introduction, Oxford, Blackwell, 1966, p. x; J.A. Bewer,
The Literature of the Old Testament, New York, 1962, p. xiv-xv.
2

0. Dombrovs'kyi, "Vidnoshennia Ivana Franka do problemy antychnox istorii", in ZNTSh, Vol. 166, New York, 1957, p. 138-139.
3 Ibid

-» P-

139

-
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The views of the Pan-Babylonists (Fr. Hommel, Ed. Stucken, H. Winkler) evoked sharp reactions on the part of prominent theologians, who
struggled against them in order to vindicate the sanctity and the authority of the Old-Testamental canon. A particularly vivid year laag controversy arose in 1902 around the opinions expressed by Fr. Delitzsch on
the theme of "Bible and Babylon" {Bibel

und Babel)1,

in which many eminent

scholars took part, and to which also Ivan Franko reacted in 1905.2

Franko soon became caught up in the study of as many works in
biblical criticism as he could borrow from libraries or acquire - with
Drahomanov's help.

In 1883 he worked out a program of activities, which

Drahomanov approved, and which consisted in the publication of ten booklets.

Each booklet was to deal with a specific topic concerning the Pen-

tateuch - from the viewpoint of biblical criticism3.
The implementation of this program proceeded slowly, and was not
completed during the fourteen-year-long Franko-Drahomanov epistolary collaboration. Much time was wasted as a result of objective obstacles,
such as censorship, police surveillance, postal delay, and financial problems.

But the main cause of the slow progress was of a subjective nature.

1

Cf. 0. Dombrovs'kyi, op. cit., ibid., p. 138-139; P. Kudriavtsev, op. cit., p. 13. Friedrich Delitzsch (1850-1922), professor of
Assyriology at the University of Berlin, gave a lecture on this theme in
January, 1902. In the same year his Bibel und Babel was published in Leipzig.
2

I. Franko,"Vavilon i Novyi Zavit", LNV, Vol. 32, 1905, Book 11,
p. 114-118; Poema pro sotvorenie svita, L'viv, 1905. Cf. p. 25-27.
3

Lystuvannia I. Franka i M. Drahomanova, p. 41.
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Franko, who had a genuine interest in the Bible itself and a natural inclination for serious and conscientious scientific investigation, desired
to do by himself all the research work for the planned booklets. Drahomanov, on the other hand, out of his politician's pragmatism, preferred
popular material, accessible to the mentality of the low-cultured masses,
and of "innocent" appearance to censorship.

In his estimation, such ma-

terial was more likely to assure the success of the project than Franko's
proposed scholarly works. Therefore, he curbed Franko's fervour for
original research, pushing him to merely translating existing popular
works of Western authors, and reserving to himself the writing of "introductions" for the envisaged booklets.1

Protracted epistolary negotia-

tions and occasional arguments between the two in this matter, together
with the technical obstacles, often disrupted the preparation of the
booklets for long months, sometimes even for years.2

Franko studied thoroughly the works and theories of the outstanding German and French biblical critics of his time. His favourite
sources were the works of J. Wellhausen , and

particularly

Edouard Reuss , of whom also Drahomanov thought highly5.

1

those of

It was the

Lystuvannia I. Franka i M. Drahomanova, pp. 97, 101, 137, 186,

235, 245.
2

Drahomanov never supplied his "historical letters" promised in
1881. He was also often late with his "introductions", sometimes - for
almost two years. Cf. ibid., p. 300.
3

Julius Wellhausen, Prolegomena zur Geschichte von Israel, Ber-

lin, 1878.
"* Edouard Reuss, La Bible, Traduction nouvelle avec introductions
et commentaires, Vol. 1-16, Paris, 1874-1881.
5

Lystuvannia I. Franka i M. Drahomanova, p. 39.
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works and views of Reuss that Franko proposed to adapt and interpret by
himself for the purpose of popularizing them by means of the planned publications. He had, however, to succumb to Drahomanov's insistence for
him to concentrate on translating and publishing "the very short articles
of Maurice Vernes". Drahomanov himself regarded Vernes as a superficial
writer, but was interested in him as a prolific popularizer of Reuss1,
and in his articles - as easy material, ready for use.
It was only in 1887 that Franko was ready with his translations.
They included three articles by Vernes, which Drahomanov had recommended:
"The Principles of Biblical Criticism", "The Origin and Composition of
the Pentateuch", and "The Gospels". However, it was not before 1891 that
the first of them appeared in print2.

Franko and Drahomanov then modified

their original ten-booklet program, and decided to publish only six more
articles by Vernes - on the Pentateuch, the composition of the Bible, the
Book of Genesis, the Gospels, the life of Jesus Christ, and the history
and religion of the Jews . To gain time, they turned to Lesia Ukraxnka
for the translation of part of this material, and obtained her co-operation \

In this way, they envisaged

giving an outline of the complete

Bible of both Testaments, in the spirit of the works of Reuss, and in the
popular presentation of Vernes. But only three of these articles appeared

Lystuvannia I. Franka i M. Drahomanova, p. 101.
2

I. Franko, Osnovy krytyky bibliinoS!, Literaturno-naukova biblioteka, No. 11, L'viv, 1891.
3

Lystuvannia I. Franka i M. Drahomanova, pp. 361, 445, 485, 488.

* Ibid., pp. 445, 485, 488, 494.
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between 1891 and 1895, the year of Drahomanov's death - all in the translation of Lesia UkraSnka: the article on the composition of the Bible was
published in the journal Narod in 18941, and those on the Gospels and on
the history and religion of the Jews were printed respectively in volumes
3 and 4 of Zhytie i Slovo in 1895. The article on the life of Jesus
Christ was later translated by Franko, and appeared in 18972.

It is clear from the above history of the Franko-Drahomanov Bible
project that Franko was not satisfied with either Drahomanov's policy or
his method, which consisted exclusively in giving the Ukrainian reader
translated, unoriginal material, brought over from a foreign country and
a different culture, without being adapted to the local reader's mind.
Franko adhered to biblical criticism not only for its suitability to his
then world-outlook, associated with a socialist orientation.

He became

simultaneously engrossed in biblical science as an end in itself - not
for practical purposes of political activity, but out of his year-long
direct interest in the Bible on the one hand, and of his aspiration to
serve his people in the spiritual domain, on the other. Biblical criticism lent itself greatly to his natural inclination for deep-going study,
and opened possibilities of widening his knowledge of the Bible itself
and of its history as well as of doing beneficial national service by promoting cultural advancement - an ideal that animated him all his life.

That Lesia UkraSlnka translated this work follows from Drahomanov's letter dated 2.3.1894 in Lystuvannia..., p. 445.
2

I. Franko, Zhytie Isusa Khrysta, Statti Patera Didona i Morisa
Verna, L'viv, Nakladom redaktsix Zhytia i slova, 1897. In 1918 it was
re-edited in Winnipeg, with the article of Vernes only. Cf. M.O. Moroz,
Ivan Franko - Bibliohrafiia tvoriv, KyxV, Naukova dumka, 1966, item 4532.
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He was well aware of the general ignorance of the Bible among
the popular masses, and of the lack of interest in it prevailing among
the educated segments of his people.1 That was why he welcomed Drahomanov' s scheme and participated actively in its implementation.

The

ten-booklet program which he worked out reflected his serious and conscientious approach to spreading enlightenment in general, and to promoting an intelligent understanding and use of the Bible in particular.
His proposed program consisted in giving the reader selected texts of
the Bible itself, preceded by instructive introductions, and accompanied by scholarly comments.

Such material he intended to prepare

by individual research-work, and to present in a manner that would suit
both the interests of the intelligent circles and the mentality of the
uninformed common people.2
However, already in the preparatory period, Franko realized
that the policy and method insisted upon by his senior partner with
regard to carrying out the joint project were not likely to have the
desired effect.

He repeatedly expressed his doubts to him, recommend-

ing a different procedure.

In one of his letters, dating from 1884,

he wrote him as follows concerning the articles of Maurice Vernes:

1

Echoes of this situation still resound in his writings as
late as in 1912, when he complains about the Ukrainian intellectuals
in general, and the literary critics of his Moisei in particular,
saying: "3HaK, mo 6±6n±n neacHTb flaneKO no3a KpyroM x'x nyxoBHHX iHTepeciB1'. Cf. I. Franko, Preface to the second edition of Moisei,
Tvory (New York), Vol. 14, p. 474.
2

Cf. Lystuvannia I. Franka i M. Drahomanova, p. 41.
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[...] flnba Hac B O H H noKH iu,o He roflbHTbca. A pe3byMe 3 Pejca He CKaxcy, mp6 6yjiH cjia6iui, ane nepacaHi Tpoxa HaflTO K O P O T K O ,
"cacaTo", - y Hac, 3£ajecb MiHi, Tpe6a6 po3Ka3yBaTH oSuiHpHijme,
3 BenHKHMH ijiTaTaMH 3 nHCBMa C B . , mo6 yHTa^eBH yce 6yjro nepen; O M H Ma: i O C H O B H H J MaTepijan i KpHTHKa... Ja CTpi6yjy j caM no Pejcy
naflHTH pe3byMe: Moace B O H H He 6yn.yTb aHi Taici O C H O B H I , aHi TaKi TajiaHOBHTi, jaK Vernesa a6o ^Hji #pyri, ane 6yn;yTb Sijibiu po3acoBaHi
fljiba BKycy Hamoji nySjiHKH, T. 3H. , Han.ijaTHCb, i xicHa 6inbiu npHHecyTb. 1

Although Drahomanov did not accept his recommendations, Franko
respected his decisions and complied with them, continuing to translate
the "resumes" of Maurice Vernes.
of their joint project.

But that was only within the framework

Outside of that framework he acted independently,

following his individual interest in biblical science as well as his personal convictions as to how the Bible and biblical criticism ought to be
popularized among the Ukrainian people, and publishing his writings in
various periodicals for which he worked, or to which he was a contributor.
Thus, in 1883, he published in the Zoria a comparative analysis
of the biblical story of the Flood , preceded by an explanatory introduction.

It was based on the work of the German geologist and paleontologist,

Eduard Sttss, on the same subject, but Franko "dealt with the biblical story more thoroughly, explaining the differences between the two versions
comprised in it, which the German scholar had not done."3

Lystuvannia I. Franka i M. Drnhomanovn, p. 99.
2

I. Franko, "Potopa svita, Opovidanie z Pys'ma sviatoho", Zoria,
No. 18-24, September-December, 1883.
3

From Franko's autobiography written for Herder's Konversations1exikon, Tvory, Vol. 1, p. 38.
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In 1887 appeared in the Przegla.d spoleczny his extensive review,
in Polish, of the book written by F. Vigayron, dealing with the Bible and
t!1^ new archaeological discoveries in Palestine, Egypt, and Assyria .
In 1888 he reviewed, in Polish again, in the Kwartalnik historyczny, Jean Reville's magazine Revue de l'histoire des religions .
In 1890 he spread the knowledge of the Bible and of biblical
criticism by giving public lectures at the "Czytelnia naukowa" of L'viv3.

Through his academic studies in the field of Ukrainian literature
and culture, and through extensive study and reading in connected fields,
especially in that of biblical research, his knowledge of biblical history and literature widened, deepened, and ramified.

At the same time, he

acquired a high proficiency in the methodology of scientific research.
His biblical scholarship manifested itself ever-increasingly in the scientific essays and book-length studies which he published during the period
of his collaboration with Drahomanov, and particularly after it.
A shift in a new direction took place in the development of his
interest in the Bible during the 1890's.

In those years he began to occu-

py himself with the comparative historico-literary study of ancient Hebrew,
Greek and Slavic cultural monuments.

This research-method he applied to

I. Franko, "Die Bibel und die neueren Kntdeckungcn in Palastina,
in Hgypten und in Assyricn, von F. Vigayron, Mainz 1885-1886" (book-review
in Polish), Przeglad spoleczny, Vol. 3, No. 5, 1887, p. 448-452.
2

I. Franko, "Revue de l'histoire des religions, publiee sous la
direction de M. Jean Reville, Paris, 1887" (review), Kwartalnik historyczny, No. 2, 1888, p. 341-342.
3

Founded in the mid-1880's, the "Czytelnia naukowa" was, in Franko's words, "a dynamic intellectual foyer". He headed it for several
years. Cf. V. Doroshenko, Ivan Franko, L'viv, Vyd. "Hromada", 1924, p. 19.
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his investigation of the history of the literature and culture of the
Ukrainian people - which was one of his main life-purposes. He searched
with particular vigilance for biblical and post-biblical literary elements and spiritual influences which had penetrated through the ages directly, or through Hebrew, Byzantine and Slavic channels - into the
Ukrainian literary genres, especially into the Ukrainian folk-literature.
This led him to turn his attention to the Old- and New-Testamental apocrypha as well as to Christian religious literature of the Middle Ages.
His researches in these two fields resulted in a series of works of high
scientific quality.
Five volumes of his monumental treatise on the apocrypha, entitled
Apokrify (sic!)

i lehendy1,appeared respectively in the years 1896, 1899,

1902, 1906, and 1910. In his extensive introduction to the first volume,
dealing with the Old-Testamental apocrypha, Franko stated that one of his
chief aims in composing his treatise was to show how old biblical themes
had found their way "from the Scriptures to the mouth of the people, and
from the mouth of the people to the poet and writer, who, not knowing
their real source, believed them to be elements of folkloristic literary
production".2
In the second volume Franko dealt with the New-Testamental apocrypha and with their influence on West-European culture as well as with
"the apocryphal Gospels of the Slav people and their influence on Slav

1

I. Franko, Apokrify i lehendy z ukraSns'kykh rukopysiv, Pam'iatky ukraSns'ko-rus'kox movy i literatury, Vydaie Komisiia arkheohrafichna
NTSh u L'vovi. Volumes 1-5, 1896-1910.
2

I. Franko, op. cit., Vol. 1, "Introduction", p. xxxvii-xxxviii.
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The remaining three volumes he devoted respective-

ly to the apocryphal stories on the Acts of the Apostles, the eschatological apocrypha, and the hagiographical legends.2

In each case he described

"the permeation of the themes of these religious literary genres into
world literature" of secular nature, thus manifesting a peculiar feature
which also characterizes his poetical work, namely - the linking of "the
laic with the religious, the mundane with the spiritual".
As to Franko's extensive research-work in the field of medieval
religious literature - though this domain is beyond the scope of the
present study - mention should be made of his outstanding treatise on
"Barlaam and Josaphat", the old Christian religious novel1*, his doctoral
dissertation for the University of Vienna (1893), which was printed periodically in the ZNTSh between 1895 and 1897, and also appeared as
a separate book (1897).

In this work Franko displays "profound encyclo-

pedic knowledge coupled with an excellent comparative philological research method", which qualify him "as a scholar and savant in the field
of medieval religious literature and the history of the Church".5

Cf. C. Bida,"Religious Motives in the Scholarly Works of Ivan
Franko", in ESEE, 1956, Vol. 1, Part 3, p. 139.
2

See M.O. Moroz, Ivan Franko - Bibliohrafiia tvoriv, entry 3261.

3

Cf. C. Bida, op. cit., ibid., p. 140.

k

I. Franko, Varlaam i Ioasaf, Starokhrystyians'kyi dukhovnyi
roman i ieho literaturna istoriia, L'viv, 1897.
5

C. Bida, op. cit., ibid., Vol. 1, Part 2, p. 107-
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Moreover, Franko was the first researcher to indicate that the portion of
the so-called "Aristid's Apology"1, included in the old text of the novel,
which scholars regarded as a passage of an old Christian Greek work, was
in reality a fragment of a Jewish writing.2
Of high scientific quality are also Franko's works on the life
and the religious-literary works of the Ukrainian patriot, ascetic, and
fervent fighter for a true form of Christianity - Ivan Vyshens'kyi, which
appeared, in Russian and in Ukrainian, in the years 1889, 1892, 1895,
1900, and 19113.

His interest in the life of Ivan Vyshens'kyi also found

expression in a literary form - in his philosophical poem Ivan Vyshens'kyi1* (1900), picturing in a highly artistic manner "the inner struggle
of this ascetic", tormented by "the problem of service to God on the one
hand, and service to his people on the other".5

It is the Letter of Aristeas, ascribed to an official of Ptolemy
II Philadelphus, a Greek monarch in Egypt in the third century B.C. In
reality, this work was written two centuries later by an Alexandrian Jew.
Cf. The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, Micropaedia, Chicago, 1974, Vol. 1,
p. 514.
2

Cf. C. Bida, op. cit., ibid., p. 109.

3

I . Franko,"HoaHH BbnneHCKHft',' HoBbie flaHHbie DTIH oueHKH e r o jiHTepaTypHoft H o6mecTBeHHoft fleHTenbHocTH, KneBCKaH CTapHHa, T . 2 5 , KH. 4 , 1 8 8 9 ,
r e p r i n t e d i n T v o r y , V o l . 1 9 , p . 5 0 1 - 5 0 8 ; "Co^HHeHHe HoaHHa BbnneHCKoro",
KneBCKaH CTapHHa, T . 2 5 , KH. 4 , 1889; "iBaH BnmeHCbKHft, PycbKHft nncaTejib
XVI B i y y " , Xjii6opo6, WW 8 - 1 1 , 1892, r e p r i n t e d i n T v o r y , V o l . 1 6 , p . 4 1 3 429;
IBaH BHmeHcbKHft i e r o T B O P H , JlbBiB, Haicn. aBTopa, 1895; "HOBHII npHIHHOK flo CTyflift Hafl iBaHOM BmneHCbKHM", 3HTI1I, T . 3 5 - 3 6 , K H . 3 - 4 , 1900;
IBaH BHmeHcbKHft, "JIOBH c e r o CBJTa", JIbBiB, 1 9 1 1 .
"* I .
5

Franko, Ivan Vyshens'kyi, Tvory, Vol. 1 1 , p .

C. Bida, op. c i t . , i b i d . , p . 107.
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In the 1900's, side by side with his continual engrossment in
apocryphal and medieval religious literature1, Franko resumed his scientific activity in the fields of biblical criticism and biblical research,
and kept it up till the last years of his life. His interest in the history of the Old and New Testaments extended to the domain of biblical
literature, and particularly to that of biblical poetry.

The wide bib-

lical scholarship and the rich methodological experience he had accumulated in the previous years produced between 1901 and 1914 a series of
important treatises in the fields of biblical history and biblico-poetical literature.
In 1901 Franko published an extensive survey of Western biblical
research under the title "Novi doslidy nad naidavniishoiu istoriieiu Zhydiv" . The significance of this work consists not only in the exhaustive
account which it gives of the rise and development of biblical criticism
and of the theories entertained by its chief Western representatives, but
also - and mainly - in the fact that here Franko discusses and evaluates

Besides volumes 3, 4 and 5 of the Apokrify i lehendy, Franko
published in the 1900's numerous critiques and several treatises in both
these fields, such as, to mention but a few: "Aleksander Bruckner: Apokryfy sredniowieczne" (critique), in ZNTSh, 1902, Vol. 45, p. 10-12;
"Kirchenslavische Apokrypha von den 72 Namen Gottes", in Zeitschrift des
Vereines fUr VBlkerkunde, 1904, No. 4, p. 408-413; Novi pol's'ki Cyril^
lo-Methodiana, L'viv, 1905 (against mystifications in A. BrUckner's work
on the Slav Apostles); "Dr. V. Shchurat: Grunvalds'ka pisnia (Bogurodzica Dziewica)" (critique), in LNV, 1906, Vol. 35, Book 9, p. 504-505;
"Slovo pro zburenie pekla - Ukraxns'ka pasiina drama", in ZNTSh, 1908,
Vol. 81, Book 1, p. 5-50; "Dukhovna 1 tserkovna poeziia na Skhodi i na
Zakhodi", in ZNTSh, 1913, Vol. 113, Book 1, p. 5-22.
2

I. Franko, "Novi doslidy nad naidavniishoiu istoriieiu Zhydiv",
in ZNTSh, 1901, Vol. 42, Book 4, p. 1-19.
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the theories and conclusions of the Western scholars from both the meritorial and the methodological point of view, and expresses his individual
views with regard to one theory or the other.
Franko surveys the theories put forward by various outstanding
biblical researchers (Stade, Schrader, Reuss, Wellhausen, Kuenen, Hommel,
Stucken, Winkler).

He discusses the hypotheses of the "glosses" (assu-

ming that marginal notes were incorporated in the Pentateuchal text) and
of the "fragments" (regarding the Pentateuch as a collection of separate
ancient documents, assembled in a later period into one book), the theory
of the "Yahwist" and "Elohist" documents, and the theory of Pan-Babylonism.

He gives some credit to each of these theories, but does not regard

any of them as capable of explaining everything.

In particular, he criti-

cizes the pursuit of analyzed fragments and the dissection of the Pentateuch into prior and posterior texts, thus dismissing the approach of
Wellhausen, Kuenen and their followers.

In his opinion, these scholars,

and especially their disciples, have destroyed the whole in their excessive search for pieces:
PiacHi B^ieHi BHCHjuoBajiH C B X H flOTen Ha Te, m,o6 6e3 K I H U H A P O S H T H
TeKCT 6i6jriftHHX onoBiflaHb, n;o6aiaTH piatHi pyKH ft piacHi norjiHflH
TaM, fle flOCH THCH^i J l i T npHBHKJIH JIKfle Sa^HTH EflHiCTb.
Macy fleTajiBHHx T e o p i f t i noHCHeHb Ha KOXAHH y c T y n , a n e

BHTBOpeHO
3ary6jieHo

U.XJliCTb.

As to the Pan-Babylonistic theories, Franko recognizes the significance of the documentary material with which they operate, but, at the
same time, he sounds a warning against a precocious acceptance of all

1

I. Franko, "Novi doslidy nad naidavniishoiu istoriieiu Zhydiv",
in ZNTSh, 1901, Vol. 42, Book 4, p. 6-7-
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their assertions:
IIpaBfla, IIHM pa30M npHXHJibHHKH uiex IUKOJIH po3nopaacaK)Tb 6e3MipHO SaraTmHM i rjiy6me po3po6jieHHM MarrepijmoM, "jepnaioTb i3
caMoro nepBicHoro acepeJia - i3 • BiBHJioHCbKox acTpojiorix. Ta
Bce-TaKH, MHTaioMH xx npaui, naM 3n;a£TbCH, mo I X B H C H O B K H i cneKyjiHi^ii T P O X H 3a cKopocniuiHi. npo BaBHnoHCbKy acTponoriio,
KyjibT, jiereHflH i uepKOBHy opraHi3an,iio, M H 3HaEMO noKH me flyace
Mano; ie, mo H O C H Bifl^HTaHO i onySniKOBaHO 3 BenHKHX 6e3 cyMHiBy CKapSiB BaBHJiOHO-accHpiftcbKoro nncbMeHCTBa, Tane me n,pi6He,
KencbKe i ypHBiacTe, mo Ha nmpoKi y3aranbHeHHH i nepeBopoTH
B pofli BiHKJiepoBoro me Ma6yTb He npHHiiina nopa.1

In 1908 Franko devoted a similar work to surveying the New Testament in the light of contemporary biblical research and criticism, under
the title "Suchasni doslidy nad Sviatym Pys'mom" .
however, unfinished.

This work remained,

Only three chapters of it appeared in print.

They

describe the contemporary investigation of the history of the Gospels and
of the translation of the New-Testamental text.

A monograph on the biblical story of the Creation, entitled
Bibliine opovidannie pro sotvorennie s'vita , was written by Franko at
the end of 1904, and published in 1905.

This work is particularly note-

worthy for his translation of the Babylonian cosmogony epic Enuma

Elishh,

I. Franko, op. cit., ibid., p. 19.
2

I. Franko, "Suchasni doslidy nad Sviatym Pys'mom", LNV, 1908,
Vol. 41, Book 2, p. 326-336; Book 3, p. 516-532; Vol. 42, Book 4, p.
119-128.
3

Originally: Poema pro sotvorenie svita. First printed in the
journal Novyi hromads'kyi holos in 1905, this work appeared in the same
year as a separate book. In 1918 it was re-edited in Winnipeg, Canada,
under the title Bibliine opovidannie pro sotvorennie s'vita v svitli nauky.

Franko writes: Inuma

Ilish.
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included in it. He compares the Babylonian epic with the biblical story
of the Creation, giving a Ukrainian translation of his own of the pertinent
passages of the Book of Genesis, based on the French version by Edouard
Reuss and on the Greek version of the Septuagint, and made expressly for
this purpose.

In discussing the story of the Creation, Franko supports

the Pan-Babylonistic assertion that the Jewish composers of the Pentateuch
took over the cosmogony story from the Babylonian nature-myths. His individual conclusion is, however, that the Jewish composers imparted to their
narrative a higher and more spiritual quality thanks to their monotheistic
religion. Hence, it is endowed with originality, and not a mere imitation.

Whereas the Bibliine opovidannie pro sotvorennie s'vita deals with
Babylonian elements in the Pentateuch from the point of view of the PanBabylonistic theory, Franko's article "Vavilon i Novyi Zavit" , equally
published in 1905, discusses Babylonian motives in the New Testament from
the same point of view.

Here, Franko surveys a series of scholarly works

on this subject, including those of Winkler2, Gunkel3, Jeremias1*, and
Fibig5, and sets forth some particular ideas of his own, relating to the

1

I. Franko, "Vavilon i Novyi Zavit", in LNV, 1905, Vol. 32, Book
11, p. 114-118.
2

H. Winkler, Die Weltanschauung des Alten Orients, Leipzig, 1904.

3

H. Gunkel, Zum religionsgeschichtlichen VerstHndnis des Neuen
Testaments, Leipzig, 1903.
** A. Jeremias, Babylonisches im Neuen Testament, Leipzig, 1905.
5

P. Fibig, Babel und das Neue Testament, Leipzig, 1905.
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origin of the belief in the coming of a Saviour or Messiah. He associates
this belief with what Winkler defines as "the world-outlook of the ancient
Orient", and describes the Jewish belief in the coming of Messiah as a
parallel of a Babylonian belief which was based on astrology.

This was a

belief in the sun as a king-and-saviour, which originated from the phenomenon of the sun's rising, attaining high power, doing good to mankind,
then declining, setting, and rising anew. This belief was transformed
into a belief in human kings-saviours appearing from time to time, helping
suffering people, disappearing, and appearing again.

In Franko's opinion,

"the clearest reflection of that ancient oriental conception is the Jewish
belief in Messiah, which the Jews have entertained since the very distant
past, like all the other nations contemporary to Babylonian culture, and
which doubtlessly drew its vitality and its forms from Babylonian patterns".1
In the second decade of the 1900's Franko lent particular attention to the poetical literature of the Bible, and engaged especially in
the historico-literary study of biblical poetry.

Between the years 1911

and 1914 he produced three important scholarly treatises in this field:
Vavylons'ki hymny i molytvy2, Pisnia Debory, naidavniisha pam'iatka starohebreis'koli poezili!3, and "levanhel's'ki osnovy poemy T.H. Shevchenka

Mariia".

1

I. Franko, "Vavilon i Novyi Zavit", in LNV, Vol. 32, 1905, Book
11, p. 17-18. This article and the Bibliine opovidannie pro sotvorennie
s'vita are Franko's part in the scholarly literature engendered by Friedrich Delitzsch's Bibel und Babel.
Cf. p. 13.
2

I. Franko, Vavylons'ki hymny i molytvy. L'viv, Ukr. Vyd. Sp., 1911.

3

I. Franko, Pisnia Debory..., L'viv, Mizhnarodna biblioteka, 1912.

4

I. Franko, "levanhel's'ki osnovy poemy T.H. Shevchenka Mariia",
published posthumously in I. Franko, Literaturna spadshchyna, V. 4, p.441-448.
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The treatise Vavylons'ki hymny i molytvy is based on the works of
the German scholars Fritz Hommel, Heinrich Zimmern, and Otto Weber.1

It

consists of a selection of Babylonian hymns, prayers, and incantations,
which Franko translated into Ukrainian from his German sources, providing
each text with explanatory annotations concerning its subject matter and
its historical background.
Adopting the views of the above-mentioned Assyriologists, Franko
regards the Babylonian hymns and prayers as pristine patterns of the
Hebrew Psalms. At the same time, he makes some individual observations.
On one occasion, he stresses the significance of the ancient Babylonian
religious poetry for the historical development of Ukrainian spiritual
life, pointing out the influence which that poetry exerted, through the
channel of the biblical Psalms, "on the moulding of the soul of the
Ukrainian people":
CH n o e 3 i H . . . BaacHa TaKoac AJXH H a c , YKpaiHuiB, He TIJIBKO caMa
C06010, HK nponyKT npacTapox u i B i n i s a u i x flaneKoro Bin; Hac i q y acoro HaM Hapofla, ane TOJIOBHO THM, mo B HXH MycHMo Sa^xiTH acepeno
Toro pejiiriftHoro Ayxa, HKHH: CIUIODTHB CTapoeBpeftcbKe iracbMeHCTBO,
npxoBaHe n.o Hannix q a c i B y T . 3B. 6i6jiiftHHX K r a r a x CTaporo 3 a B i Ty, a cneniHJibHO ftoro noeTiraHy q a c T b , penpe3eHTOBaHy 36ipKoio
THMHXB i MOJIHTOB, mo Mae Ha3By " n c a j i T H p " . . . .
CH. KHHacKa Maxra
BeJXOTe3HHft BnjiHB Ha c4>opMOBaHE Toro pejiiriftHoro KyjibTy, mo Ha
EBpeftcbKift OCHOBI BHpic y MoryTHe nepeBo xpHCTiHHCTBa, i B n e peicjiafli Ha uepKOBHO cjiaBHHCbKy MOBy Mana TaKoac 3HaiHHft BnnHB
npoTHroM iijijioro THcnqoniTH Ha ciJiopMOBaHe flymi yKpaxHCBKoro HapoAa.2

1

F r . Hommel, Geschichte Babyloniens und A s s y r i e n s , B e r l i n , 1885;
H. Zimmern, Babylonische Hymnen und Gebete i n Auswahl, L e i p z i g , 1905;
0. Weber, Die L i t e r a t u r der Babylonier und A s s y r i e r , L e i p z i g , 1907. Cf.
1. Franko, V a v y l o n s ' k i hymny i molytvy, I n t r o d u c t i o n , p . 8.
2

I . Franko, op. c i t . , I n t r o d u c t i o n , p . 7.
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On a n o t h e r o c c a s i o n , i n i n t e r p r e t i n g a hymn a d d r e s s e d " t o t h e s u preme god" ("rHMH n o HaftBHcmoro 6 o r a " ) 1 , F r a n k o o b s e r v e s , w i t h t h e W e s t e r n
s c h o l a r s , t h a t t h i s hymn b e t r a y s symptoms of a b e l i e f
t a n e o u s l y , h e draws a t t e n t i o n t o some l i n e s

i n one God.

where t h e a n c i e n t

Simul-

hymnist

e x t o l s t h e power of t h e supreme d e i t y ' s " w o r d " , a s , f o r e x a m p l e :
BceBHniHift!
TBOE CJIOBO, KOJXH npoHece CH y He6i BOHO,
B c i HeSecHi 6 o r n ynaflaioTb Ha JIHUH . . .
TBOE CJIOBO, KOJIH npoHece CH MOB 6ypn B r o p i ,
fla£ raonHM nvnoflH Ha noacHBy ft Hanift. . .
TH JXHIII

onHH,

TH

TBOE CJIOBO noponacyE npaBixy,

npaBocyiiE flepacHTB Miac jnoflbMH,
2
A6H JIIOAH no npaBfli acHJin...
With r e g a r d t o t h e s e l i n e s , he p u t s forward h i s i n d i v i d u a l o p i n i o n

about

a p o s s i b l e a n a l o g y b e t w e e n them and t h e f i r s t v e r s e of t h e G o s p e l by
St.

John:
BapTO 3a3Ha*IHTH TyT OC06JIHBO T i pHflKH, B HKHX BejIIPiaETb CH
CHjia cjiOBa 6oacoro i HKi MHMOBiJibHO HacyBaioTb AyMKy npo cxoacicTb
C H X pHAKiB i3 noqaTKOM EBaHrejiin C B . iBaHa, HKe noiHHaeTB C H
cjioBaMH: "Ha noqaTKy 6yjio CJIOBO, i CJIOBO 6yjio B Bora, i Bor 6yB
CJIOBO".

Under the title Pisnia Debory, naidavniisha pam'iatka starohebreis'koS poezix Franko published in 1912 a historico-literary study of chapter 5 of the Book of Judges, known as The Song of Deborah.

This study was

first printed in the journal Nedilia (issues 38 and 39), and subsequently

1

I. Franko, Vavylons'ki hymny i molytvy, p. 42-45.

2

Ibid., p. 44.

3

Ibid., p. 45.
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appeared in the same year as a separate 32-page booklet.1
In his introduction, based on Reuss's Histoire des Israelites,
Franko gives a short survey of the Old Testament, with a special analysis
of the Book of Judges.

Concurring with Reuss, Wellhausen, and other re-

presentatives of the theory of the "fragments", he presents the conclusion
that the Song of Deborah belongs to the oldest Hebrew folk-songs, and
dates from an earlier period than that in which some other chapters of
the Book of Judges were composed.

In this connection, he quotes chapter 4

of the Book of Judges, which is a prose account of the events described in
the Song of Deborah, pointing out a series of discrepancies between the
two texts.
The introduction is followed by Franko's translation of the Song
of Deborah, made from Reuss's French version of the Bible, and accompanied
by a literary analysis.

In this analysis, Franko, pursuing his compara-

tive research-method , hints at a possible analogy between certain elements
of the biblical poem and of the old poetry of his own people:
[. . . ] nepniiift posain nommaETbCH cii.ibHHM anop^oM Ha noxBany
Bora, H K H H yanaBHB ce6e i C B O E nneM'n He3BHqafiHOio no6ifloio. C H
no6iAa cynpoBOflHJiacH He3BHqafi~HHMH HBHmaMH B npHpofli, 3eMJieTpnceHHHM i BejiHKOio 3JIHBOK), o6a HBHma - piflKicTb y nanecTHHi. H H
He 6yAe peHKOKi aHajioriEio A O noqaTKy ce'x nicHi no^aTOK Hanioro
"CnoBa o nonKy IropeBXM1', B H K I M 3aTbMa C O H A H BimyE pycHHaM HeDiacTH B noxoAi.

This work, one of the rarest Frankiana, could not be obtained
for this study. The writer makes use of the information on it found in
I. Zhuravs'ka, Ivan Franko i zarubizhni literatury, Kyxv, vydavnytstvo
ANURSR, 1961, p. 36.
2

3

Cf. p. 19-20 of this study.

I. Franko, Pisnia Debory...,
op. cit., p. 36.

p. 20-21, quoted in I. Zhuravs'ka,
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In his monograph "Pro ievanhel's'ki osnovy poemy T.H. Shevchenka
Mariia",

Franko carries out a comparative analysis of the evangelic ac-

counts relating to the events in the lives of the Holy Virgin and of Jesus, on which the Shevchenkian poem is built. He specifies nine events,
which Shevchenko represented poetically in a manner of his own, partly
conforming to the biblical accounts, and partly modifying them. These
events are: the life and the social position of the Virgin Mary before
the Annunciation; Her marriage with Joseph; the Annunciation; the journey
to Bethlehem; the birth of Jesus; the wise men and Herod; the flight to
Egypt, and the return; the teachings of Jesus, and the Crucifixion; the
last years of the Holy Virgin's life. His purpose is to examine the historicalness of the evangelic accounts describing these events.
Franko makes his investigation on the basis of the knowledge
about the history of the Gospels, provided by Western biblical critics
and researchers of his time. He leans mainly on Edouard Reuss's Histoire
evangelique synopse des trois premiers evangiles.

His method consists

in a comparative examination of the Gospels by St. Matthew, St. Mark, and
St. Luke for their respective references to the events in question. A few
examples may suffice to illustrate his application of this method as well
as his main conclusions:
As to the first seven events, relating to the life of Mary before
the Annunciation, and to the birth and early life of Jesus, Franko points
out that the oldest Gospel - the Book of St. Mark - tells nothing at all

Cf. I. Franko, "Pro ievanhel's'ki osnovy poemy T.H. Shevchenka
Mariia",
Ivan Franko: Literaturna spadshchyna, KyxV, 1967, Vol. 4, pp.
441, 443.
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about them, and that the earliest accounts of them are given by St. Mat-

thew. He then quotes the pertinent passages of St. Matthew, and compares
them with parallel passages in St. Luke. On the ground of this comparison
he draws his conclusions as to the historicity of the evangelic accounts
underlying the events represented in Shevchenko's Mariia.
Thus, for example, he observes that the event of the Annunciation
lacks from St. Matthew's account of the birth of Jesus (1:18-25), where it
is only Joseph who learns from an angel, in a dream, about Mary's conception by the Holy Ghost, whereas in St. Luke, the Annunciation is represented in full detail (1:26-38), being preceded by the story of Zacharias
and Elisabeth (1:5-25), and followed by the hymn of the Holy Virgin (known
as the "Magnificat" in the liturgical service, from the opening verse in
the Latin version: Magnificat
46-55 of the first chapter.

anima mea Vominum...),

contained in verses

Quoting all these passages of St. Luke, and

referring to the views of Edouard Reuss, Franko states:
Ce onoBXAaHE aac HaATO BHpa3HO CBiA^HTb npo CBOE KHHacKOBe, JiiTepaTypHe, a He JiwAOBe Ta TpaAHAiftne noxoAaceHE i Moace Mara xn6a penile iftHO-AorMaTHtme, ane HXHK He icTopn^He 3HaqiHE. CnoBa, BnoaceHi
B ycTa Mapix, Mornn 6yTH CKa3aHi xn6a BHCOKO BieHHM KHHXCHHKOM, ane
et
M
HXHK He npocTow AIB^HHOW. BapTO 3aBBaacHTH, mo BOHH B A *i noAiSHi
AO THX cniB, HKi BHrononiyE Mara CaMyi'na, noqyBinH BimoBaHE npo BponaceHE CBOTO CHHa (KH. 1 CaM. , po3A. 2), Ta HaraAywTB TaKoac piacHi
ycTynn ricajibMiB (nop. Ed. Reuss, Histoire evangelique synopse des
trois premiers evangiles, CT. 131).1
His general conclusion is that St. Luke gives the most complete account of all the events in question, but represents "a later tradition,
which is already to a considerable extent poetical", and that the historicity of some of the related evangelic accounts remains to be investigated.2

1

I. Franko, op. cit., ibid., p. 443.

2

Ibid., p. 441-442.
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The series of scholarly works in the fields of apocryphal and medieval religious literature and of biblical research, discussed above all of them having their primary roots in his interest in the Bible and
in his national sentiment - provides a clear picture of Ivan Franko as a
scholar and scientist, and as a creative national enlightener and paver
of the way to national progress through spiritual development.
As a scholar and scientist, the enormous range of his erudition
evidences a remarkable and highly pervasive receptive faculty. His treatises display a thorough study of the matter in question with a constantly alert critical attitude towards it, a rich methodological experience,
and an iterpretative ability of a high standard.
In the fields of apocryphal and medieval religious literature he
is an independent original researcher.

His most important works in these

fields are products of direct investigation of old manuscripts and documents pertaining to Slavic literature and culture, and are provided with
original introductions and commentaries.

In the branch of literary re-

search concerned with the investigation of apocryphal influences on
Ukrainian literature, his contribution verges on that of an innovator1;
and some of his treatises on medieval religious literature credit him
with the quality of an authority in this domain in the world of Slavic
historico-literary research (e.g. his works on Barlaam and Josaphat, on
the life and work of Ivan Vyshens'kyi, and others).2

1

Cf. C. Bida, op. cit., ESEE, 1956, Vol. 1, Part 3, p. 139.

2

See C. Bida, op. cit., ibid., Vol. 1, Part 2, p. 106-109.
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Franko's works in biblical history and literature betray his
quality of a farsighted scientist - though his activity in this field as
a whole is more characterized by eclecticism than by original research.
Prevented from directly investigating primary biblical sources and documents - especially with regard to the Old Testament - by the lack of the
knowledge of Hebrew and of other Semitic languages, he selects from
various areas of Western biblical research such elements as correspond to
his purposes, and to his views and convictions derived from the study of
secondary sources. He does not, however, subscribe to any particular
theory or adhere to any definite system of Western biblical criticism.
His critical, often sceptical, attitude towards particular methods
used, and assertions made, by various theoreticians of biblical criticism,
and his cautious reservation towards any theory professing to explain decisively all

about the Pentateuch on the sole basis of its own premisses,

characterizing his survey "Novi doslidy nad naidavniishoiu istoriieiu
Zhydiv" - evidence an intuition of a farsighted scientist. And do not
the developments and changes in various areas of biblical science which
have been in progress since Franko's time

attest to the merit of his ap-

proach?
His eclectic method is reflected in his biblico-historical and
biblico-literary treatises alike. Thus, Bibliine opovidannie pro sotvorennie s'vita, "Vavilon i Novyi Zavit", and Vavylons'ki hymny i molytvy
display an identification with elements of Pan-Babylonism, whereas in
Pisnia Debory and in "Pro ievanhel's'ki osnovy poemy T.H. Shevchenka Mariia"

he adopts the views of the advocates of "fragments" and of prior
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and posterior documents.

However, in each case he also makes individual

observations, sometimes differing from the assertions of a particular
theory, and sometimes introducing new ideas of his own .

Some of his

scholarly writings in the fields in question display original findings,
derived from individual exploration .

From the scholarly works under discussion also arises the image
of Ivan Franko as a creative national enlightener - a paver of his nation's way to progress through spiritual development.

He produces numer-

ous scholarly and popular works, aimed to make the Ukrainian public acquainted with the literature of the Apocrypha, with medieval Christian
religious literature, and with the role of these literatures in the history of the literature and the spiritual life of the Ukraine.

Simulta-

neously, he pours much energy into popularizing among his people the
achievements of Western research of the Bible and of the ancient cultures
of the Orient.

In these activities he pursues one of his lifelong ideals,

best described by himself as his aspiration
... He TinbKO A O noSinbiueHH no3iTiBHoro 3HaHH, ane TaKoac
Ao po3inHpeHH cBiTornHAy, nomySneHH Ta y6naropoAHeHH MopanbHoro noKVTH Hauioi ocBi^eHox rpoMaAH.3

As in Bibliine opovidannie..., "Vavilon i Novyi Zavit", and
Pisnia Debory. Cf. pp. 26-27, 30 of this study.
2

As "Potopa svita" (cf. p. 18 of this study). An interesting
original Frankian finding is contained in the Preface to the second edition of Moisei (1912), where Franko indicates the presence of two different accounts, dating from different periods, in Chapter 16 of the Book
of Numbers. See Tvory (New York), Vol. 14, p. 477-480.
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This scholarly activity in the field of popularizing the Bible
reflects the intellectual aspect of Franko's interest in the Scriptures

as well as of his work for his ideal of promoting spiritual values among
his people. What represents the manifestation of his unique service for
this ideal in its entirety is his lifelong literary production.

From the

latter, this ideal emanates as an effect of his juvenile engrossment in
the Bible, and his service for it - as a product of the moral ideas and
the national feelings which the Bible implanted in his young soul. The
Bible's spiritual impact on him persisted throughout his life and work,
in spite of the changes in his attitude and approach to the Scriptures,
brought about by his engagement in biblical criticism.
The engagement in biblical criticism produced a change in his attitude to the Scriptures only from the point of view of traditional dogma.
Whereas in his juvenile poems he resorts to the Bible as to a sacred
source of highest moral authority, and employs biblical themes in conformity to their traditional sense and intent,1 his recourse to biblical
elements in the works of the period of his adherence to biblical criticism
is characterized by a departure from traditional tenets, and by a free
subordination of the traditional sense and intent to his individual advanced ideas. His approach to the Bible crystallizes in that period, assuming a definitively secular character, but the influence of the Bible's
ethical teachings and spiritual values on his inner life as an individual,
and on his world-outlook as a poet and a thinker, a scholar and a national

1

Cf. p. 8 of this study.
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leader, never abates. On the contrary, in all these domains of his life
and work he manifests an ever deepening adherence to the moral priorities
and spiritual values advocated in the Pentateuch, by the Prophets, by
Jesus, and by the Apostles. The Bible remains to him invariably a world
of great literature, of deep life-philosophy, and of lofty ethico-educative principles.

It is these literary, philosophical and ethical elements

of the Bible that make up the immense framework of Franko's interest in
it, which finds a highly diversified expression in his literary work.

2. Its Manifold Literary Expression.
The chief and most comprehensive domain of Ivan Franko's literary
work, representing his interest in the Bible, is his original poetic production.

To this domain are devoted the next three chapters constituting

the core of this study.

There are, however, several additional domains

of the Frankian literary output, prominently manifesting the wide scope
and the profundity of this interest as well as the multiformity of its
literary expression.

These are: his translations, his treatises on prob-

lems of poetry and aesthetics, and his works in literary criticism.

The

present chapter will therefore conclude with a survey of the manifestation
of Franko's interest in the Bible in these three domains of his literary
work other than original poetry.
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Translations.

The earliest literary expression of Franko's interest in the Bible
are the translations in rhymed verse of passages of Isaiah, Job, and St.
Paul, which he made while he was yet a high-school student.

However, not

only his juvenile works, but the whole of his lifelong literary production
manifests a bent for translating biblical material, in verse-form as well
as in prose.

In his poetical translations he is clearly selective,

singling out either such passages of biblical poetry or prose as are
marked by noble moral ideals, or such as stand out for their aesthetic
quality.

His translations in prose are designed for various literary pur-

poses other than purely poetical.
Franko's biblical translations display three groups, distinguishable by their respective background, purpose, and character.
To the first group belong the juvenile translations. These have
a predominantly spiritual background.

In composing them - according to

his own testimony - he answers "a need of his soul"2, and gives expression
to the spiritual experiences which the biblical passages concerned engendered in him.
The second group includes translations in rhymed verse of selected
passages of biblical poetry, prose, and wisdom literature, dating from the
period of his highest poetical maturity as well as from the last years of
his life. Most of these translations are incorporated in some of his

1

Cf. p. 3, 6-7, of this study.

2

Ibid., p. 7.
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original poetic works, and form integral parts of them.

These transla-

tions serve his ideological, compositional, or didactic purposes relating
to the original works in question.
Thus, for example, in fragment 12 of the "Parenetikon", in the collection Mil Izmarahd, the first quatrain is a rhymed translation of Proverbs, 11:22, reading: "As a jewel of gold in a swine's snout, so is a
fair woman which is without discretion":
RK cepeacKH 3onoTix
B HISAPHX Sypox CBHHI,
TaK Kpaca HeftAeB noacHTOK
3ne BHxoBaHift acoHi.1
The second quatrain is an original Frankian stanza, which extends the idea
of the first through a contrastive parallel comparison, thus amplifying
the biblical proverb:
ilK nepjiHHa Aoporan
y onpaBi 3onoTift,
TaK Ayma aciHo^a mnpa
CHE B 3BepxHift KpacoTi.
In the poem Bulo se try dni pered moS!m shliubom (1902) from the
cycle Z knyhy proroka IeremiSl3, nine out of its thirteen stanzas are incorporated translations of biblical verses relating to the calls to prophecy of Moses, Jeremiah, Isaiah, and Ezekiel.
A similar incorporation of translated biblical material occurs in
the fifth canto of Moisei1*. Here, Franko incorporates a poetic paraphrase
1

Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 68. This fragment dates from 1895.

2

Ibid.

3

Tvory, Vol. 13, p. 323-324.

4

Tvory, Vol. 12, p. 491-494. Moisei was composed in 1905.
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of the parable of Jotham (Judges, 9:8-15) in the "parable of the bramble"
presented by Moses, amplifying the biblical passage, and imparting to it
a different intent.
In 1913 he made a rhymed poem of the parable in St. Matthew, 18:
23-35 . This was his last biblico-poetical translation.
The third group consists of the following translations of narrative and poetical

passages, made in connection with his works in bibli-

cal research and literary criticism, and based on the version of Ed. Reuss:
1. Genesis, 7-8 - in the essay "Potopa svita" (1883).
2. The Song of Solomon, 1:3, 12, 13; 2:13; 3:6; 4:10-14, 16 - in
Iz sekretiv poetychnox tvorchosti2 (1898).
3. Judges, 16:23-30 - in his critique on the poem Samson by Lesia
Ukrainka3 (1898).
4. Genesis, 1-2 - in Bibliine opovidannie pro sotvorennie svita
(1905), p. 54-62.
5. Judges, 5 (The Song of Deborah) - in Pisnia Debory (1912)
6.
.,
7.
Q
8.

Leviticus, 16:5-10,
„ ,
'
Numbers, 16,
™ 4.
oo /Q co o/ i o
Deuteronomy, 32:48-52; 34:1-8;

^, „ ,.
i.1
- xn the Preface to the
, .....
,- „, .
second edxtion of Moxsex
nqi?i

9. Judges, 13-16 - in the introduction to his translation of John
Milton's Samson Agonistes** (1912).
10. St. Matthew, 1:18-25; 2,
11. St. Luke, 1:26-56; 2:1-20, 25-32, 48-52 - in "Pro ievanhel's'ki
osnovy poemy T.H. Shevchenka Mariia" (1914).

1

I. Franko, Prytcha pro nemysoserdie, Dilo, 1913, No. 5, p. 7.

2

Tvory, Vol. 16, p. 261-262; separate booklet, Kyfv, Radians'kyi
pys'mennyk, 1969, p. 120.
3

See p. 54 of this study.

** See p. 56 of this study.
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The translations of the first and second groups are of noteworthy
significance by virtue of the fact that they reflect, like many of his
original poems, the close relationship existing between Franko's interest
in the ancient biblical world and his views and ideas relating to contemporary life. Basically faithful to the original texts, they often display
the presence of certain overtones - products of his individual creativity,
through which he links the biblical with the contemporary.

He produces

such overtones by deepening or extending the meanings - especially the
moral implications - of particular biblical statements, and investing them
with relevance to contemporary life, thus transferring moral ideals and
spiritual values from their ancient source to present-day ideology.
For example, in his translation of St. Paul's 1 Corinthians, chapter 13, verses 1-7, entitled Liubov, verse 4 is rendered as follows:
AOBroTepnenHBa. ..
He3aBHCHa, He naKicnHBa, J1K>6OB 6O

Ho6oe 3a Hac niuina na xpecm...x
By introducing an associative image of Jesus (italicized by the writer),
which has no counterpart in the original, he extends the meaning of Love,
associating it with self-sacrifice, and embodies the original's idea of
Love in a picture of an act

of Love.

Simultaneously, through the words

3a Hac, referring to the people of the present generation, he transfers
the relevance of the value of Love from antiquity to present-day life.
The translations of the third group evidence Franko's biblical
scholarship and his serious care for textual exactitude. He often censures

1

I. Franko, Liubov, Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 446.
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P. Kulish's Ukrainian translation of the Bible for inaccurate and unclear
renditions of certain biblical texts1.

Treatises on Problems of Poetry
and Aesthetics.
Already in the initial phase of his literary career Franko manifests himself as a prospective theoretician of literature in general, and
of poetry in particular2.

Also in this field of his literary activity he

gives expression to his interest in the Bible.
From the press-report on his first public lecture in 1875, the
topic of which was "The Book of Job from a Poetical Point of View", it is
evident that his exposition of the topic constituted a study of the aesthetic elements marking the poetic expression of the biblical work's
speculative subject matter3. His interest in the aesthetic elements of
biblical poetry, and his proficiency in this subject come up into view
in his most prominent work in the domain of poetics and aesthetics - the
treatise Iz sekretiv poetychnox' tvorchosti1*, written in 1898, in the period of his highest maturity as a poet and writer.

Cf. his critical remarks concerning Kulish's translation of the
Old Testament (Sviate pys'mo Staroho Zavitu, movoiu rus'ko-ukraxns'koiu,
u Vidni, 1903) with regard to Genesis, 1-2 in his Bibliine opovidanie pro
sotvorenie s'vita, p. 54-62, and with regard to Leviticus, 16:5-10 in his
Preface to the second edition of Moisei, Tvory, (New York), Vol. 14, p.482.
As early as in 1876 he publishes such works as "Poeziia i iex"
stanovysko v nashykh vremenakh. Studiium estetychne" (Druh, No. 3 ) , "Nasha
poetychna literatura" (Druh, No. 25), and "Krytyka i obshchestvo" (No. 19).
3

Cf. p. 5-6 of this study.

** I. Franko, Iz sekretiv poetychnox1 tvorchosti, LNV, Vol. 1, 1898,
Vol. 6, 1899. Reprinted in Tvory, Vol. 16, p. 251-297-
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This treatise is a'deep-going*'inquiry into the nature of poetry,
and into the psychology of the process of poetic composition.

In its

third chapter, entitled "The Aesthetical Principles", the first paragraph
deals with the role of the senses in that process.

Discussing the re-

sources of the Ukrainian language for the representation of sensual impressions, Franko indicates that Ukrainian is "most rich in representing
visual impressions, rich enough in rendering impressions of hearing and
touch, but most poor with regard to impressions of taste and smell".

He

further observes that the Oriental peoples "were by far more sensitive to
olfactory elements, which have since antiquity played a greater role in
their poetry than in that of the Europeans".2
In this connection, he points out the conspicuous role of olfactory elements in biblical poetry, exemplifying it by a series of contexts
from the Song of Solomon, in his own translation:
flyace iHTepecHoio HBnnETbCH 3 Toro nornHAy CTapore6peftcbKa
"nicHH niceHb", p,e CTpi^iaEMO ocb HKi nopiBHHHHH:
T B O E IM'H E MOB

naxomi Kaflnna... (Song of Solomon, 1:3)

Konn Koponb C H A H T B npH CToni Mift oniftoK po3nHBa£ naxomi;
Mift nioSHft £ o6iK MeHe,
M O B CKnHHo^iKa, noBHa Mippn.
11

(1:12-13)

TyT cTpi^taEMO "naxynnft BHHorpaA
(2:13); Mnnnft (the correct
word
is MHnaJ nopiBHwETBCH A O MKny6HKiB jx&uy" (3:6), ... "HaAHxaHHX 3anaX O M Mippn i KaAHna" (3:6); ftoro (the correct
word is xxj mo6oB - ce
M
3anax naxomis noHaA yci apoMara" (4:10); y A I B ^ H H H "3anax OAeaci £
M O B 3anax JliBaHy" (4:11); caMa BOHa - ce "caAOK, 3acaA»ceHHft onHBKaMH,
mactipaHOM, poacaMH, AHHaMOHOM, Mippow i anboecoM i B C H K H M H AepesaMH,

1

I. Franko, op. cit., Tvory, Vol. 16, p.261.

2

Ibid.
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mo Aa»Tb KaAHJio 3 HaftKpamHM 3anaxoM" (4:12-14).
noBift, BiTpe, B!A nonyAHH,
Bift no MOHOMy caAO^Ky,
IH06 BiH AHxaB naxomaMH! -

(4:16)

KJiH^e MonoAHft KoxaHeAb.
In concluding this discussion, Franko points out the absence of
olfactory elements from the Ukrainian folk-songs as well as from the poetry of Shevchenko.

Inasmuch as such elements occur in Shevchenko's

works - he observes - it is only in "his paraphrases of the Psalms".2

Works in Literary Criticism.

Franko's works in literary criticism include a series of essays
which reflect the literary aspect of his interest in the Bible as well as
the great value which he sets on the Bible as a treasury of themes and
motives for poetic and dramatic representation.

In these essays his at-

tention is focused on the ideological, artistic, and aesthetic qualities
of biblical motive representation in the works of Ukrainian and Polish
poets of his time as well as in modern European literature in general.
His first comments on this subject, relating to contemporary
Ukrainian poetry, are contained in a letter to Olena Pchilka concerning
her compositions Prorok and ludita, proposed for publication in the journal Zoria in 1886, when he was its co-editor.

1

I. Franko, op. cit., Tvory, Vol. 16, p. 261-262. The parenthesized biblical references have been inserted by the author of this study.
2

Ibid., p. 262.
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He appraises the poem Prorok briefly as "excellent", whereas the
story ludita lacks, in his opinion, originality, realism and aesthetic
quality:
"IOAiTa Bama BHftmna TPOXH 3aAOBra, a
npHraAyw c o 6 i Bace n o B i c T i B DiicbMi C B .
CH, mo TaM BOHa HKOCb iHaKme BHruflflae,
6yTb. CaM cioaceT, 3BicHO, Ay*e AiKaBHft
eiJieKTOBHoi, peanicTHiHox noeMH.
I n t h e same y e a r F r a n k o c r i t i c i z e d

3aMano HaTypanbHa. He
O Hift, ane MeHi 3Aa£TbHaBiTb *IH He BflOBa, Mai HaAaETbCH AO BenbMH

t h e poem P r z e n a j s w i f t s z a

n a by t h e P o l i s h p o e t J o z e f Bohdan Z a l e s k i , q u a l i f y i n g
t i c and b e a u t i f u l ,

but lacking

i t as highly

rodziroman-

realism:

[ . . . ] OcHOBa [ n o e M n ] . . . npncTpoEHa TyT TaKoio 6araToio TKaHHHoio
(JiaHTacTH^HMx cAeHapift, (JiaHTacTHUHOx n c H x o n o r i x i ^aHTacTH^HOx T e o n o r i x , mo cnpaBAi noeMy cio BBaacaTH Tpe6a OAHHM 3 HaftiHTepecHimnx
TBopiB poMaHTHqHox n o e 3 i x nonbCbKoi. . . IIoeT Ha XBHmo o-qapoBy£
Hame OKO nariAHHM niBCBiTnoM, Ham cnyx conoAKOio... My3HKOio, i Ha
j i e r r a x XBHJIHX ftoro Bipma MH KonnuieMocb y n o n y c H i , He THMTIHMH c e d e
caMHx, He BHHOCH^IH 3 T O I conoAKOx APIMOTH Hi^ioro AJIH CBoro p e a n b HOrO aCHTTH.

The above early comments reflect the postulate of originality,
realism, and relevance to living reality, underlying his approach to biblical motive representation, and marking all his future critiques on this
subject.

This postulate has its roots in the influence exerted on him in

previous years by prominent patterns of biblical motive representation in
modern Ukrainian and Western literature, while he engaged in investigating
and translating Bible-based works of Shevclienko and of Byron.
Shevchenko's poem Mariia - one of the most characteristic examples
of the modernization of biblical motives, which he initiated in Ukrainian

1

Letter to Olena Pchilka, 4.1.1886, Tvory, Vol. 20, p. 291.

2

I. Franko, "Iosyf Bohdan Zalies'kyi", Tvory, Vol. 18, p. 129.
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poetry, engaged Franko's interest already in his youth.

In 1880 he began

to write an essay on it (which remained, however, unfinished), and in 1882
he translated it into German.1
In 1879 he translated Byron's Cain into Ukrainian.
exerted a particularly strong and lasting influence on him.

This work
He was great-

ly impressed by Byron's mode of utilizing the ancient biblical theme for
sounding through it his own original ideas relating to contemporary life,
and by the English poet's picturing the biblical hero as "a symbol of the
thinking man of the 1820's".

Cain became to him an example of an original,

realistic, and relevant representation of a biblical motive.

This is at-

tested by the following statement, dating from 1889 - the year in which he
wrote his own poem Smert' Kaxna under the influence of Byron's work :
[...] Ei6niio MoacHa Teac yBaacaTH 36ipKoio MitJ>iB, nereHAapHHx
i ncHxonori^HHx M O T H B I B , HKi B caMift BiSnix onpaubOBaHi B TaKHft *IH imiiHft cnociS, 3aTe cboroAHi MoacyTb 6yTH onpaAbOBaHi
3 0 B C X M iHaKme, BIDJIOBXAHO A O HaniHx nornHAis Ha CBiT i Ha JIIOACbKy npHpoAy. B TaKOMy pa3i nepeA iHAHBXAyanbHicTio noeTa B 1 A _
KpHBaETbCH cnpaBAi niHpoKe none i npo 6 V A B - H K H H pa6cbKHft nepeKa3 opHriHajiy He Moace 6yra ft M O B H . RK 3pa30K caMe TaKoro niA xoAy Ha3BeMO "KaxHa" BaftpoHa.

These works are discussed on p. 79-80 of this study.
2

I. Franko, "Translator's Note" to the translation of Cain, Tvory_ (New York), Vol. L9, p. 7-8.
3

In his letter to M. Drahomanov dated 20.3.1889, he stated:

HiKaBHft H AV^e, mo B H cKaateTe npo "Ka'xHa". Bin C H A I B Meni
B M03Ky me B I A wacy, KonH H nepeKnaAysaB 6aftpoHiBCbKoro "KaiHa"...
Cf. Tvory, Vol. 20, p. 388.
4

I. Franko, "Poeziia Iana Kasprovycha", Tvory, Vol. 18, p. 185.
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The above statement, contained in Franko's critique on the newlypublished first collection of the works of the Polish poet Jan Kasprowicz,
relates to the cycle of short poems, entitled "Na motywy biblijne", included in that collection .

In evaluating this cycle, Franko praises, on

the hand, Kasprowicz's "masterly and vdry powerful rendering of the frantic, unrestrained outburstsof human feelings, which occur, here and there,
in the Bible" 2 ; on the other hand, however, he points out that "Kasprowicz
has not followed Byron's example"3 in that he merely reproduced biblical
material, without rendering its basic feature of 'haxve simplicity" from
the poetical point of view, and without modernizing it by any individual
idea from the ideological point of view:
OAHaK 6paK HaXBHOl npOCTOTH, HKOIO BH3Ha*iaiOTbCH y d CTapOBHHHi
ocoSnHBO E i 6 n i H , He p,ae aBTopoBi 3MorH BHKJiHKara r a x e
BpaaceHHH, HKe ABOTO poAy TBOPH noBHHHi BHraHKara. A B TXM, mPAO
6i6jiiftHHx MOTHBiB me OAHe 3ayBaaceHHH. XTO BBaacaE BiSniro KaHOHOM
CTapoAaBHboi EBpeftcbKOx niTepaTypH, TOH noBHHeH 6yB 6 H paHime,
Hiac BpaTHCH 3a po3po6Ky 6i6niftHHx M O T H B I B , AOKnaflHO BHSHaiHTH
c n o c i S I X TpaKTyBaHHH. BinbmicTb 6i6niftHHx noBicTyBaHb Mae, KPIM
p e j i i r i f t H o r o , 6e3nocepeAHE noeTHiHe 3Ha^eHHH. nepeKa3 TaKiix Miciu>,
xx MOAepHi3yBaHHH, ^IH Kpame i x po36aBneHHH BOAOIO i "npHKparayBaHHH11
6e3 6yAb-HKoi iAex - u,e. Te ac caMe, HK KOJIH 6 XTO 3 a x o T i B , npHM. ,
CBOIMH cnoBaMH nepeKa3aTH p,eKK± ^acTHHH OAiccex a6o rpeABiaix T p a reAift.
npocTHft, BXPHHH nepeKnaA opHriHany 3BHiaflHO Moace BHKJiHKara A3JISKO CHJibHime BpaaceHHH ft AaneKO Sinbnie HaBiHTH H a c . 4
TBOPH,

1

Jan Kasprowicz,

2

I . Franko, " P o e z i i a Iana Kasprovycha", Tvory, Vol. 18, p. 185.

3

Ibid.,

ibid.

4

Ibid.,

ibid.

P o e z y e , Bibl j o t e k a Mrowki, Lwow, 1 8 8 9 .
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The same principles and criteria govern Franko's appraisal of two
other poems by Jan Kasprowicz, Chrystus and Ezechiel, in his general critique on the contemporary Polish poets, published ten years later1. Here,
too, he values highly Kasprowicz's poetical talent in itself, but censures
the reproductive character of the latter's treatment of the biblical matter in the poems in question, and the absence of an individual ideology
from them.

His judgment of the poem Chrystus is particularly severe:

[...] B 1 H HaimcaB noeMy "Chrystus"; JibBiBCbKa npoKypaTopin
CKOHcJiicKyBajia ix - Eor 3Ha£ 3a mo. Ce 6ynn cu,enn ±3 SBaHrejiin,
KOMeHTOBaHi B Ayci nepecTapinoro Jii6epani3My i paAioHajii3My,
pi^; HecMa^ma i HeBHCOKOx BapTOCTi. HaftKpamHft ycTyn - TaHeAfc
IpoAiaAH nepeA I P O A O M . .. xapaKTepHHft AJIH KacnpoBH^ia. Onnc TaHipo - i Hi^ioro 6iJibme; ncnxonorin IpoAa i IpoAiaAH Maftace He 3a3Ha^eHa. HeKopaAXH - 6e3 Aymi- 2
The poem Ezechiel received a more favorable evaluation by virtue
of Franko's preference of a faithful translation of an original to an uncreative adaptation of it:
flaneKO Kpama £ noeMKa "Ezechiel", noMimeHa B 36ipAi "Anima
lacrymans", Kpama T H M , mo TyT KacnpoBH^i BipHime RepmiTbCfi
TeKCTy CTapoEBpeftcBKoro npopoKa, napa4>pa3yio*iH A S H K I po3AinH
ftoro KHHrH.
However, Franko finds this poem, too, to be "heavy, overloaded
with decorative descriptions, and ideologically poor" ("BaacKa, nepenaAOBaHa AeKopaAiHMH, a xyAeHbKa 3 iAeftHoro SoKy")1*.

1

I. Franko, "Suchasni pol's'ki poety", LNV, 1899, Vol. 5, Book 3,
p. 176-199. Reprinted in Tvory, Vol. 18, p. 200-225.
2

I. Franko, op. cit., Tvory, Vol. 18, p. 217-218.

3

Ibid., p. 218.

4

Ibid., ibid.
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Franko lent particular attention to the tendency to biblical motives, which some Ukrainian poets displayed during the second half of the
1880's and the early 1890's.

He attributed this phenomenon to the influ-

ence of the literary vogue of paraphrasing biblical material, which had
developed in Russian literature in the mid-1880's.

As a reflection of

that vogue in contemporary Ukrainian poetry he indicated the Bible-modelled
poems of Olena Pchilka and Lesia Ukraxnka: Debora (1887), and Samson (1888):
B nojiOBHHi 80-x poKiB y pociftcacoMy nHCbMeHCTBi 3aftmna 6yna
MOAa Ha nepecniByBaHHH 6i6niftHHx TeM. BiAryKOM T O X M O A H 6yB
TaKoac Ayace cna6nft Bipm OneHH H*iiJiKH "fleSopa", HanncaHHft 1887 p...
3a npHKnaAOM MaTepi B3Hnacn ft Hecn BipmyBaTH 6i6niftHe onoBiAaHHH
npo CaMcoHa.1
Besides Pchilka and Ukra5!nka, the poet and artist Kornylo Ustyianovych painted in 1887 a picture of the biblical Moses, and in 1891 he
published a short poem on the theme of Moses, entitled Moisei 2 (he was
first to introduce the motive of Moses into Ukrainian art and literature 3 ).
Franko was in favour of following worthy examples of foreign literatures, provided this was done with originality, and enriched the literature of his homeland with works of quality, relevant and useful to contemporary national and cultural life.

The elaboration of biblical motives by

the above three poets did not, in his opinion, answer this postulate satisfactorily.

From this point of view, he criticized their works severely.

1

I. Franko, "Lesia Ukraifnka", Tvory, Vol. 17, p. 240.

2

K. Ustyianovych, Moisei, Zoria, 1891, No. 10, p. 186-187.

3

Cf. A.A. Kaspruk, Filosofs'ki poemy Ivana Franka, KyxV, "Naukova dumka", 1965, p. 170.
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The main fault which he found with these poets was that they had
not fathomed the universally and timelessly relevant phenomena of human
spiritual life inherent in the biblical accounts on their respective heroes, and represented, or latently implied, with great narrative and poetic art.
His critical assertions were first made, in 1892, with regard to
the representation of Moses in Ustyianovych's picture and poem.

He was

particularly sensitive to the theme of Moses. The figure and the spiritual image of this biblical national leader haunted him and pervaded his
literary production throughout his life. To him, Moses was the embodiment of a pioneer of the spirit, and, at the same time, a tragic figure,
in that his spiritual leadership was not recognized by his carnallyminded nomadic people, and he died in solitude at the threshold of the
fulfilment of his life' ideal to bring his people into the promised land.
Ustyianovych pictured Moses as a lawgiver alone. Moreover, he presented
him against an exaggeratedly wild, unnatural background1.

His poem dedi-

cated to Moses just nineteen out of its 126 lines2, presenting, by an
epical narration, the hero's physical actions as a relentless leader, who
subjected his people to long wandering and suffering until it died out in
the desert, and lived to see [sic!]

its descendants grow into a sound na-

tion, "worthy of living and of freedom"3.

1

See A. Kaspruk, op. cit., p. 172-173.

Lines 35-53. The preceding lines describe the desert, and the
succeeding ones are the poet's address to his nation. Cf. K. Ustyianovych,
Moisei, reprinted in I. Franko, Moisei, edited by G. Shevel'ov, New York,
UVAN, 1968, p. 153-156.
"floK He AiKAaBCH 3 i'x CHHIB/ HapoAy BAanoro, SiftKoro,/ JKHTTH
i CBO6OAH riAHoro." Ibid., p. 154.
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In a discussion with the father of the writer Bohdan Lepkyi concerning Ustyianovych's picture and poem, Franko gave, according to this
writer's testimony, the following evaluation of them:
Tap He, Ta He rnH6oKe. Y C T H H H O B H ^ nHiue ft MamoE noBepxy,
Hi^oro 3 TOH6HHH Aymi Moftcen He AoSvBaE, He po3yMi£ ftoro
Tpari3My.
In the third part of his critical article "Nash teatr", published
in the Narod in October, 1892, Franko attacked Ustyianovych for the latter 's disparaging utterances about contemporary poetry.

In this connec-

tion, he resorted to an equally disparaging remark concerning Ustyianovych 's poem Moisei:
[...] HHTaioTO Bauioro "Moftcen" Ta Bipm "flo OcTana JleBHAbKoro",
MHMOBoni npnxoAHTb Ha AVMKy, mo Bam n o m H K " I A X M cnara" npHHaftMHi pjin Bac 30BciM JiHmHift: B H Bace cnHTe, me & 3AopoBO xponHTe!
This remark had a political background, typical of the period of
Franko's socialist orientation3.

Nevertheless, it reflects his objective

appraisal of Ustyianovych's elaboration of the biblical motive as superficial and of poor poetical quality.

This discussion took place in July, 1892, and is described in
detail in B. Lepkyi's book Try portrety, Franko-Stefanyk-Orkan, L'viv,
1937, p. 34-35, quoted in A. Kaspruk, op. cit. , p. 173.
2

I. Franko, "Nash teatr", part 3, Narod, No. 15-18, 1.10.1892,
reprinted in Tvory, Vol. 16, p. 184-190. The reference is to the concluding lines of the poem Do Ostapa Levyts'koho, published in the Zoria,
No. 14, 1892, reading: " O T O noe3in! IIAIM cnara!/ HaM Bace TaKOi He nHcara."
Cf. Tvory, Vol. 16, p. 184-185.
3

It may be described as a reaction to the ideology of the 'address
to the nation' concluding the poem Moisei, where Ustyianovych prays for a
new Moses to appear, and, among other things, "punish" the advocates of progressive ideas, referred to as "false prophets" ("Kapafi i nacenpopoKiB moAy").
Cf. K. Ustyianovych, Moisei, in I. Franko, Moisei, edited by G. Shevel'ov,

p. 156.
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The elaboration of biblical motives by Olena Pchilka in her Debora, and by Lesia Ukraxnka in her Samson is criticized by Franko within
his general review of Lesia Ukraxnka's poetry, published in 1898 1 .

His

criticism opens with a comparison between the two poems and their corresponding biblical texts.

Here, he points out, in the first place, what

he finds to be the fundamental drawback common to both poetesses. Neither
of them has, in his opinion, gone deep enough into her biblical text as a
whole, - •

-to perceive its intrinsic insights into the universal pheno-

mena of human nature, and neither of them has rendered the poetical features of the biblical narrative concerned:
06i Hami aBTopKH noBOAHTBCH 3 6i6niftHHM T C K C T O M Ay^e BinbHo,
a BnacTHBO M O B 6 H ft 3 0 B C X M He AHBnHTbcn Ha Hboro, a 6epyTb TinbK H Ae^Ki M O T H B H , o6cKy6aHi 3 T H X M X A H H X napocTKiB, mo B'nacyTb
xx 3 CTapoacHAiscbKHM acHTTHM i A^KiTb I'M 6e3CMepTHy cnny. n^iin*iHHa fleSopa - ce HKacb TiHb, a He acHBa nioAHHa; JlecHH CaMCOH ce maBnoHOBHft BOHKa i naTpioT 3 qyAecHOK cnnoio, a 30BciM He T O H
HaniBryMopHCTiraHHft, a HaniBTpari^HHft repoft, 3ManbOBaHHft y KHH3i
CyAiiB. I B onoBiAaHHi npo fle6opy, i B onoBiAaHHi npo CaMCOHa
6i6niftHi nepBOB3opH 6e3MipHO noeTH^Himi i acHBimi BiA Toro, mo
3 HHX 3po6miH Hami aBTOpKH.
Subsequently, Franko carries out a thorough analysis of Ukraxnka's
Samson.

He appreciates her "attempt to deepen the biblical story by ana-

lyzing the psychology of Samson and of Delilah" as well as her idea to
build on it "a patriotic poem in a contemporary style".

He observes,

however, that her analysis "deprives the biblical story of its heroic
character", and that "neither the protagonist nor the circumstances

1

I. Franko, "Lesia Ukraxnka", LNV, 1898, Vol. 3, Book 7, p. 6-27Reprinted in Tvory, Vol. 17, p. 237-255.
2

I. Franko, "Lesia Ukraxnka", Tvory, Vol. 17, p. 240.
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represented in the biblical story lend themselves to a patriotic poem in
the present-day style". The biblical Samson "is not a Hebrew commander
at all, but fights the Philistines as an individual". Nor is Delilah his
wife, but a casual love - probably a Jewess". She elicits from him the
secret of his strength, and enables the Philistines to capture him - not
out of a patriotic sentiment, but "for a large sum of money with which
the Philistines have bribed her".1
In Ukraxnka's poem, Samson returns from a battle, having defeated
the Philistines. The people welcome him "with flowers and wreaths, like
in a Roman triumph". Among other women marches toward him his Philistine
wife Delilah, whom he abducted by force from her land and people. She
praises Jehovah for her husband's victory.

To Samson's question whether

she is not sorry for her compatriots, she replies:
Hyaca pjm MeHe Moro nioAy Aonn...
Ann Te6e BiAAypaJiacb H POAHHH.
Samson wishes to express his gratitude "for this boundless love". He succumbs to her entreatments, and discloses to her the secret of his miraculous strength. Whereupon she betrays him, and while he is being bound by
the Philistines, she reveals to him that she did so to avenge the destruction of her people:
npomaft, CaMCOHe! - KpHKHyjia 3paAJiHBa THflyMaB,mo PJin Te6e H 3a6yAy
PoAHHy? Hi. T H rHHeui, - AHKa ce npaBAHBa
Bifl MeHe 3a noraSenb Moro nioAy.

1

Cf. I. Franko, "Lesia Ukraxnka", Tvory, Vol. 17, p. 241.

2

Ibid., p. 240.

3

Ibid., p. 241.
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Franko finds Ukraxnka's way of drawing the images of Samson and
of Delilah to be inconsistent with the basic purpose of her poem.

"It

follows", he declares, "that Delilah is no smaller a patriot than Samson;
she is even a greater one."

He further points out that, instead of

deepening the facts presented in the biblical account, the poetess curtailed, modified, and weakened them; and "instead of a vivid plot, she
filled her lines with shallow phraseology."
The poem's concluding section, representing the death of Samson,
is described by Franko as "still weaker".

To substantiate his judgment,

he quotes, in his own translation, the pertinent biblical passage (Judges,
16:23-30), and indicates that Ukrafinka's adaptation of it distorts its
characteristic details, and weakens the scene represented in it:
ABTopKa 6e3 noTpeSn nepeHecna ceft npa3HHK [cJnjiicTHMjiHH] Ha
BOEHHHft iac - SyAiMTO cfcixnicTHMnHHH 3HOB HanajiH Ha nanecTiHy;
TbCH B
B 6i6jiix KaTacTpocfca A i £
Ta3i, O A H X M i3 TOJIOBHHX 4>ijiicTHMcbKHX M I C T . flajii ocnaGnna aBTopKa CAeHy Hapyra HaA CaMCOHOM;
y noeMi B I H TinbKH C T O X T B i C B O X M noHypHM B H A O M TimHTb BoporiB.
BjiacHicTio Hanoi' aBTopKH E TaKoac Hapyra flaninn, Hapyra wiHBa,
TaK H K i Bci cfcijiicTHMCbKi npoMOBH, 3BepHeHi B noeMi A O CaMCOHa.
Franko realizes, however, that Samson is one of Lesia Ukraxnka's
early poems, written "with a hand yet unexperienced".3

He observes that,

compared with Pchilka's Debora, this juvenile poem already shows the
daughter's talent as superior to that of the mother's.

He also credits

Samson with some positive features: "the plot develops quite dramatically,

1

Cf. I. Franko, op. cit., ibid., p. 241.

2

Ibid., p. 242.

3

Ibid., p. 252.
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and the lyrical portions (Samson in the prison) display here and there
power and plasticity of expression."1
Further in the same critique, Franko reviews Lesia Ukraxnka's
poem Hrishnytsia (1897), dating from the period of her poetical maturity.
The closing lines of this poem evoke an associative image of Samson:
0 rope HaM yciM! Xaft raHe ^ecTb, cyMniHHH,
A 6 H ynajia C H TiopeMHaH CTiHa!
Hexaft BOHa BnaAe, i 3pyineHe KaMiHHH
noKpHE Hac i Hami iMeHa!
Here, Franko commends her representation of the biblical theme as compared
witbher former treatment of it.

He finds it to be forceful, and relevantly

linked with present-day reality in that it embodies the actual thoughts
and feelings of the poetess herself as well as of her contemporary generation:
IlepeA HaMH BHpHHaE cjiirypa CaMCOHa, oSpHCOBaHa Konncb
HeBnpaBHoio me pyKoro Hainox aBTopKH. H K ace 6e3 nopiBHHHH H MoryTHime i npaBAHBime 11 cnoBO TyT, Ae BOHa caMa pa30M 3 cyqacHHM C B O X M noKoniHHHM yy£ cede B poni CaMCOHa,
ane 6e3 H I H K H X poMaHTHHHHX npHKpac. . . , 3 OAHOIO nepcneKTHBOM CTpafflHOX CMepTi...

The work in which Franko finds both poetical mastery and ideological profundity of the highest degree in elaborating the biblical motive
of Samson - is John Milton's Samson Agonistes.

In 1906 he published his

translation of its first •_, part. - the monologue of Samson, preceded by
a short note, saying:

1

I. Franko, "Lesia Ukraxnka", Tvory, Vol. 17, p. 242.

2

L. Ukraxnka, Hrishnytsia, quoted ibid., p. 252.

3

Ibid., p. 252.
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flpaMaTHMHa noeMa "CaMcoH-6opeA&" flacoHa MinbTOHa... 6yna
neSeAHHOio nicHeio TOTO HaftSinbmoro aHrniftcbKoro noeTa XVII
B i K y . . . BoHa 6yna HeMOB cnoBXAAW n o e T a , BaacKOw cyMOM ftoro
acHTTEBHX AOCBiAiB, Ta npHTiM 3BopymnHBHM ManioHKOM ftoro x a paKTepy i CBiTornHAy. OT THM TO HK rnHSoKonpaBnHBHft "nroA -

CbKHft AOKyMeHT1', a npHTiM BHCOKO apTHCTHIHHft TBip, "CaMCOHSopeAb" Mae 6e3CMepTHy BapTicTb i A^neKO 6nHac*mft AO Hamoro
£ po3yMiHHH, HK rojiOBHHft eniTOHft TBip MinbTOHa "BTpalI y TTH qeHHft Paft".
Further in this note, he attributed particular importance to the
monologue of Samson for its autobiographical motives, "since here, Milton,
who had himself been blind for ten years when he wrote this poem, poured
out on the paper his grief over his blindness as well as his endless longing for light - one of God's first creations".2
Franko completed the translation of Samson Agonistes in 1912, and
published it in 1913 with an introduction and a detailed analysis, based
on a comparison with the entire biblical story of Samson (Judges, 13-16),
given in his own translation from the French version of Edouard Reuss.3
In the introduction, he gives a short survey of 17th-century English literature as well as of Milton's life and work, with special reference to Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained. As to these works, he indicates that they are based "not only on strictly biblical traditions, but

1

I. Franko, "Dzhon Mil'ton, Iz dramy Samson-borets'",
Vol. 35, Book 7, p. 101-102.
2

3

LNV, 1906,

Ibid., p. 102.

Dzhon Mil'ton, Samson-borets'
, Drama, Pereklad i studiia d-ra
I. Franka, L'viv, 1913. This work could not be obtained for the present
study. The writer's report on it is based on the essay of le. Bortnyk,
"Ivan Franko pro Mil'tona i ioho trahediiu Samson-borets'
" in Ivan Franko - Statti i materialy, Zbirnyk 8, L'viv, Vyd. LDU, 1960, p. 141-150,
and on I. Zhuravs'ka, Ivan Franko i zarubizhni literatury, KySv, ANURSR,
1961, p. 115-117.
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also - and chiefly - on apocryphal narratives relating to the Creation,
to the throw-down from heaven of the rebellious angels, and to the incessant struggle between these angels, under the leadership of Satan - and
God." Discussing in particular the subject matter and the literary value
of Paradise Lost, he appraises this poem negatively on account of its
"excessively heavy style, overloaded with abstractions and metaphors",
and of its allegorical representations of "characters from the remote antiquity, having nothing in common with contemporary life."
In his comparative analysis of Samson Agonistes, Franko points
out a series of Milton's deviations from the biblical account, justifying
and commending them as instances of originality, ideological depth, and
poetico-dramatic art, marking the English poet's conception and representation of the biblical motive.
Thus, for example, Delilah - Samson's casual love according to
the biblical account - is his Philistine wife in the Miltonian poem.

She

betrays him - not for a bribe, but out of her genuine patriotism; then
she regrets her deed, begs Samson to forgive her, and desires to save him.
Samson's father, Manoah, comes to the Philistines to redeem his son by
paying a ransom, whereas in the biblical story he is no longer alive.
In Franko's evaluation, these modifications contribute to the enhancement
of the poem's dramatic character.
Franko is particularly impressed by the image of Samson, and by
the idea of national liberation, represented in the Miltonian work. He

1

See le. Bortnyk, op. cit., ibid., p. 145-146. Cf. also I. Zhuravs'ka, op. cit., p. 115.
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compares the image of Samson arising from the biblical text with that

drawn by Milton, and indicates that, whereas in the Bible Samson appears
as an individual harasser of the Philistines, whose acts are motivated by
personal interests, the Miltonian Samson is pictured as a national hero,
who is conscious of his mission to procure his people's freedom.

He

fails to accomplish his task owing to a momentary weakness, in which he
discloses the secret of his miraculous strength to his wife, and through
her - to the enemy.

For this, he is most severely punished both as an

individual and as a national leader.

Captured, blinded, made into

a slave, and haunted by tormenting feelings of guilt and remorse, he realizes that only death can deliver him of his unbearable suffering.

But

his spirit remains indomitable, and he abides by his mission to the last
moment of his life. He refuses to be redeemed for a ransom, seeing no
sense in further life without activity for the national cause. He chooses
to die in a heroic act attesting his dedication to his mission.

In a su-

preme spiritual and physical effort, he destroys his people's enemies,
and perishes together with them as a national hero.
In Franko's eyes, this adaptation of the biblical story evidences
Milton's originality and deep insight into human nature in drawing the
character of Samson, and in producing a most convincing picture of him
and of his inner life.
Franko judges, however, with some reservation Milton's having
framed the composition of Samson Agonistes on the model of the Greek
tragedy.

He would have preferred him to have followed the patterns of

the Shakespearean drama with its vivid dramatic dialogue. The chorus,
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and the long monologues, used by Milton, do not, in his opinion, advance
the forward movement of the plot, but merely explain the events.

More-

over, he observes with regret that the necessity to comply with the classical rule of the unity of plot, place, and time 'compelled Milton to represent the most dramatical moment - the destruction of the Philistine
temple, and Samson's death under its ruins - in an epical form, through
a narration of an eyewitness".1
Nevertheless, Franko values Samson Agonistes and its author very
highly.

In concluding his analysis, he points out with particular stress

that, on the background of the personal tragedy of the hero, Milton unfolded a series of universal problems concerning various facets of human
life as well as the relations between individual and nation, and between
man and God.

This deep and rich ideological content of the Miltonian

drama has, in Franko's opinion, secured its lasting relevance as well as
its prominent place in world literature:
fljia Hac ceft TBip... Mae 3Ha*ieHHH TaKoac 3anJiH T H X rnnSoKHX
no^yBaHb moACbKoro TepniHHH, mo T B O P H T B ftoro ocHOBy, a He MeHme TaKoac 3aAJiH iHcneHrax randoKHX Ta Bny^HHX cnocTepeaceHb i3
moACbKoro acHTTH, 3 B I A H O C H H Miac MyaceM i acimcoio, Miac BiTAeM
i C H H O M , Miac onHHHAeio i HapoAOM, Miac ^onoBiKOM i SoacecTBOM. ..
lAeftHa CTopoHa 3aneBHH£ MinbTOHOBift AP^Mi BH3Ha^He Micae
y BcecBiTHift niTepaTypi i B naM'nTi ocBiqeHoro nioACTBa.2

I. Franko, Samson-borets' , Introduction, p. 29, quoted in
le. Bortnyk, op. cit., ibid., p. 149.
I. Franko, Samson-borets' , Introduction, p. 33, quoted in
le. Bortnyk, op. cit., ibid., p. 147. For Franko's general evaluation
of Samson Agonistes, cf. also I. Zhuravs'ka, op. cit., p. 116-117.
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Ivan Franko's last essay on the subject of biblical motive representation is dedicated to the poem Mariia by Taras Shevchenko1. For a more
complete understanding of the approach and the standards of judgment marking Franko's appreciation of this particular work, it will be useful to
precede the discussion of the essay by a survey of his views and statements relating to the role of the Bible in Shevchenko's life and poetry.
As is well known, it was Franko's lifelong labour of love to investigate, interpret, and popularize the works of Shevchenko. Although
the numerous monographs, essays, and articles, which he wrote in this
field2, include no particular study dealing expressly with the biblical
influence on Shevchenko, references to this matter occur in some of them
on various occasions, especially in the 1890's and 1900's. These references are made either in the form of direct statements, based on his own
deep-going study and research, or in the form of reactions to opinions
and utterances of various writers, which he found to misrepresent the
spiritual image of Shevchenko in general, and his treatment of biblical
matter in particular.

1

I. Franko, "Shevchenkova Mariia", written 1-2.12.1913. First
published posthumously in ZNTSh, 1917, Vol. 119-120, p. 348-356. Reprinted in Tvory, Vol. 17, 1955, p. 149-157.
2

Twenty-one of them are contained in Tvory, Vol. 17, p. 7-157,
two - in Ivan Franko - Literaturna spadshchyna, Vol. 1, KyxV, 1956, pp.
351-353, 375-382, one - in Ivan Franko - Literaturna spadshchyna, Vol. 4,
KyxV, 1967, p. 441-448, three - in Ivan Franko - Statti i materialy,
L'viv, Vyd. LDU, Zbirnyk 12, 1965, p. 177-196. Additional Frankian
writings on Shevchenko have been published posthumously in: The Slavonic
Review, London (1924), Ukraxna, Kyxv (1925), Duklia, Priashiv (1958), and
Lit. Ukraxna, Kyxv (1964). See M.O. Moroz, Ivan Franko - Bibliohrafiia
tvoriv, entries 4324, 4387, 4410.
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Between the years 1891 and 1893 Franko published several essays,
in Ukrainian and in Polish, on Shevchenko's life and work, under the common title "Taras Shevchenko".

In the Ukrainian-written essay of 1891, he

characterizes shortly the last period of Shevchenko's poetic production
as follows:
[...]
Ane xapaKTepncTH^HHM npH3HaKOM cex A O 6 H E 3 B O P O T reHin
IIIeBqeHKOBoro A O TeM peniriftHHX ("HeocfciTH", "Mapin", "Hapi", "Ilca1
JIOM", "riMH ^epHe^Hft" i T. n . ) .
A more detailed characterization of the same period is given in
the Polish-written essay of 1893.

Here, Franko stresses Shevchenko's en-

grossment in the Bible - particularly in the Psalms, the Prophets, and
the Revelation - in his last years, and maintains that from these biblical books the poet drew his ideas concerning the future, in which he anticipated a great cataclysm - a day of judgment for the sins being committed in the present:
XapaKTepHHM npoHBOM A*>oro nepioAy £ 3BepHemiH IfleBiemcoBoro
reHin A O peniriftHHX TeM. iMnynbcoM A O A^oro 6yno, 6e3 cyMHiBy Te, mo BiH 3a*iHTyBaBCH EiSniEio, ocoSnHBO HcanTHpeM, KHHraM H npopoKiB, AnoKanincHCOM. HeMaE cyMHiBy, mo caMe i3 A H X
TBopiB IIIeB^ieHKo CKnaB co6i CBoro poAy icTopiorpacfciio, mo 3 H H X
nepnaB CBOJL iAex npo MaftSyTHE, B HKOMy nepeABaiaB H K H H C B Be2
JIHKHH KaTaKni3M - Aenb cyAy 3a AOKOHaHi Tenep npoBHHH.
Franko corroborates this statement in a later writing, where he
describes Shevchenko's anticipation of an eventual violent outburst of
awakened national consciousness, when all those who betray the national

1

I. Franko, "Taras Shevchenko", Tvory, Vol. 17, p. 93.
published in Zoria, 1891, No. 5, p. 86-90).
2

(First

I. Franko, "Taras Shevchenko", Ivan Franko - Statti i materialy,
L'viv, 1965, Zbirnyk 12, p. 193. (First published in Kurjer Lwowski,

1893, No. 62-64, 66-68).
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cause will be doomed.

He observes that, to express this foreboding, Shev-

chenko used the language of the biblical prophet Hosea, and quotes the
Shevchenkian paraphrase of Hosea, chapter 14 (Osii1 hlava 14 - Podrazhaniie)
[. .. ] IIIeB^ieHKO orHHHHMH (JiapSaMH ManroE HaM Ti MOMeHTH SyAymox
KpH3H, Kojra caMOCBiAOMicTb A O B T O AaBneHoro HapoAa npoKHHecn
i parHe nonyMTHM HanepeA ycboro Ha B H P O A I B , C H H I B yKpaxHH, mo
HeTHMymHMH pyKaMH noMarann MaTip KaTyBaTH. HacjiiAyioqH CTapo3aBiTHboro npopoKa Ociio, IUeB^ieHKO O C B H K npoMOBJine A O YKpaxHH:
Cno^HBinH, CKopSHan, cKaacH,
npopAH C B O X M nyKaBHM ^tap,aM,
H|o nponaAyTb B O H H , nnxi,
IIJo xx 6e3^ecTi£, i 3paAa,
I KpHBOAyniiE ~ orHeM,
KpoBaBHM, nnaMeHHHM Me^eM
Hap is aHi Ha JIIOACBKHX p,ymax;
IIlo KpHKHe Kapa HeBcnnyma,
Ilto He cnace xx Ao6pnft Aap,
Ix KpoTKHft, n'HHHft rocnoAap!
He AacTb I M nHTb, He A^CTb X M
He AacTb K O H H BaM oxjinn cicTH
Ta yTiKaTb: He BTe^ieTe
I He cxoBaETecb! YCIOAH

XCTH,

Bac HaftAe npaBAa-MCTa...1
Franko characterizes these lines as an outcry of Shevchenko's despair in the face of the plight of the Ukrainian nation in his time, when
serfdom still prevailed, and when many of its sons disavowed it - some
for favorable positions, others out of fear of the powerful Russian ruler,
others again - out of a confident expectation of the latter's benevolence.
He further describes these lines as an expression of Shevchenko's boundless love for his nation, and high, uncompromising sense of national duty - sentiments that underlie his hatred and contempt for renegades in

1

I. Franko, "Na rokovyny T.H. Shevchenka" (1903), Ivan Franko Literaturna spadshchyna, Vol. 1, 1956, p. 377.
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general, and for willful renegades in particular.1
A passage of another Shevchenkian poem, Neofity, equally marked
by a biblico-prophetic tone, appears to Franko to be Shevchenko's possible answer - and warning - to those who desert the national cause out
of a naive, but delusive, hope for the tzar's benevolence:
IIIeBqeHKO.. . aHi Ha XBHnio He AVPHB ce6e TaKOK HaAiEw,
i HeMOB y BipxiOBiAB TaKHM ini03ioHicTaM icnn^e B CBOXX
Heo$iTax:
Tope 3 BaMH!
KoMy BH cnb03H npHHecnn!
CBOM HaAiio! Tope 3 BaMH!
HH ac KaMiHb MHnyE Koro?
MoniTecb BoroBH CBHTOMy,
MojiiTecb npaBAi Ha 3eMni,
A Bijibme Ha 3eMni HiKOMy
He noKnoHiTecb!
In this connection, Franko explains Shevchenko's individual conception and representation of the biblical theme of Truth, which appears
in each of the cited passages. He points out that, in the Shevchenkian
poetry as a whole, the phrase "truth upon the earth" is frequently used
in the sense of "judgment and punishment" (as in the first passage: npaeda-Mcma),

whereas on other occasions it is associated with the ideal of

Love: true mutual love, true love of humanity, God's love of mankind (as
in the second passage: npaeda na

3&nni).3

1

Cf. I. Franko, op. cit., ibid., p. 379-380.

2

Ibid., p. 381.

3

Cf. ibid. , p. 381.
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Franko further quotes a Shevchenkian prediction of an imminent
catastrophe, directed to the oppressors of the Ukrainian nation, and
equally expressed in biblico-prophetic diction, where the poet foretells
vengeance on the enemies of his people from the hands of the latter's
grandchildren:
BnpocTyTB BHy^aTa Tix,
XpHCTOBi MeCHHKH CBHTil",
I 6e3 orHH i 6e3 Me^ia
CTpaTera Boacix BocnpHHyTb,
I T B M H , i THCH^i noraHHx
IlepeA C B H T H M H no6iacaTb.
Finally, Franko stresses the fact that, in spite of the gloomy
reality with which Shevchenko was confronted, he remained hopeful that
Truth - in the sense of both Justice and Love - would eventually be restored amongst humanity, and give rise to "a new word" - a new ideology,
which would bring about the liberation of his people.

Franko illustrates

this statement by a quotation of the closing lines of the Shevchenkian
paraphrase of Hosea, chapter 14:
BiH HaAiHBCH Ha cnny cnoBa;... HaAiHBCH Ha Te, mo, HeBBaacaKraH Ha Bci HacnnbCTBa, Ha B C M noraHb,... yce-TaKH
npaBAa oacHBe,
HaTXHe, HaKniPie, HaaceHe
He BeTxeE, He APeBne cnoBO
Po3TJieHHee, a cnoBO HOBe
Miac nioABMH K P H K O M npoHece
I nwA OKpafleHHft cnace.

1

I. Franko, op. cit., ibid., p. 379.

2

Ibid., p. 381-382.

[Quoted from Neofity].
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Another reference to the role of the Bible in Shevchenko's life
and work is made by Franko in the introductory passage of his essay
"Shevchenkova Mariia" (1913).

Discussing the genesis of this poem, Fran-

ko quotes two letters of Shevchenko to Countess Varvara Repnina, written
during the period of the poet's exile, in which he describes the Gospels
as his only source of consolation in his great suffering.

In these let-

ters Shevchenko also mentions his intention "to describe the maternal
heart on the basis of the life of the Holy Virgin":
JKaxjiHBa 6e3HaAiftHicTb, Taxa acaxjiHBa, mo TinbKH OAna X P H C T H HHCBKa cJinococ^iH cnpoMoacHa S O P O T H C H 3 Heio. . . SnHHa M O H BTixa
Tenep CBHTe 8BaHrejii£. H ^HTaro ftoro IUOAHH, moronHHH...
HoBHft 3aBiT H iHTaio 6naroroBiftHo, i y MeHe BponnnacH AyMKa
onncaTH MaTepHHe cepAe no acHTTio npe^HCTOx fliBH, MaTepi CnacHTenH...1
Franko further indicates that a considerable number of Shevchenko 's works, written after his liberation from the exile, betray a remarkable rise of a religious spirit in him:
BAyMyioHHCH B AiJiHft P^A T B O P X B , HanncaHHX IHeBHeHKOM no noBopoTi 3 3acnaHHH, KoacHHft MycHTb 3aBBaacHTH B HbOMy B T X M *iaci He3BH~
^aftHHft nipHOM peniriftHoro Ayxy. 30BciM npnpoAHHft nicnn TaKoi*
BaacHox nepeMiHH B ftoro acHTTM, H K ocBoBonaceHHH 3 B O E H H O X cnyacSn,
2
Ha HKy B X H . .. 6yB 3acyA»ceHHH AOCMepTHO...
This assertion is made by Franko in spite of his awareness that
the Shevchenkian works in question often display obvious deviations from
the traditional sense and intent of the biblical themes, symbols and
statements used in them.

Moreover, Franko makes this assertion precede

1

I. Franko, "Shevchenkova Mariia", Tvory, Vol. 17, p. 150.

2

Ibid.

Shevchenko was liberated in the summer of 1857.
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his analysis of Mariia - a poem in which Shevchenko's departure from traditional principle is most conspicuous and most daring. This may seem
inconsistent, but is not so in the light of Franko's specific conception
of the intrinsic nature of Shevchenko's approach to, and treatment of,
religious and biblical themes. Franko does not, however, set forth this
conception to the full extent in any of his writings on Shevchenko. He
only reveals different aspects of it in scattered instances, and at different times, displaying an ever deepening insight into Shevchenko's
spirituality.

It is, therefore, only on the ground of these sporadic

utterances that a complete representation of this conception can be made.
Of particular importance in this matter are his reactions to various
opinions on Shevchenko, which he thought erroneous or deliberately tending
to mislead, whether their authors attributed to Shevchenko orthodoxy and
mysticism, or accused him of apostasy and profanity.
The earliest of such reactions is contained in his critical essay
"Khutorna poeziia P.A. Kulisha"1, written in the period of his academic
of.
Discussing Kulish's orthodoxy and his frequent quoting*the

studies.

Bible, Franko refers to a biography of Kulish published in 1868, whose
author attributed a pious reverence for the Scriptures and a religious
mysticism to Kulish and to Shevchenko alike. On this opinion he makes
the following comment:

1

I. Franko, "Khutorna poeziia P.A. Kulisha", Tvory, Vol. 17,
p. 178-194. First published in Svit, No. 3, 25.3.1882, p. 267-273.
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3BicHa piti, mo K H X B C B K H H KpyacoK yKpaxHO$iniB 1846-47 poxiB
[KnpHjio-MeciioAixBCbKe TOBapHCTBo] 6yB HacKpi3B peniriftHHft, mo
TOBapHmi ^HTaJiH i rnH6oKO noBaacann nncbMo CBHTe i T. p,. Te
npHHaftMHi roBopHTbCH 30BciM HeneBHo B ")KH3Hi Kynima" ("npaBAa",
p. 1868). IH.OAO A« Kynima, T O ce 6e3nepe^Ha npaBAa. B C B O X M
noBaacaHHi nncbMa CBHToro i B peniriftHiM MicTHAH3Mi A- Kyjiim BiA
1847 A O 1882 3 P O 6 H B Avace 3Ha*mHft nocTyn i HHHi Bace, 6jiaroBpeMeHH O *IH ft 6e3BpeMeHHO, BCIOAH TH^ie AHTaTH 3 nncbMa CBHToro i nonncyETbCH Bipoio B lyAeca, 30BciM HenoTpi0Hi i HenoAiSHi A O npaBAH.
H H 3 piBHOM neBHicTM Mir ce 6iorpa<J) Kynima CKa3aTH npo IHeB^ieHKa,
KOTpHft 1860 p. nncaB "CBiTe H C H H H , CBiTe T H X H H " , "Cayna" Ta "UapiB n , - npo ce H MaB 6 H oxoTy cyMHiBaTHCH. BoAaft B noe3inx C B O xx 3 40-x poKiB IIIeB^ieHKO HIKOJXH He A O X O A H T B A O TaKoro MicTHAH3My,
H K Kynim, a cnoBa "Eor","BoacHft" i T. n. cyTb y IIIeBqeHKa panme
noeTH^HOio (Jipa3oio, o6pa30BHM pe^ieHHHM, a He MaMTb HiHKoro AorMaTH^Horo, peniriftHoro sHa^eHHH.1
This reaction is strongly tinged with Franko's bent for socialism
and engrossment in biblical criticism, typical of his academic years. The
imprint of his then socialist orientation is particularly perceptible in
his ironic remarks concerning Kulish's recourse to the Bible and belief
in miracles as well as in his categorical denial of the presence of a religious spirit in Shevchenko's poetical production of all times.

In 1888, Franko published in the St. Peterburg Polish weekly Kraj
an article entitled "T. Szewczenko w oswietleniu p. Ursina" .

This ar-

ticle was his reaction to assertions of religiousness, fatalism, messianism, and mysticism in Shevchenko's poetry, made by the Polish historian
and literary critic M. Ursyn (pseudonym of Marian Zdziechowski) in his

book OuepKU U3 ncuxonozuu

1

2

CAaenHCKOZO nneneHU. Cjiaesmo&Lum, which appeared

I. Franko, op. cit., Tvory, Vol. 17, p. 181.

I. Franko, "T. Szewczenko w oswietleniu p. Ursina", Kraj, 1888,
No. 52, p. 12-15. Reprinted in Ukrainian translation: "T. Shevchenko
v osvitlenni p. Ursina", in Tvory, Vol. 17, p. 35-40.
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Peterburg.

I n h i s a r g u m e n t a g a i n s t M. U r s y n ' s a s s e r t i o n s , F r a n k o q u o t e s
p e r t i n e n t s t a t e m e n t s , and comments on t h e m , l e a v i n g o u t , h o w e v e r ,
p r o b l e m of S h e v c h e n k o ' s r e l i g i o u s

his

the

spirit:

[ . . . ] n . Y p c i H . . . roBopHTb npo "TJIHSOKO 3aKopiHeHy p e n i r i f t H i c T b
y rjiHSHHi ftoro [IHeB^eHKa - A.W. ] AVXOBHOX icTOTn".
JlmnaioHH Ha 6oAi AM cnpaBy, BepHiMocb AO "<|>aTaJii3My", mo, Ha p,yMKy n . YpciHa, £ ronoBHoio npHKMeToio MeciaHi3My IIIeBieHKa, ftoro M i c TH^IHOX B i p n .
Heft MeciaHi3M, Ha Ay MK y n » YpciHa, BHHBHBCH TinbKH
B oAHift noeMi - B Heoi|)iTax. . .
"flyMKy HeocfriTJB, - Kaace n . YpciH, - MoacHa KOPOTKO BHpa3HTH TaK:
3 acHTTEBHx cTpaacAaHb OAHH TXJIBKH BHxiA ~ CXHAHTH l o j i o nepeA EoroM
i q e K a r a B n o K o p i , noKH Bor 3MHny£TBCH".1
After giving a brief

a c c o u n t of t h e c o n t e n t s of N e o f i t y ,

q u o t i n g t h e poemfe c l o s i n g l i n e s

and

-

[...]
I cnac
Te6e po3n'HTHft CHH M a p i x ,
I TH cnoBa ftoro acHBix
B acHByio flyiny npnftHHna,

I Ha TopacHma i B yepTorn
ffiHBoro, icTHHHoro Bora
TH cnoBO npaBflH noHecna!

-

Franko presents his own interpretation of the central idea of this poem,
and indicates an ideological analogy between Neofity and Mariia. Subsequently, he declares that these poems display no mysticism, or fatalism,
or messianism, "but only a highly humane understanding of life and of
1

I. Franko, "T. Shevchenko v osvitlenni p. Ursina", Tvory, Vol.
17, p. 38-39.
A story of a heathen Roman mother in the days of Nero, whose
only son, a neophyte, was martyred on behalf of his Christian faith.
After the son's death, she becomes converted, and devotes herself to the
spreading of Christianity.
3

I. Franko, op. cit., ibid., p. 39.

"* Both these poems are Shevchenko's post-exile works.
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history, and an ardent love for the great ideas of the Good, of Justice,
and of Love":
Hepiiii nponaraTopH Aboro cnoBa npaBAH 3arHHynn, Ta CJIOBO
npaBAH arHHyTH He Moace. 3 KpoBi My^eHHKiB nocTaioTb H O B I
anocTonn.. . Ta mo M O H iHTepnpeTaAiH ocTaHHix CTPOC}) HeocjiiTJB He AOBinbHa, A0Ka30M Afcoro £ apxiTBip IIIeB^eHKOBoi noes ix: noeMa Mapin, Ma6yTb, HeBiAOMa n. YpciHOBi. TaM UleBHeHKO me pa3 BepTaETbCH A O AiEi caMoi' iAex i onpaAbOByE ix
AaneKO nnacTH^Hime, p,aio*m HaM HaftBHiinift 3 ycix B I A O M H X MeHi
B HKift-6yAB niTepaTypi iAean aciHKH-MaTepi, mo acHTTH C B O E
BiAAaE 3aAnn CHHa, a Konn C H H yMep 3aAnn B H C O K O X iflex, B O Ha 3 CHJIOK) MaTepHHCbKOx Jiio6oBi CTaE Ha ftoro MicAe ft A O K I H iy£ ftoro AiJio, 30BciM He ASaio^iH npo C B O W BnacHy Aomo.
B A H X DleB^ieHKOBHx noeMax 3 O B C 1 M HeMa aHi MicTHAH3My,
aHi <J>aTanx3My, aHi MeciaHi3My, E T I A B K H BHCOKomoACbKe po3yMiHHH acHTTH ft iCTopii" Ta BorHeHHa nio6oB A O BenHKHx iAew
Ao6pa, cnpaBeAAHBOCTi ft nw6oBi.

The views on Shevchenko's recourse to religious and biblical
themes in his post-exile works, which Franko expresses from the 1890's
onwards, reflect a new look on this matter, derived from a deeper insight
into Shevchenko's spiritual being.

Thus, in 1891, he indicates for the

first time the recourse to religious themes as a characteristic feature
of Shevchenko's post-exile poetry .

In 1893, he points out the particu-

lar influence of the Psalms, the Prophets, and the Revelation on Shevchenko 's world-outlook, manifesting itself in his belief in an impending
"day of judgment"3.

In 1903, he illustrates this belief by examples of

Shevchenko's post-exile poems, expounds Shevchenko's conception of Truth,
and interprets some passages of Neofity as relating to present-day life

1

I. Franko, op. cit., Tvory, Vol. 17, p. 39.

2

Cf. p. 61 of this study.

3

Ibid.
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of the Ukrainian nation - passages in which the poet raises Love, Justice,
and Freedom to the rank of sanctities, and predicts, with devout faith,
the eventual advent of national liberators, representing them as "holy
avengers", having their sanctity directly from God {Xpucmoei MecHHKH cenmii,

cTpaTera Boacii)l.

Finally, in 1913, he determines "a remarkable

rise of a religious spirit" in Shevchenko in the post-exile period2.
However, Franko does not conceive this religious spirit as a conformance to traditional tenets, and he disputes whatever opinion he finds
to do so. At the same time, he contests any opinion ascribing blasphemy
to Shevchenko.

This attitude marks his critical articles "Shevchenko

i Ieremiia"3 and "Shevchenko i krytyky"1*, both written in 1904.
In May, 1904, the Ukrainian poet and literary scholar Dr. Vasyl'
Shchurat gave a lecture in honour of Shevchenko in Vienna, in which he
compared Shevchenko to the prophet Jeremiah.

Upon reading the text of

the lecture in the L'viv clerical newspaper Ruslan, Franko reacted to it
with the article "Shevchenko i Ieremiia", calling in question the very
idea of equating such different types, representing such opposed ideologies, as Shevchenko and Jeremiah:

1

Cf. p. 63-64 of this study.

2

Cf. p. 65 of this study.

3

I. Franko, "Shevchenko i Ieremiia", Tvory, Vol. 17, p. 129-132.
First published in LNV. 1904, Vol. 26, Book 6, p. 170-173.
** Non severus (pseudonymous signature of I. Franko), "Shevchenko
i krytyky", LNV, 1904, Vol. 28, Book 11, p. 116-129. Republished by la.
Shust in his article "Psevdonimna stattia Ivana Franka pro Tarasa Shevchenka", Ivan Franko - Statti i materialy, Zbirnyk 8, 1960, p. 52-64.
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IUeBieHKO i SpeMin! HHmaio^H Bace Ha 6 O A I 3aranbHOBiAOMy p i y ,
mo BCHKe nopiBHHHHH KynbraBe, MH Bce-TaKH 6yjiH A i n a B i , HKy ac
TO noAiSHicTb BHHaftAe A ~ P UlypaT Miac IUeB^eHKOM i GpeMiEro? AAace
c n p a B A i , mo TaKe GpeMin? C e . . . OAHa 3 HaftTpariiHiniHx cfciryp,
HKi 3Ha£ JuoACbKa i c T o p i n , yonoBiK, mo r a p n i e nwfiHTb CBift HapoA,
He Memiie r a p n ^ e HeHaBHAHTb BaBinoH, a B c e - T a r a BCIO CBOH) n p o n o BiAb, ycio CBOK) ariTaAiftHy AinnbHicTb KOHAeHTpyE B T I M , mo6 r o n o c H r a CBOftoMy HapoAOBi K O H e ^ H i c T b - n i f l J i a r a T H . . .
ftoro
H a f t S i n b m o M y B o p o r o B i - B a B i n o H O B i . Ce ronocHTenb HenonyjinpHHx AYMOK, Bim,yH pyiHH ft K a p n . . . fine ac TyT nopiBHHHHH
3 UleB^ieHKOM, BimyHOM i p,±ny:eM HapoAHoro BiAPOA^ceHHH Ta 6paTOJH06XH? 1
Subsequently, Franko quoted several passages of Jeremiah, disproving Shchurat's assertions, and referred the readers to additional
texts of this prophet, bearing further testimony of "the inadequacy of
Shchurat's comparison".2
V. Shchurat had conceived the idea of comparing Shevchenko to Jeremiah while translating a poem by Victor Hugo, in which the French poet
compared Byron to Isaiah.

Quoting that poem in his lecture, he declared:

rwro 3piBHHB TyT ycix reHixB, 6i6niftHHX i cyiacHHx, BaftpoHa
nocTaBHB HapiBHi 3 IcaiEw. HbcTaBMO ac i M H IHeB*ieHKa HapiBHi
3 GpeMiEro.3
He then tried to point out analogies between Jeremiah and Shevchenko by
referring to various details of the prophet's life and work, which had,
in fact, nothing to do with the Ukrainian poet.

1

I. Franko, "Shevchenko i Ieremiia", Tvory, Vol. 17, p. 131.

2

Ibid., p. 131-132.

3

Ibid., p. 130.

* Ibid., p. 130-131.
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Franko described Shchurat's action and manner of reasoning as indicative of a developing trend, where false ideas were being spread by
means of various slogans and statements, misleadingly substantiated by
pseudo-scholarly references of doubtful merits to sources of biblical and
religious literature.

He concluded his article with a warning against

this phenomenon:
M H 3aHHnHCH Aemo AeTanbHxnie C H M BHTUIOAOM P H T O P H K H He TOMy,
mo6 npH3HaBann ftoMy HKecb oco6nHBe 3Ha^eHHH. Ajie BiH Mae 3Ha^eHHH CHMnTOMy. Jler-KOMHCHe noBOAaceHHH 3 npHJiioAHHM, roBopeHHM
^H APyKOBaHHM CnOBOM 3a»iHHae BXOAHTH B MOAy He nHiu y Hac.
A pa30M i3 T H M in,e KOKeTyBaHHH 3 neBHHMH OKAHKaMH, mo B neBHHX
B H C O K H X Ta BIUIHBOBHX ccfcepax yce 3HaxoAHTb paAHft nocnyx, iAe
napaAyBaHHH H K H M O C B M O A H H M sui generis KaTonHAH3MOM, mo paA 6 H
cnony^HTH B co6i sacra cum prophanis, cepeAHbOBi^Hy cxonacTHKy
ft HOBoqacHy AYMKy, a HanpaBfly 4>anbiny£ xapaKTep O A H O X ft APyrox.
fl-p HlypaT He Bifl H H H ! npo6y£ rpara Ha T H X 4>ajibiiiHBHx CTpyHax,
Ta Bee H K O C B 6e3 ycnixy. BinbHO ftoMy ft AaJii npoSyBara cei rpn,
ane 6yno 6 ninme, H K 6 H BiH He MimaB A O Hex UleB^eHKa.J

The article "Shevchenko i krytyky", which followed in November,
1904, was a still sharper reaction to what Franko regarded as a deliberate
misrepresentation of Shevchenko and his poetry by the same Dr. V. Shchurat.

It was directed against Shchurat's newly-published book, Sviate

pys'mo v Shevchenkovii poezix1 , in which he sought to represent Shevchenko 's poetry as predominantly influenced by the Bible, and complying with
traditional principle.
V. Shchurat openly admitted having written his book with a special
tendency: it was designed "to become a lightning rod" that would protect

1

I. Franko, "Shevchenko i Ieremiia", Tvory, Vol. 17, p. 132.

2

V. Shchurat, Sviate pys'mo v Shevchenkovii poezix, L'viv, 1904.
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the Ukrainian nation from the "thunders" of the condemnations heaping up
on it on account of Shevchenko's alleged blasphemy; it was, therefore, to
serve not only a scientific or literary purpose, but also a political one:
4>aKTOM EcTb, mo Toro "cBHToro HanHTiH11, HKe Hanoxno IIIeBqemcoBy My3y, Aoci He nponcHeHO, xo*i TaKe nponcHeHE noBHHHO 6 MaTH He jiHffl niTepaTypHo-HayKOBy BapTicTb. Tlid Huniume

eveMH Jivme

BOHO

noeuHHO 6 cmamu y nac

KXAMKUM.

apoM03eodOM.

Bo KiuibKO T O rpoMXB nocHnanocb xo*i 6 H B HaftHOBiftmHX qacax
Ha Hac Hi6n T O *iepe3 Te, mo M H Hami HaAftoHanbHi iAeajiH B3HJIH 3 pyKH IDeB^eHKa - Toro SoroxyjibHHKa, ra, AeJiiKaTHime
CKa3aBnm, paAftoHanicTa! A BpemTi IIIeB^ieHKO - 6±6neev,b Moace
npeACTaBAHTH AJiH AeKoro TaKoac iHAHBiAyanbHHft iHTepec. HpH3Haiocb OTBepTo, mo TaKHft iHAHBiAyaJibHHft iHTepec BiH npeA CTaBnns AJIH MeHe. BonbHO 6oroxynbHHKaM AomyKyBaTHCb B IfleBqeHKOBift noe3ix 6oroxynbCTB, pauftoHaniCTaM - paAftoHarri3My,
a B C H K H M iHmHM cneAianicTaM - 3HOBy qoro iHmoro, TaK iOMy 6
MeHi He BonbHO 6yno rnHAaTH B Tift noe3ii Toro, mo B Hift
HaftcKopme 3Haftra MoacHa - cniAiB C B . nncbMa? Anace ac IIIeBqeHKa He B3HTO £me B apenfly!1
Shchurat subordinated the method of his discourse to the requirements of his tendency.

Omitting altogether such Shevchenkian works as

displayed clear deviations from the biblical tradition (Tsari, Saul, Vo
Iudeif, vo dni ony, and Mariia) , and dealing but superficially with Shevchenko's manifest "imitations" of biblical works (passages of the Psalms
and the Prophets), he concentrated on poems betraying no obvious relationship with the Bible.

He selected particular passages of these poems,

juxtaposed them with various contexts and images quoted from the Bible especially from the Prophets, and represented those biblical elements as
"influences".2

1

V. Shchurat, op. cit. , p. 6, quoted in Non severus, "Shevchenko
i krytyky", Ivan Franko - Statti i materialy, Zbirnyk 8, 1960, p. 63.
2

Cf. Non severus, "Shevchenko i krytyky", ibid., p. 57, 59-60.
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In addition, Shchurat dedicated a whole chapter of his book to a
detailed account of Shevchenko's reading the Bible in his childhood, in
his youth, and - particularly - during his exile, thus proposing to demonstrate an attachment to the Bible and a susceptibility to its influence
throughout the poet's life.
Franko qualified all the assertions made by Shchurat as extremely
exaggerated, and inaccurate.

Referring to the account of Shevchenko's

lifelong engrossment in the Bible, he stated:
M H He SyAeMO 3anepe^yBaTH, m° HleBqemco 3HaB C B H T C nncbMO i
mo noAexyAH H H M KopncTyBaBCH, ane moo"ftoroBIUIHB B X A S H B C H
Ha noeTOBi TaK, H K Cboro xo*ie AP« B. HlypaT, Ha Te He MoxceM O 3TOAHTHCH, i niimPi APyrnft po3Aiji ftoro npaui, B H K X M BiH
36Hpa£ 3 B 1 C T K H npo neKTypy CBHToro nncbMa UleBqeHKOM, yBaacaEMO 3aHaATO nepeconeHHM.. . 1
[...]
A xoi 6 H ft He AicTaBaB [Ha 3acnaeo H I H K H X KHHXCOK,
KpiM BiSnix], T O I H ce Bace AOKa3, mo BiH MyciB 6yTH niA Ta2
K H M BejiHKHM B E H H B O M CBHToro nHCbMa, H K xoie AP• B. IIlypaT?...
He then quoted a considerable number of instances of Shchurat's
linking Shevchenkian poems with biblical passages, to show that they had
nothing in common with one another.
In conclusion, he condemned both the method and the tendentiousness underlying Shchurat's work:
HaAiEMOCH, mo AOCHTb A H X AHTaTiB, a6n nepexoHaTHCH npo "BIUIHB"
T H X ycTyniB CBHToro nucbMa Ha IUeB^ieHKa. TaKHx AHTaTiB £ me 6araTO, ane B H H X Moace Ao6aiHTH HKy-He6yA& 3 B ' H 3 B i3 UleB^ieHKOM
AHIII TOft, mO BHAHTb TaM, Ae i H H i He BHAHTb, 3Ha^HTb CHOBHAa.
AO TaKHX He 3a^HCJIHEMOCH.

MH

flo TaKHx BHCHOBKiB, H K aBTop, Mycxmb doxodumu eci mi KpumuKU^
w/o Knadymb i3 eopu co6i 3a 3adauy dona3amu svcycb mendeHuiio na

Non severus, op. cit. , I. Franko - Statti i materialy, Zb.8, p.57.
Ibid., p. 58.
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nidcmaei nucanb noema (He jimn IUeBieHKa), a ne Mzwrnb na
yea3i nume npaedu i vucmol Haynu...1
Referring to Shchurat's eagerness for a "lightning rod" which
would divert the "thunders" of the current exasperation on account of
Shevchenko's alleged apostasy, Franko declared:
Ta TaKHft rpoM03BiA noTpiSmift ramie T I C H H M yMaM, i nnmeHb
noTpiSyioTb OKpeMox 6pomypn AJIH O S O P O H H IIIeBieHKa nepeA
HanacTHMH TaKHx ace T I C H H X yMiB. CaM IIIeBqeHKo He noTpi6y£
H I H K O X O S O P O H H , 60 ftoro 6opoHHTb Haftninme ftoro T B O P H . . . 2
BOHH

Two of Franko's statements made in this article - the one concerning the biblical influence on Shevchenko (page 74), and the last one just
quoted above - are noteworthy for their relevance to the problem of his
specific conception of Shevchenko's approach to, and treatment of, religious and biblical themes.

In the first, he does not deny the biblical

influence on Shevchenko as such; he only denies that the Bible influenced
the poet to such a great extent, and in such a sense, as Shchurat was
anxious to show.

In the second, he reveals his position with regard to

attributions of apostasy to Shevchenko by describing such attributions as
narrow-mindedness.
Franko's subsequent writings on Shevchenko are marked by a fervent defense of the poet, and particularly of his poem Mariia, against
accusations of apostasy and blasphemy.

Thus, his article of 1905 entitled

Non severus, op. cit., ibid., p. 63.
2

Ibid., ibid.
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"Mistyfikatsiia chy idiotyzm"1 is a fiery reaction to a clerical circular
which called upon the Galician Greek Catholic clergymen to lend their
forces to what he terms
in Galicia.

as "the undermining of the cult of Shevchenko"

The circular, dated May 5, 1905, bore the signature of the

prelate losyf Kobylians'kyi, and condemned Shevchenko as a blasphemer on
account of his poem Mariia, stating, among other things:
[...] Haft He cjiaBJiflTb ftoro, KOJIH BiH TaK 6e3*iecHO nncaB Ha
TocnoAa i Ha H.pecB. MaTep Boacy B C B O X M noeMaTi "Mapin MaTH IcycoBa".
Toac npn TaxxM KpaftHbo HeriAHXM SoroxynbCTBi H X H K He T O A H T B C H cnaBHTH
ftoro...2
Knowing Father Kobylians'kyi as a sincere old priest, given to
mathematics, and taking no interest in Ukrainian literature, Franko
doubts that he has ever read the poem Mariia, and suspects the denunciatory circular of being the work of "some dirty hand" hiding behind the
prelate's name and prestige.

Subsequently, he contests the condemnation

of Shevchenko by quoting the opening lines of Mariia, and declaring that
neither Father Kobylians'kyi nor any other intelligent and sincere clergyman could have condemned "a work beginning with such a marvellous hymn
to the Virgin Mary", had he ever read it in its entirety:
HaCKXJIbKH 3Ha£MO, O. Ko6HnHHCbKHft pyCbKHM aCHTTHM i pyCbKHM
nncbMeHCTBOM HXKonH He 3aftMaBCH i He 3aftMaETbCH i npaBAonoAi6HO He ^HTaB HaBiTb HleBMeHKOBOx noeMH "Mapin" [ . . . ] , iHaKine BiH
He roBopHB 6 H 3 TaKHM oSypeHHHM npo TBip, mo no^HHaETBCH yyAOBHM riMHOM AO M a p i x :
Bee ynoBaHiE MOE
Ha T e 6 e , Mift npecBiTnnft paio,
Ha MHJiocepAiE TBOE

Bee ynoBaHiE M O E
Ha Te6e, MaTH, noKnaAaio.

1

I. Franko, "Mistyfikatsiia chy idiotyzm", LNV, 1905, Vol. 31,
Book 7, p. 94-96. Reprinted in Tvory, Vol. 16, p. 342-344.
2

I. Franko, op. cit., Tvory, Vol. 16, p.342.
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T a , HK CKa3aH0, aBTOp CHKOcfcaHTCbKOrO AHCTa, O^eBHAHO, He
iHTaB caMoi noeMH... IU,o npoTe B I H . . . 6e3 HIHKHX cepfto3HHx
AOKa3iB KHAaE CBOIO aHacfceMy Ha IIIeB^eHKa, ce TaKoac AoSpe x a paKTepH3y£ HH3bKHft, Hecepfto3HHH c n o c i d AYMaHHH aBTopa, i n p o MOBJIHE npOTHB aBTOpCTBa O. Ko6HJIHHCbKOrO, lOnOBiKa, CKinbKH
3Haio ftoro... nniporo i AaJieKoro BiA ycHKoro CHKo4>aHTCTBa. HaM
3Aa£TbCH, mo HKacb SpyAHa i HeracTa pyKa niAinnnacH niA cfripMy
o. Ko6nnHHCbKoro, m°6 npoBecTH B moAH AYMKy, 3 HKOIO BiAA^BHa
HOCHTbCH Hami MocKBOcJ)lnH - niAipsaTH KynbT IIIeB^ieHKa cepeA namox cycninbHOCTi...1
Whereas the article "Mistyfikatsiia chy idiotyzm" is a defense of
Shevchenko, provoked by his condemnation for alleged blasphemy, and based
on a fragment of the controversial poem Mariia, the essay "Shevchenkova
Mariia" of 1913 constitutes a spontaneous affirmation of a religious
spirit in the poet at the time Mariia was written, made on the basis of
this poem as a whole.

Here, Franko represents the rise of the religious

spirit in Shevchenko as an effect of his engrossment in the Gospels during
the exile, and quotes two of his letters of that time, describing the influence of the Gospels on him .
It is noteworthy that Franko quotes these letters from Dr. Vasyl'
Shchurat's book on the Holy Scriptures in Shevchenko's poetry, which he
criticized nine years before.

Moreover, his reference to this book in a

footnote is not limited to the standard bibliographical data, but is accompanied by a short appraisal of the work, strikingly different from the
outright adverse evaluation he gave it in 1904.

The footnote reads:

1

I. Franko, op. cit., Tvory, Vol. 16, p. 344.

2

Cf. p. 65 of this study.
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fl-p B . m y p a T , "CBHTe nncbMO B IIleB^eHKOBift n o e 3 i x " , J l t B i B ,
1904, CTOP. 10-12.
y Tift p o 3 B i A A i aBTop A & B AiHHHft npn^HHOK
AO 3p03yMiHHH 6i6nxHHHX OCHOB AOCHTb IHCJieHHHX IfleB^eHKOBHX

noe3ift Ta ycTyniB y ftoro noe3lnx...1
This revised and substantially mitigated judgment may be attributed to the crystallization of Franko's recognition of a particular religious spirit animating Shevchenko after his liberation, which resulted
from a renewed and deepened investigation of his post-exile works.

The

occurrence of such a reinvestigation is implied in the wording of Franko's statement already quoted before,
BAyMyio^HCH

B AXJIHH P H A

nOBOpOTi 3 3aCnaHHH,

TBopiB, HanHcaHHX IHeB^eHKOM no

KOaCHHft MyCHTb 3aBBaaCHTH B HBOMy
. „
.
2

B T I M laci He3BH*iaHHHH niAHOM pejixrxHHoro Ayxy.. .
That these words reflect a reinvestigation follows from the fact that
Franko interpreted some of Shevchenko's post-exile poems, including Mariia, in previous years - with a different approach.
On the ground of Franko's sporadic reactions and statements concerning the problem of religious and biblical elements in Shevchenko's
poetry, surveyed above, his overall specific conception of Shevchenko's
approach to, and treatment of, these elements may be described as follows:
The approach to the Bible and to elements of religious faith in
Shevchenko's poetry as a whole is basically secular.
In his pre-exile works, he draws from the Bible such elements as
correspond with his ideas and sentiments, employing them chiefly for
1

I. Franko, "Shevchenkova Mariia", Tvory, Vol. 17, p. 150.

2

Cf. p. 65 of this study.

3

Cf. p. 67-69 of this study.

(The writer underscores).
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purposes of poetical imagery or figurative expression.
However, his post-exile poetry is marked by a deep influence of
the Bible, and particularly of the Prophets and the Gospels. This influence affects not only his world outlook, but also his entire spiritual
being, and manifests itself in a sincere and fervent spirit of reverence
toward moral ideals and spiritual values, which he draws from the Bible.
The sublime ideals of Truth, Love, Mercy, Justice, and Freedom are made
by him into ideological foundations of many poems. He actually treats
these ideals as sanctities, and worships the biblical figures embodying
them - particularly the Virgin Mary and Jesus - with a genuine spirit of
devout though unorthodox awe that often surpasses, in depth and earnestness, adoration through outward observances.1
This conception underlies the essay "Shevchenkova Mariia".
The poem Mariia engaged Franko's interest throughout his life both
as a poetical masterpiece in itself and as and outstanding example of a
poetical representation of biblical themes and motives.

In particular,

he regarded it as the greatest and most beautiful of a series of Shevchenko's poems dedicated to the theme of the woman-mother.

As early as

1880, he began writing a monograph on this theme in Shevchenko's poetry.

1

Franko was well acquainted with the Shevchenkian poems containing censorious utterances about the church and certain biblical figures
(e.g., Kavkaz, Tsari, Saul), but he wrote very little about them. From
his few references to such utterances it is evident that he conceived them
not as expressing Shevchenko's real attitude to the church or the Bible
as such, but as allegories and symbolic images, through which the poet
censured the moral decay and the oppression of his nation, prevailing under the autocratic tsarist system. Cf. I. Franko, "Temne tsarstvo"
(1881), Tvory, Vol. 17, p. 25.
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He broke off, however, in the middle of the introduction, and never comleted that work.

The fragment of the introduction, which was published

posthumously, contains his first appreciation of Mariia:
[...] B HaftBHmiM, HHM cnncaHXM iAeani aceHmHHH-MaTepi (B Mapix)
Ko63apb Ham JIHKIB HaM TaKHft BHCOKHKE naM'HTHHK CBOEI MHCJIH i CBOro cjioBa, nHmHB HaM TaKHft HCHHH Ta nopHBaio*iHft iAean aceHmHHH-rpoMaflHHKH, HKoro He nncaB acoAeH iHmHft noeT B cBiTi... iAean, AO HKoro yAaEcb AOXOAHTH AMACKOCTH TinbKO B BenHKHx XBHXIHX BcecBiTHOX 6opoTb6H A°6pa 3 3AOM, AOXOAHTH TijibKO B HeMHorHX 6narocnoBeHHHX EAHHHAHX.
In 1882 he translated Mariia into German.

The translation was

equally published posthumously . In the same year, he decided to publish,
in conjuction with M. Drahomanov, a special Ukrainian edition of this poem, with an introduction and a commentary to be prepared by the latter,
in order to popularize it among the people, and defend it against condemnation3.

The project materialized, and, in 1883, he reported to Drahoma-

nov:
[...]
B3arani CKaacy, mo Ha niOAeft npocTHx Sinbme BpaaceHHH
Bama nepeAMOBa AO "Mapix" i npHMiTKa, Hiac caMa noeMa,
Bnpo^iM i o6pa30BaHi y Hac He BMIMTB OAIHHTH, a KOTpa
MeHi BHAaETbCH HaftreHiajibHimHM 3 ycboro, mo HanncaB Tapac. ..
POSHTB
KOTPOX

His essay "Taras Shevchenko" of 1891 ends with an extended exposition of the idea of Mariia, first presented in 1888 in the article

1

I. Franko, "Zhenshchyna-maty v poemakh Shevchenka", Ivan Franko Literaturna spadshchyna, Vol. 1, KyxV, 1956, p. 351.
2

In M. Vozniak, Z zhyttia i tvorchosti Ivana Franka, Kyxv, 1955,
p. 295-302. Cf. M.O. Moroz, I. Franko - Bibliohrafiia tvoriv, entry 1607.
3

Cf. Letter to Drahomanov, September, 1882, Tvory. Vol. 20, p. 163.

h

Letter to Drahomanov, 4.12.1883, ibid., p. 209.
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"T. Shevchenko v osvitlenni p. Ursina":
IIOCBHyeHHH CBOEX nWACbKOX lHAHBXAyaJIbHOCTi PJIK P,±J1 MHJIOCepflH,

nepeMoaceHHH BnacHHx TepniHb, 3a6yTTH BjiacHHx ypa3, Ae HAe npo
cnyacSy BHCOKift i nxAHeanift ±p,ex - AoSpa 3arany, Ao6pa JiMACbKOCTi OAe iAean aciHKH, H K H H nonHniHB HaM y cnaAmHHi IIIeB^eHKO. To ac He
A H B O , mo ft HaftBHnpift AOTenepimHift 3Ao6yTOK nroACbKOCTi Ha noni M O panbHiM, BenHKy iAeio nraCBi GnnacHboro, cio ocHOBHy iAero X P H C T H H H CTBa, IlleB^ieHKO B ronoBHift Mipi BBaacaB AI-HOM aceHmHHH - Mapix, MaTepi IcycoBox.
In the article "Mistyfikatsiia chy idiotyzm" of 1905, he points
out the beauty and the sincerity of the hymn to the Virgin Mary with
which the poem opens, to show that a poem with such a beginning cannot be
considered as blasphemous.
The above sporadic references to the poem Mariia manifest Franko's ever deepening penetration into its ideology, and into Shevchenko's
inner world.

The essay "Shevchenkova Mariia" is a synthesis of his views

on this work as well as of his efforts to promote an intelligent understanding of it.
The essay consists of a short introductory section followed by a
detailed analysis of the poem and of its biblical elements, made from the
position of biblical criticism.
In the introduction, Franko defines Mariia as one of the "most
beautiful, most deeply conceived, and most harmoniously elaborated poems
of Shevchenko".

He lays particular stress on Shevchenko's "daring idea" -

to represent the life of the Holy Virgin "on the ground of the very scanty

1

Cf. p. 69 of this study.

2

I. Franko, "Taras Shevchenko", Tvory, Vol. 17, p. 94.
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ecclesiastical tradition, and chiefly - on the ground of his individual
creative intuition":
[. .. ] O C H O B H H H noMHcn cex noeMH He3BHyaftHO CMxnnft - 3ManioBaTH
acHTTH MaTepi CnacHTenn Ha O C H O B I Ay^e CKynoi AepKOBHox TpaAHAix,
a ronoBHO - Ha O C H O B I BnacHoI TBOP^IOX iHTyxuix.
Subsequently, he describes Mariia as the greatest of Shevchenko's
poems on the theme of the woman-mother, a theme which pervades Shevchenko's poetry as from his juvenile poetical production,
[...] a B Mapix A O X O A H T B A O HaftBHmoro BepniKa, H K H H TXJIBKH
Morna AoenrTH $aHTa3XH noeTa, i A O HaftKpamoro ano<|>eo3y Toro
2
THny, BHcnoBneHoro B qyAOBXM BCTynx...
Here, Franko quotes the whole address to the Virgin Mary, opening
the poem, to bring up into view the fervour and the beauty of the worshipful hymn and prayer to Her expressed in it, as well as the fact that She
was to Shevchenko the embodiment of Love, Mercy, and Goodness.
In the analysis of the poem, Franko lays particular emphasis on
the originality and the great poetical art with which Shevchenko represents the underlying biblical motives.

He points out that Shevchenko's

attention is focused on the human being with his inner life, and with his
aspirations, feelings and actions.

Therefore, the biblical accounts under-

lying the plot of Mariia are transferred to a purely human scene of events,
and the supernatural phenomena described in the biblical accounts are interpreted on the basis of realistic human psychology.
1

I. Franko, "Shevchenkova Mariia", Tvory, Vol. 17, p. 149.

2

Ibid., ibid.
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What Shevchenko stresses in particular is, in Franko's interpretation, the humaneness of Joseph and of the shepherds, the self-sacrifice
for the Truth of Jesus and of St. John, and - above all - the boundless
Love, Mercy and self-sacrifice of the Virgin Mary.
In representing the characters and the events, Shevchenko often
deviates from the biblical tradition.

Franko points out all these devia-

tions, and provides each of them with a special explanation, evidencing
his clear intention to show that they are not instances of wilful apostasy,
but are chiefly based on existing sources of apocryphal and other religious literature.

Thus, in commenting on Shevchenko's representation of

the birth of Jesus, Franko states:
Tax cnpaBHBCH noeT i3 BenHKOio XPHCTHHHCBKOIO TaftHOio 3aiaTin
i nocTaBHB noAiro Ha I H C T O JiioACbKOMy rpyHTi, HeHa*ie6 inioB 3a
TaKHM anoKpHcJoM, H K H H noAnSyETbcn B OAHift naM*HTAi CTaporo AepKOBHoro nHCBMeHCTBa, B "JKHTXIO C B H T O I TeKni"...1
In explaining the scene, where Jesus is brought up together with
John, and, while the two children play, Jesus makes a cross from two
little sticks, Franko observes:
TyT UleBMeHKO noKopHCTOByETtcH M O T H B O M AaneKO ni3Himoi X P H C T H HHCbKo'x iKOHorpacJiix, mo Ha O A H X H KapraHi npeACTaBnHE A B O £ Ai^eft,
iBaHa i Icyca, Ta Mapiio, npn ^iM Icyc AepacHTb y pyKax xpecTHK.
13 cboro MOTHBy 3po6HB IlleByeHKO p,yxe 3BopyiunHBe onoBiAaHHH...
The concluding passage of Mariia, where the Holy Virgin gathers
all the Apostles and confers Her spirit on them, is commented by Franko

1

I. Franko, op. cit., Tvory, Vol. 17, p. 152.

2

Ibid., p. 154.
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as follows:
Ce saKiHieHHH HaraflyE 3aKiH*ieHHH "HeocfciTiB", Ae MaTH repon
AjiKiAa, no ftoro CMepTi, nepeftMaETbcn ftoro Biporo Ta 3anajiOM
i HAe Miac HapoA nponoBiAaTH B O iM'n po3n'HToro. MoacHa Ao6aI H T H TyT TaKoac BiAroMiH
anoKpHcfciMHoro "CnoBa iBaHa BorocnoBa
npo ycneHiE BoropoAHAi". .. MoacHa CKasara HaneBHO, mo ce onoBiAaHHH 6yno HeBiAOMe UleB^eHKOBi, ane Ryme npaBAonoAiSHO ftoMy BiAOMi 6yjiH MamoHKH ycneHin, Ha H K H X 6inn nocTeni BoropoAHui B H A H O nocTaTi Bcix AnocToniB.1
Finally, Franko points out with particular emphasis that the poem
Mariia constitutes Shevchenko's poetic expression of his genuine adoration of the Virgin Mary, which led him to supplementing poetically the
story of Her life with facts and events that lack from the biblical tradition, in order to represent Her as the embodiment of all the highest moral
and spiritual values:
3AaBanocb 6 H , mo aBTop TaK i nonniHTb MaTip IcycoBy 3acnoHeHy
iMJioio 3a6yTTH, H K nonnmaioTb ix Hami KaHOHiuHi EsaHreniH. Ane BiH
He Ha Te nncaB CBOIO noeMy i 3po6HB Mapiio xx repoiHeio, mp6H p,aTU
xft yMepTH 30BciM 6e3cnoBHO Ta 6e3cniAHO. npaBAa, 3i ccfcepn 6iAHOCTi Ta cnpiTCTBa BOHa He B H X O A H T B , ane npOTe AyxoM BOHa AaneKO
BHma BiA C B O T O OKpyaceHHH, HaBiTb BiA T H X TOBapjnniB Ta conyTHHKiB
,

IcycoBHx,

HKHX BXH

xMeHyBaB

v
CBOXMH

2

anocTonaMH...

The essay "Shevchenkova Mariia" closes the cycle of Franko's works
in literary criticism, devoted to poetical art in biblical motive representation.

This cycle reflects the profound interest which he took in

the Scriptures as a vast treasury of great literature and of lofty themes
and motives for the poet, the writer, and the thinker.

1

I. Franko, op. cit., Tvory, Vol. 17, p. 157.

2

Ibid., p. 156-157.

It also reflects
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his principles for biblical motive representation, and his criteria for
evaluating it. These principles and criteria are characterized by the
postulate of originality, realism, ideological individuality, and relevance to ongoing life.
The examination of his interest in, and approach to the Bible,
and of his mode of employing biblical elements as reflected in his own
poetical production - is the subject of the chapters that follow.
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CHAPTER II
THE BIBLE-PERVADED PRE-MOISEI POEMS
1. The Characteristics of Franko's
Recourse to the Bible.
Ivan Franko's lifelong interest in the Bible yielded a rich crop
of poetic works, pervaded by biblical elements which perform a wide and
varied range of ideological, literary and artistic functions in them.
The poet's application of the biblical substance is characterized by
originality on the one hand, and by relevancy to contemporary life and
thinking, on the other. Himself endowed with that "creative intuition"
which he admires in Shevchenko1, he never employs biblical elements without charging them with specific roles designed to serve his individual
ideological or poetic purposes. He draws from the Holy Scriptures such
themes, motives, and images as sit well with his own mental attitudes,
and accommodate themselves to the expression of his ideas and sentiments
relating to present-day problems and happenings in the life of his people,
in his personal life, or in the life of society at large. Through these
biblical elements he conveys moral standards and spiritual values from
the remote past to the close-by present, making his presentations in easily comprehensible terms, and in the spirit of contemporary thinking, so as
to benefit his reader spiritually and educate him at the same time.

1

Cf. I. Franko, Shevchenkova "Mariia", Tvory, Vol. 17, p. 149.
Cf. also p. 82 of this study.
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In the series of the pre-Moisei poems selected for analysis and
discussion in this chapter, Franko appears inseparable from the Scriptures.
From nearly all corners of the scriptural text - the Pentateuch, the Book
of Judges, the Books of the Prophets, the Book of Job, the Psalms, the
Proverbs, the Gospels, the Acts and the Epistles of the Apostles, the
canonized Apocrypha - the poet evokes traditional phrases, images and concepts, some of them popular and familiar, others rare and specific, through
which he imparts to a given poem the moral or emotional impact he intends
to make. According to his tendencies in the various poems, he introduces
pertinent biblical references, citing whole passages, or quoting single
verses, parts of verses, or disparate locutions, as the case may be.
Often he illustrates his ideas by contexts of images drawn from the Bible,
or by allusions to biblical figures, scenes, or events. Occasionally,
wishing to extend the meaning of a biblical statement, or to expound his
individual specific interpretation of it more perspicuously, he does so by
means of figurative devices (metaphor, simile, contrast) summoned from a
different biblical text. Biblical phrases constitute or underlie the
titles of some of his poems and poem-cycles (e.g., De profundis [Psalm
130:1], Ziv'iale lystia [Isaiah, 1:30]).

A number of poems (of the cycle

Na stari temy) are provided with mottoes consisting of biblical verses.
In Ivan Franko's recourse to the Bible manifests itself both his
pervasive familiarity with the vast realm of biblical literature and the
intuitive mastery with which he embodies the abundance of his biblical
scholarship in his poetic production. Whether the subject-matter of a
given poem discussed in the present chapter is moral, national, social,
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philosophical, or personal, he always finds in the Scriptures the parallel
themes, the corresponding images, and the appropriate vocabulary and artistic resources, through which to sound his own views, ideas and sentiments.
The biblical sources predominantly underlying the pre-Moisei poems
in question are the Pentateuch, the Psalms, the Prophets, Job, the Gospels,
and the writings of St. Paul. However, the poet is also closely intent on
the folkloristic motives in biblical literature. The specific scriptural
patterns of the parable, the legend, the saying, and the allegory are conspicuously made use of in these poems.
Franko's application of the biblical material and his treatment of
it in his works display a variety of modes and forms. This multiformity
comes into view in his practice of blending the biblical with the modern,
and reflects the wide diapason of his recourse to the Bible and of his poetic inventiveness. He interweaves his contemporary views and ideas with
elements of ancient tradition, making the old statements resound in the
reader's mind in a present-day sense, and in tones which he purposely imparts to them by means of various emotional or intellectual stimuli of his
own invention.

Some poems, especially the juvenile ones, are characterized

by a close interaction between the biblical and the contemporary in respect
of ideology, style and form.

In others, of the later years, the relation-

ship between the two worlds is represented by what may be described as an
associative parallelism, i.e. a parallelism or an analogy, which the poet
finds, by association, between contemporary and biblical phenomena of physical or spiritual nature.
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The multiformity of the poet's blending the biblical with the contemporary exemplifies various aspects of the biblical impact on him.

Thus,

among the pre-Moisei poems, which are all modern in ideology, certain works
are prominently biblical in themes, imagery, vocabulary, and artistic devices, summoned from various biblical texts; and it is through these old
texts that the poet sounds new, contemporary contents. A number of poems,
where the poet is engaged in self-expression, reverberate contexts, moods,
and atmospheres of biblical passages, which he finds to mirror his own
thoughts, feelings, or state of mind.

The collection of his ethico-di-

dactic poems, Mii Izmarahd, though essentially based on non-biblical
sources, displays elements of the wisdom-literature of the Bible as well
as of other biblical matter (parables, maxims, poetic paraphrases of some
selected biblical verses).

In some instances, the poet places a whole bib-

lical passage - a narrative unit, or a piece of poetry (a psalm), under the
surface of a poem as a foundation, and on such biblical foundations he
erects individual philosophical or ideological superstructures relating to
contemporary life (Smert' Kaxna, Na ritsi vavilons'kii).
A characteristic feature of this Frankian practice is the great
freedom with which the poet treats the biblical elements when blending them
with modern substance.

In some instances (particularly in the early poems),

he utilizes the biblical material in conformity to its traditional sense
and intent.

On other occasions, he departs from the traditional meaning,

either in the form of a slight modification of the biblical context, or in
the form of a more substantial reshaping of it, omitting something, or adding something, or in the form of a complete reversal of its sense and intent.
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Obviously, this free treatment of the biblical material derives
from the poet's basically secular approach to the Scriptures. However,
of
while he declines acceptancefaxxtraditlonaldogma, his extensive and
purposeful employment of biblical elements as organic components of his
works attests not only to his recognition of the immutable validity of
the moral and spiritual teachings of the Bible, but also to his profound
personal identification with the lofty human, national, and universal
ideals inherent in them.

The above survey will have provided a general view of the relationship between Franko's biblical interest and his poetic production,
of the main modes and purposes of his recourse to the Bible, and of the
role of the biblical ingredient in his poetic works.
Trie ensuing analysis of the Bible-pervaded pre-Moisei poems proposes to illustrate the operation of the poet's recourse to the Bible,
and its effect' on the works in question from the ideological, literary,
and aesthetic points of view.
The paragraphs that follow encompass a poetic translation of a
biblical passage, and a major series of original poems on a variety of
themes: national, moral, social, personal, didactic, and philosophical,
all composed between the years 1874 and 1905. For the purpose of analysis, these works are arranged in several groups, the classificational
criterion being the predominant purpose of the poet's recourse to the
biblical world in one or another group of poems: to sound new contents
through the old texts, for self-expression, for didactic material, or for
building philosophical superstructures on biblical foundations.
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2. Biblical Translations.
The first signs of the biblical impact on Ivan Franko manifest
themselves in his juvenile poetic translations of some major and minor
sections of the Old and New Testaments.
According to his own testimony, the ancient Orient attracted him
overpoweringly already in his high school days.

He read and studied the

Holy Scriptures in the Old Church Slavonic version and in German translation, "delighted in the Prophets, and translated all of Job in verse"1.
The lofty phenomena of man's spiritual life, represented in the
narrative, poetic and speculative sections of the Old Testament, and the
high moral ideals inherent in the teachings of the New Testament engrossed
the sensitive mind of the young prospective poet and thinker, who was
throughout his life moved by a noble pursuit of Love, Truth and Justice,
and by a profound sympathy for everything that touches the heart of the
individual and the soul of the people. They aroused deep emotional experiences in him, stimulated his artistic and speculative faculties, and
spurred him on to express his spiritual reaction to their impact in the
form of poetic translations.
Franko's earliest biblical translation appears to have been his
Prorochestvo Isaix, dating from 1873, and comprising several initial chapters of Isaiah.

It was published posthumously in a journal, together with

an article on it, by M. Vozniak

in 1930, but has never been reprinted.

I. Franko, Hirchychne zerno, Tvory, Vol. 4, p. 248.
2

M. S. Vozniak, Prorochestvo IsaS v perespivi Franka, Ukraxiis'ka
reformatsiia, 1930, No.l, p.9-12, No.2, p.15-19. Cf. M.O. Moroz, Ivan
Franko, Bibliohrafiia, KyxV, "Naukova dumka", 1966, entry 1551, p. 147.
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The book of Job exerted a particularly strong influence on young
Franko. He read and re-read it repeatedly at different stages of his intellectual development, studied various research works on it 1 , and was
eventually overcome by an inward need to translate it in a poetic form
of his own. Proposing his translation for publication in the Druh (organ of the L'viv students' association "Akademicheskii kruzhok"), he
wrote to Vasyl' Davydiak, member of the editorial board:
BHAIB-EM KinbKa niT TOMy... nepecniB IoBa PaTan , HO me~M
TorAa 6yB y TaKiM BiAi, Konn 3aTBepAoio cnpaBOio 6yB IOB AJIH
MeHe, oco6nHBo nHcaHHft HepHMOBaHHM CTHXOM. Tenep, po3^HTaBnmcH B IoBi, nepeicnaAftoroCTaBCH Maftace nompefioio MOtl dytui, H BH6paB CTHX HMei^HKH pHMOBaHHft...3

His translation comprised twelve chapters. He requested Davydiak
to publish his "Galician Job - as a parallel to that of Ratai's"1*. But
the work was never published, and has remained in manuscript.
The only juvenile biblical translation of Franko's to have been
published in his lifetime is the poetical paraphrase of verses 1-7 of
Chapter Thirteen of the First Epistle of St. Paul to the Corinthians,
which he made in 1875 from a Church Slavonic text of the 18th century,
and which is known as the poem Liubov .

1

Cf. p. 5-6.

2

Ratai - pseudonym of Pantaleimon Kulish.

3

Letter to V. Davydiak, dated 3.7.1875, Tvory, Vol. 20, p. 15.
Ibid., ibid.

5

I. Franko, Liubov, Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 446-447. First printed
in the Druh, No. 22, 15.11.1875. Republished in the collection Iz lit
moiex1 molodosti, 1914, with an indication of the Church Slavonic source.
Cf. Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 549.
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In six four-foot iambic six-lined stanzas, rhyming ababcc with i n termingling "feminine" and "masculine" rhyme-endings, the young poet p r e sents an a r t i s t i c rendition of the b i b l i c a l passage.

The f i r s t four stan-

zas correspond to verses 1-4, the fifth - to verses 5-6, and the sixth to verse 7Brief in expression, condensing whole images and ideas within short
phrases or single words, the poet succeeds not only in rendering the o r i g i nal text in i t s f u l l sense and s p i r i t , but also in enriching i t s meaning
and i t s message with elements of his individual c r e a t i v i t y .

The fourth

stanza of his poem, paraphrasing verse 4 of the Pauline t e x t , may serve as
an example.

The b i b l i c a l verse reads:

HOJiroTepnHT'b, MHJiocepflCTByeT'b, JIIOSH He saBHiiHTt.,
He npeB03HOCHTCH, He TOPIIHTTJ, He 6e3^HHCTByeT"£>,
He HmeT'b CBOHCH, He pa3irpaacaeTCH, He BivkHKQTb 3.71a.1

JIK)6H
JHO6H

Franko paraphrases i t as follows:
JI1060B 60 flOBroTepneJTHBa,
JIacKaBa H cMHpHa H 3Hae i e c T B ,
He3aBHCHa, He naKicriHBa, JIKJSOB 3a Hac niuuia Ha x p e c T .
H e r o p n a , ^ e c r i He Saacas,
TepnHTb, BiflnjiaTH He uiyKaE. 2
The above example, which i s c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of the Frankian paraphrase as a whole, shows the r e l a t i o n of the paraphrase to the o r i g i n a l
text.

The epistolary b i b l i c a l passage, doctrinal in i t s essence, i s t r a n s -

formed into a hymn to Love.

The poet maintains the l e x i c a l simplicity of

the original - he even enhances i t through his simple, concrete exposition,

1

Quoted from I . Franko, Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 549.

2

I . Franko, Liubov, Tvory, Vol. 11, p . 446.
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and imparts to the prose text the aesthetic features of rhyme, rhythm and
strophic form.
At the same time, the poet imprints on his paraphrase the stamp
of his particular tendency to link or blend the biblical with the contemporary, characterizing all the poetic works in which he has recourse
to the Bible. This is indicated by the original metaphor

"JIEO6OB

3a Hac

ninuia Ha xpecr" , which he introduces in the fourth line as an independently added overtone. On the one hand, this metaphor provides an
image and an example of the idea

of Love realized in action.

On the other

hand, through the words M 3a Hac" , which may be understood by the reader
not only as referring to humanity in general, but also as directed to the
poet's people of the present generation (as well as to himself), the poet
makes the moral substance of the biblical text have relevance to presentday life.
Thus, without breaking his basic faithfulness to the original text,
the poet succeeds in detaching himself from it for a moment, in order to
create an associative image, designed to act on the reader as an emotional
stimulus, to deepen his recognition of the value of Love.

In this combina-

tion of textual fidelity and original creativity lies the literary quality
of young Franko's biblical paraphrase-poem Liubov.1

Only one more poetic translation by Franko of a biblical passage
appeared in print. It is the Prytcha pro nemyloserdie, based on St. Matthew,
Chapter 18, verses 23-35, published in Dilo in 1913 - the year in which it
was composed. This work will be discussed among the post-Moisei poems.
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3. Original Poems.

A.

Sounding New Contents through the Old Texts.

The poem Skhid sontsia (1875) exemplifies an original juvenile
Frankian work, modern in ideology, and manifestly biblical in themes,
vocabulary, imagery, and artistic devices.
The poem consists of three parts, representing three stages in the
process of sunrise. Each part is composed of epical passages predominantly interspersed with lyrical effusions. The former depict the struggle
between darkness and light in nature, whereas in the latter "darkness" and
"light" become symbols of opposed ethico-cultural values, and their strife
is transferred from the physical realm of nature to the spiritual world of
man.
Skhid sontsia is an ode to the ideal of "brotherly love". The protagonist of the poem (the poet himself) postulates this ideal, first, in a
universal sense, as the foundation of harmony and progress in the life of
all nations; then, with a steadily crystallizing national-patriotic tendency - as the key to his own people's successful development in general, and
to the cultural advancement of all its segments in particular.
The first part (stanzas 1-7) opens with the young poet's waking
up in the middle of the night, prompted by a visionary image of "a day of
light, and glory, and peace, and love" about to dawn over his homeland.

1

I. Franko, Skhid sontsia, Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 454-457- First
printed in the Druh, No. 2, 15.1.1876. Republished in 1914 in the collection Iz lit moieS molodosti.
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Enraptured by this vision, he prepares to receive the forthcoming sunrise
of the "Great Day" with a special "morning song".
reluctant to pass.

The night is, however,

The lingering darkness evokes an associative image of

the moral and spiritual "obscurity" prevailing in reality, where not Love
and Light, but hostility, hypocrisy and obscurantism govern the human
ways of life and the mutual relations between people and between nations.
The discord between ideal and reality provokes an ardent appeal to God,
in which the poet deplores the existing ethico-cultural decadence and the
world's idle unconcern towards it, and invites divine intervention to
"arouse" humanity from its "sleep", and stir it up to Love and Light.
In the second part (stanzas 8-11), the night begins to give in.
The poet can see the peaks of the mountains emerging from the dissipating
darkness, and the rest of his homeland's broad landscape looming through
the grey of the morning.

The scenery engenders in him a flush of love

for his country and his people. He dreams of establishing unity and concord among his brethren, of elevating them to international eminence...
But the sombreness which still hovers about the landscape transforms itself into an image symbolizing his homeland's actual condition: vast,
rich, and beautiful, but shrouded in a mist of disunion and cultural
poverty.

This association provokes dismal meditations.
In the last part (stanzas 12-13), the sun finally rises. He finds

meaning in this phenomenon, and becomes reassured that his ideal of "brotherly love" will be realized: as in nature, "light" will overcome "darkness" in the life of his people.

Enthused, and confident, he ends the

poem with his intended song of welcome to the promising sunrise.
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Skhid sontsia is pervaded by a wide range of biblical elements
evidencing the poet's recourse to a variety of scriptural sources. The
predominant impact on the poem is, however, to be ascribed to the writings
of St. Paul, and particularly to his Epistle to the Romans. This is primarily indicated by the fact that the poem's subject-matter and central
idea are founded on "brotherly love" - a theme so formulated by St. Paul,
peculiar to his doctrine in general, and one of the principal themes of
his Epistle in question .
The poet's adoption of this theme and of this source was not accidental.

There exists a noticeable affinity between the respective intents

of the Pauline Epistle and the Frankian poem: the former seeks to promote
fraternity and concord among different segments of the early Christians
of Rome2; the latter pursues a similar object with regard to different
segments of the Ukrainian people of Galicia .

It was St. Paul who first gave the formulation "brotherly love"
to the Mosaic commandment "Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself" (Leviticus, 19:18). In this formulation, the theme of mutual love is dealt
with in I Thessalonians, 4:9-10 - his earliest Epistle, and in Hebrews,
13:1-3, but is most extensively developed in chapters 12-14 of the
Epistle to the Romans.
2

Cf. Introduction aux Eplitres de Saint Paul, in Bible de Jerusalem, Paris, Editions du Cerf, p. 1485-1486.
3

Franko dedicated this poem to the first convention of the "Kachkovs'kyi Society" (a "Moskvophil" cultural institution which professed to
spread enlightenment among the common people, founded in 1874), held in
August, 1875. At that time (though not in his later years), he highly
valued the work of that society as paving the way to social harmony and
cultural advancement through linking the intelligentsia with the popular
masses - an ideal that animated him throughout his life. Cf. his note to
the poem, Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 454; I. Franko, Chy vertatys' nam nazad do
narodu? ibid., Vol. 19, p. 42, 49; S. V. Shchurat, Rannia tvorchist' Ivana Franka, p. 112, 125-126.
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The impact of the Epistle to the Romans is further evidenced by
the poet's wide and varied recourse to its text, manifesting itself in
the idea-content and in the lexico-figurative texture of Skhid sontsia
as well as in the elements of the poem's composition.
The main textual elements of the Epistle, resorted to by the
poet, are several selected passages of the Apostle's appeal for mutual
love.

This appeal displays, in outline, three constituent parts: the

Apostle precedes it by a series of introductory teachings (chapters
1 - 11), then he announces the main theme of "brotherly love" in the
central part (12:9-21), and develops this theme in a doctrinal discourse
(chapters 13 - 14) concluding the appeal.

Some of the parenetical pas-

sages (13:11-13) of the closing discourse are interwoven with metaphor
and symbolic imagery: "night" and "the works of darkness" represent hostility and vice; "day" and "light" - love and virtue; "sleep" symbolizes
being steeped in wrong old attitudes; "awakening" stands for a spiritual
renewal and a change to Love and Light, and is associated with prospects
of "salvation".
These structural and figurative elements of the Apostle's appeal
are contained in a series of verses to which the poet has particular recourse, namely:

For the wages of sin is death (6:23)x.
For as many as are led by the Spirit of God,
they are the sons of God (8:14).
Be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind... (12:2).

The author italicizes all biblical phrases or words which are
quoted, echoed, or alluded to in the Frankian poems under discussion.
(This also applies to the texts of the poems quoted in Ukrainian).
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Let love be without dissimulation
(12:9).
Be kindly affectioned one to another with brotherly
love (12:10).
And... now it is high time to awake out of sleep: for now
is our salvation
nearer than when we believed
(13:11).
The night is far spent, the day is at hand: let us
therefore cast off the works of darkness,
and let us
put on the armour of light
(13:12).
Let us walk honestly,
as in the day; not in
rioting...,,
not in strife
and envying (13:13).
The above verses, singled out by the author, also comprise the
principal Pauline themes and contexts that resound in both the thematic
and the poetic substance of Skhid sontsia. The ensuing analysis of the
poem proposes to illustrate the range and mode of Franko's resorting to
the Epistle to the Romans for ideological and literary resources through
which to sound his own contemporary ideas and express his individual
thoughts and feelings.

The text of Skhid sontsia reveals at first sight that the poet
makes great use of the Pauline Epistle's vocabulary, and adopts the
Apostle's symbols and figurative devices. Pauline phrases, words and
images occur throughout the poem, right from the opening stanzas:
1
3 paMeH TiHi, 3 paMeH
noni.
13 COJTOflKHX CHy OSHHTift,
3 BHPBHCB, c e p u , e ! . . .
5 BcTaHB, o rjiHHb, exe niu
Munaz!
6 BcTaHB, o rjiHHb, exe denb ceimae:.
2
3
5
6
8

Ce fleHt ceimna,
c e neni> c n a B H . . .
Ce neHb Mupa,
ne neHB 6OK>,
fleHb nicenb
i HeHb nio6oeu. . .
Toac BiTaft B HiM neHb
O6HO6U!
3

0 , iqe meMHo! n i j j noKpoBOM
2 Houi cnumb B e c b C B I T . . .

.
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10 Hiu ime ocTaHHifi pa3
CHJI odaHKH Hanpy^cHJia,
12 A 6 H e cni edepxamu Hac.x
These three introductory stanzas contain the chief components of
the poem's moral substance. Their symbolical quality is temporarily
light-darkness,

hidden behind the concrete denotations of the elements:
day-night,

sleep-awakening,

drawn from the Epistle, and behind the physi-

cal aspect of the Pauline image "The night

is far

spent,

the day is

at

hand" reflected in lines 5-6 of the first stanza. Also the element of
Love, the poem's keynote, is introduced at this initial stage. The poet
places it last - and topmost - among the features of the "Great Day" of
his dreams, after light
peace

and songs

on the one hand (second stanza, line 3), and

(joy) on the other (lines 5-6), echoing, on this occasion,

the Pauline phrases "love,
joy"

(Romans,14:17).

joy,

peace"

(Galatians,5:22) and "peace and

He then summarizes the change to "light, peace, joy

and love" by the term "renewal" [O6HOBU] (line 8), which is suggestive of
a lexical association with the phrase "by the renewing
Romans, 12:2.

of your mind" in

Finally, the contrasting image of the night still lingering,

and the metaphor in lines 10-12 of "the night straining the rest of its
forces to retain the world in sleep" foreshadow the struggle to ensue between "night" and "day" (in their respective ambiguous senses), as well as
the necessity for the people "to put on the armour of light against the
works of darkness" (Romans»13:12).

1

I. Franko, Skhid sontsia, Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 454.
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The symbolic significance of these biblical elements comes to
light with their transfer to the domain of man, which takes place in the
poet's appeal to God (stanzas 4-7). A change of rhythm, from the former
trochaic to an iambic tetrameter, marks the transition to this central
part of the poem.

The appeal to God consists of three main parts. The

first (stanzas 4-5) is a complaint about the social disunion, the moral
decline and the cultural backwardness existing in reality, and the
world's indifference to them, these symptoms of decay being represented
by the elements of "treachery" (contrasting the Pauline "Let us

honestly"),

"strife",

"envying",

"darkness"

("mbMa" - in the double

meaning of "obscurity" and "obscurantism") and "sleep",
Epistle.

walk

drawn from the

The second part (lines 1-4 of the sixth stanza) announces the

main theme - "brotherly love", and presents, at the same time, the motive
of the appeal: the poet's frustration due to the discord between his
ideal of fraternal love - and reality.

In the third part (the rest of

the sixth stanza, and the whole of the seventh) the poet makes a supplication for divine action, even if vehement and forcible, to "rouse" the
"sleeping", "stone-hearted" world from its "obscurity" and "idle placidity" to active pursuit of moral and cultural "light".
Four times the poet invokes the Creator: twice as "God of our
fathers" in the complaint-part of his appeal, and twice as "Father" in
his supplication; and with each invocation he unfolds a different facet
of the deplorable ethico-cultural reality:

1

Romans} 13:11, 12 and 13.
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4
0 , CHJibHHfi npeduie
namux
Eoxe!
Hu 3a mnxKym nan
euny
3 3MiHHTbCH Mae JlOHCe CHy
TyT Ha xoJioflHe cMepmi Aoxe ?
Teox pyua uiAuu
ceim
eodumb
6 TUM WAXXOM,
w,o Tu npu3Hav.ua ;
CUHU TeoZ - yci
napodu;
^lOMy ac i x B o p o r po3Jiy^HB?
9 3 a 6 y j i o c b I M , mo n e p e n T B O I M
JlHiieM yci odna
pidnn;
Ha 6pama udymb 3padAueuM
6OZM,
PloMy exe IX 3a3dpnmb
ceimAa
dna.
5
0, cHJibHHH npednie
nauux
Eoxe!
Tu x naM i3daena
npu3nav.ue
3 Cynpomu mbMu cmonmu na
cmopoxi.
rjiHHb, Bopor mbMOfo nac
ynpue.
0, flOKH 3K, flOKH BUZAHdamU
6 Han 3 nimbMu noui ceimAa
dnn?
I HOICK 5K, flOKH HaM pHflaTH,
Ii^o mbMa Hac racHe i
zpu3HH?
9 0 HOKH 3K, HOKH CBiT
dpiMae,
He po3Kpuea
3i cny
ouuu?
flOKH ne 6auumb i ne 3Hac
T o r o , mo T H B e j i i B , C B H T H H ?
6
JIw6oeu,
6pamnbo%
Ato6oeu
IIoMiac HapoflaMH HeMa 1
3 Ycmanu BCHK npo neZ
Moeumb,
AAe do diA dyuta HiMa.
36y,n;H, o O i ^ e , C B O I M CJIOBOM
6 Cen CBiT 3 eaxKol
dpiMomu!
A XO^:6H i MoaymniM. epoMOM
36yflH, 6e3CUAbuux
3axucmu!
9 HeU epiM, w,o eopu e nopox
npyuiumb,
neped
KompuM 3eMAM
dpoxumb,
Ti cepun xaM 'nni
nopyuiHTb,
3 HHX COH 3)KeHe i IX 3aCTaBHTb M T b .
7
A6o nouiAu %M ceped
noui
Ceiu npoMinb
ceimAa,
OT^e Mift,
3 Haii n o p a 3 H T b i x conni
oui,
Ee32T,ijTbHHH npoaceHe c n o K i n !
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Haft 6JIHCK TaKHft HpKHft

3aCH£,

6 A 6 H 3i cHy yBecb 3ipBaBCH CBiT,
A^eft npn SJiHCKy TiM ni3HaE,

mo e mbMi uoMy cnacennn

Him.

x

This portion of the poem is heavily charged with biblical idiom
stemming not only from the Pauline writings, but also from a variety of
other New- and Old-Testamental sources (which will be discussed below).
Nevertheless, the Epistle to the Romans remains its central element. The
poet's call for Love and Light - the keynote of his appeal to God - is
structurally and contextually patterned on that of the Apostle's; and the
extra-Pauline biblical contexts are designed to provide support for that
call, and are carefully selected and adapted for this purpose.
Following the Apostle's example, the poet announces the theme of
"brotherly love" in the central part of his general appeal to God (sixth
stanza, line 1).

As the Apostle precedes this theme by a series of

teachings, so the poet precedes it by a series of plaintive meditations,
in which reverberate elements of the Pauline teachings, such as: "The

wages of sin is death",
honestly...

not in strife

"[all men are] the sons of God", "let us walk
and envying"2

- poetically reshaped into ex-

pressions of complaint by means of the devices of rhetorical question,
contrast and reversal (fourth stanza, lines 2-4, 7-8, 11-12).

As the

Apostle concludes his appeal with a doctrinal discourse, so the poet
concludes his own appeal with a series of utterances echoing contexts

1

I. Franko, Skhid sontsia, Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 454-455.

2

Romans,6:23; 8:14; 13:13.
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of that discourse, equally reshaped into effusions of complaint and re-

proof by means of the above-mentioned poetical devices. Thus, the rhetorical question in lines 9-10 of the fifth stanza echoes the exhortation
"Now it

is high time

to awake out of sleep"

(13:11a); lines 3-4 of the

sixth stanza represent dissimulated love - in contrast to the precept
"Let love be without

dissimulation"

(12:9); and line 8 of the seventh

stanza reverses the statement "Now is our salvation
believed"

(13:lLb) by stressing the unlikelihood

nearer

than when we

of salvation.

To substantiate his appeal and enhance its moral effect and poetical quality, the poet summons a considerable number of contexts and images
from a variety of biblical sources beyond the writings of St. Paul.

These

auxiliary textual resources play a highly significant and effective role
in the appeal. One of their major functions is closely related to the poet's technique of reshaping the Pauline contexts, just discussed above.
A look into the lexical texture of the lines where such reshapings occur
reveals that these lines are themselves direct or paraphrased biblical
contexts evoked from extra-Pauline passages. For example, in the fourth
stanza, the vocabulary of the phrase

,,x

in 3a mnxKyio HaM euny..."

opening

the rhetorical question (lines 2-4) that reshapes the Pauline warning "For
the wages of sin is death",
"... because their sin

reverberates simultaneously the context

is very grievous"

from Genesis, 18:20 [referring to

the people of Sodom and Gomorrah, whom God punished with death]; in line 8,
the additional phrase "yci

Hapodu", modifying the Pauline words about "the

sons of God", has its counterpart in the verse "And [God] hath made of one
blood

all

nations

of men" (The Acts, 17:26); and in line 11, contrasting
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with the Pauline precept "Let us walk honestly...,
resound combined elements of the verses "They shall
his brother"
against

... not in
fight

every

(Isaiah, 19:2) and "Why do we deal treacherously

his brother"

strife...",
one

against

every one

(Malachi, 2:10).

Similarly, in the fifth stanza, the rhetorical question: "0flOKHxc,
HOKH CBiT dpiMae, He po3npuea 3i cny ouuu?", reshaping the Pauline "Now it
is high time

to awake out of sleep",

echoes simultaneously the elements of

the verse "For the Lord hath poured out upon you the spirit of deep
and hath closed

your eyes"

sleep,

(Isaiah, 29:10) [fifth stanza, lines 9-10].

Lines 3-4 of the sixth stanza, contrasting with the Pauline "Let
love be without

dissimulation",

they shew much love...

paraphrase the contexts: "With their

mouth

They hear thy words, but they do them not" (Ezekiel,

33:31-32); and line 8 of the seventh stanza, denying the likelihood of
"salvation"
our salvation
darkness...

in a world of "darkness", in contrast to the Pauline "Now is
nearer than when we believed",
We look for salvation,

but it

echoes the words: "We walk in

is far off from us" (Isaiah,59:11).

In each of these cases, the poet reshapes a Pauline verse by means
of a rhetorical device applied to an extra-Pauline, substituted context, in
which he finds the appropriate substance for enriching the imagery, the vocabulary and the idea-content of his verse. This technique enables him to
express the Pauline doctrinal themes poetically, vivify and actualize them,
and gain valuable support for his appeal to God.
The totality of the extra-Pauline elements, and their additional
functions in the poet's appeal will best be illustrated by a juxtaposition
of the appeal's pertinent lines and their equivalents in the Bible:
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The Bible

4
i O, CHJTbHHft npednie

naucux Eoxe!

5 TeoH pyxa uiAuu ceim eodumb
6 Tim UUIHXOM, up Tu npu3HauuB;

And [Jehoshaphat] said, 0 Lord,
God of our fathers...
(2 Chronicles, 20:6).
I am the Lord... which
leadeth
thee by the way that thou
shouldest
go (Isaiah, 48:17).

9 3a6yjncb [HaponaM], njp nepen, TBOIM
I o JlHueM yci odna pidnn;

And [God] hath made of one blood
all nations of men (the words of
St. Paul in Acts, 17:26).

i i Ha 6pama udymb 3padAueuM 6~OEM. ..

... They shall fight
every one
against his brother...
Qlsaiah,
19:2); Why do we deal
treacherously every one against his brother? (Malachi, 2:10).

2 Tu x HOM i3daena npu3Hauue
3 Cynpomu mbMu cmomu na cmopoxi.

Take heed therefore
that the
light which is in thee be not
darkness
(the words of Jesus in
St. Luke,11:35).

h TjiaHb, Bopor mbMOTO nac yKpue.

Behold, the darkness shall
cover
the earth, and gross darkness
the
people (Isaiah, 60:2).

5 O flOKH 3K, flQKH BUZAHdamU

We wait for light,
but
behold,
obscurity;
for brightness,
but
we walk in darkness (Isaiah,59:9).

6 HOM 3 nimbMu noui ceimAa dnn?
9 O PPKH )K, ITPKH CBiT dpiMas,
io He po3Kpuea 3i cny ouuu?

For the Lord hath poured out upon
you the spirit of deep sleep, and
hath closed your eyes (Isaiah,29:
10).

ii JJPKH ne oauumb i ne 3Haz.

They see not,
44:9).

nor know...

(Isaiah,

1

The locution "God of our fathers" is extremely frequent in the
Old Testament. In the New Testament it appears in Acts,3:13, 5:30, 22:14.
2 Chronicles,20:6 is, however, the only verse where this locution is used
in an invocation, as in the Frankian poem.
2

"The enemy" (Bopor), who "separates the nations" (4th stanza,
line 8) and "covers the world with darkness" is here the embodiment of
the forces of evil: "the works of darkness" of Romans,13:12, and "Satan,
who deceiveth the whole world" of Revelation, 12:9.
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The Bible

6
[Jk>6oeu, 6pamHboZ AX>6oeu
noMisc HapqoaMH HeMa!]
3 ycmoMU BCHK npo net MOBumb,
<* Ane do din dyiua nina.

[Be kindly affectioned
one to another with brotherly
love (Romans,
12:10)].
With their mouth they shew much
love...
They hear thy words, but
they do them not (Ezekiel, 33:3132).

s 36ynH, o Orae, CBOIM CHOBOM
6 Ceft CBiT 3 BaxKoZ dpiMomu!

For the Lord hath poured out upon
you the spirit of deep
sleep...
(Isaiah,29:10).

7 A XOH6H i MOryTHlM ZpOMOM
8 36ynH, 6e3CUAbnux 3axucmu!

Thou shalt be visited of the Lord
with thunder...
(Isaiah, 29:6).
Defend the poor and
fatherless!
(Psalm 82:3).

9 HeU zpiM, up zopu B nopox Kpyuiumb,
io neped KompuM 3eMAH dpoxumb...

The voice of thy thunder was in
heaven... the earth trembled and
shook....
Hills melted like wax
(Psalms 77:18; 97:5).

i i K cepun KOM'HHi nopyuMTb...

And I will take the stony
heart
out of their flesh (Ezekiel, 11:19)

i
2
7
8

A6o nouuiu -Z.M cepem HO'qi
Ceiu npoMiHb ceimAa, Orae Mift.
A^eft npH 6nHCKy T I M ni3Ha£,
Hfc) e mbMi uoMy cnaceHHSi Him.

[0 Lord] Cast forth
(Psalm 144:6).

lightning...

We wait for light..., but we walk
in darkness
We look...
for
salvation,
but it is far off from
us (Isaiah, 59:9,11).

The above juxtaposition brings into view not only the variety of
the extra-Pauline contexts underlying most lines of the poet's appeal to
God , but also the triple function which they perform in this part of the

The biblical verses quoted here are not the only possible counterparts of the Frankian lines, as the Scriptures abound in similar or
related contexts. The author has, however, singled out those verses with
which, to the best of his understanding, the poet's ideas and sentiments
are most closely associated.
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In the first place, as has already been shown, they afford a varie-

ty of biblical contexts, lexical and figurative, for the poetic expression
of the underlying doctrinal themes drawn from the Epistle to the Romans.
In the second place, they furnish the poet with appropriate biblical idiom
for each of the components of the complaint-part (stanzas 4-5) and of the
supplication-part (stanzas 6-7) of the appeal.

It is evident that, for

censuring the existing moral decadence, for admonishing, and for soliciting divine intervention - he assumes the tone and the language of a biblical prophet; for the postulation of Love and Light (lines 7-10 of the
fourth stanza, 1-2 of the sixth, and 2-3 of the fifth) - he summons the
words of the Gospels and of the Apostles; and for picturesque and poetic
expression - he resorts to the Psalms (lines 7-10 of the sixth stanza, and
1-2 of the seventh), on which he also models the composition of the appeal
as a whole1.

In the third place, they impart a biblical character to the

appeal, thus enhancing its efficacy.

Since all these contexts, despite

the diversity of their textual provenience, are invariably scriptural, the
poet is able to maintain a consistent, homogeneous, biblical style in the
phrasing of his utterances. And by remaining within the framework of the
Bible - and under its authority, he strengthens the validity and enhances
the effect of his appeal for Love and Light.

1

The appeal, a compositional unit in itself, bears resemblance to
a biblical psalm by virtue of its distinct structural elements: invocationcomplaint -motive-supplication. With the order of these elements varying,
the biblical psalms of individual or national supplication (e.g. Psalms 3,
74, 90) display a similar structure. Cf. P. Drijvers, Les Psaumes, Paris,
Les editions du Cerf, 1958, p. 101-129; 0. Eissfeldt, The Old Testament an Introduction, Oxford, Basil Blackwell, 1966, p. 112-113, 117.
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The poet's appeal to God closes the first of the three parts of
Skhid sontsia.

In the second and third parts, comprising stanzas 8-11

and 12-13 respectively, the onward movement of the poem is advanced by
the developments that take place in nature as day begins to break.
The night begins to give in. At the first signs of darkness
"turning pale, having sensed light", the poet urges his heart to rise
high up, to the mountains, "nearer to the light, nearer to God", echoing
the Johannine dictum God is

light

(I Epistle of St. John, 1:5). Returning

to the trochaic tetrametrical rhythm of the opening stanzas, he exclaims:

8
9
10

B r o p y , c e p i i e , Ha BepuiHHH
THX EeCKHXTiB T e M H O - C H H i x ,

u

Bropy, X O T TnacKa flopora,

12 EjiHxrae ceimAa,

SJiHscqe

Eoza.1

The sight of the peaks of his native country's mountains beginning
to light up, and of the rest of the land slowly emerging from the darkness
stirs up in him a flush of love for his brethren and a desire to promote
mutual love and concord among them, and to raise his people to a high position amongst the other nations.

Echoes of St. Paul's utterances con-

cerning unity, concord and mutual love ("Endeavouring
the

Spirit

in

the same love"

the

bond

of peace"

to keep the unity

[Ephesians, 4:3]; "Be likeminded,

10
•t
5
6

1

having

[Philippians, 2:2]) reverberate in the lines of the tenth

stanza expressing these feelings:

[...
flyma...xoTina
6...]
B e c b Kpaft CBift 6 a r a T H f t flo c e p i i H npHacaTH,
B p a T i B 3 ' EflHHHTH COK)3aMH 3rOHH .
n i f l H H T b i x BHCOKO MXX. iHIIli HapOflH . . . 1

I. Franko, Skhid sontsia, Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 456.

of
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But the sombre atmosphere still reigning in nature evokes an associative image of the spiritual "mists" that continue to cover his homeland.

Again, the discord between ideal and reality disheartens him.

In

melancholy lines, running in a combined four-foot and two-foot trochaicamphibrachic rhythm, he laments about his country's condition in the
"dumka"-like eleventh stanza closing the poem's second part:
11
3eMJie n p e q y f l H a , 3eMJie uiHpoica,
Mift piflHHft Kpaio,
^IOM T e 6 e n o c i HJIH cepiiH ft oica
•* MpHKH BKpHBaiOTb?
^ O M He BCTaEin T H , I O M He cniiuHin TH
.AOBTHM nOXOflOM
T a M , fle 6JIHCK COHIIH CH£
8 Hafl CBiTJIHM CXOflOM?

OrHHCTHft

However, this despondent mood is but temporary.

In the third and

last part, the poet is rewarded with the sight of light's decisive victory over darkness as the sun finally rises in full strength. This phenomenon is at once exciting and meaningful to him.
vision: "Behold,

a door was opened in heaven"

In the words of St. John's
(Revelation, 4:1), he ex-

claims :
12
3 PAHHb, o zAHHb, yxce ft Hafl HaMH
h BiduuHUAucb
ne6a
6paMu!x
At t h i s p o i n t he r e t u r n s to t h e E p i s t l e to t h e Romans, and w i l l
remain l i n k e d w i t h i t t o t h e end of the poem.

He a s s o c i a t e s t h e phenome-

non of s u n r i s e and t h e o t h e r n a t u r a l occurrences accompanying i t - w i t h

1

Ibid.,

ibid.
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the Pauline symbols and images underlying the poem, and proceeds to expound the Pauline concepts in a way of his own, and to conclude the poem
with enlinking them to the on-going happenings in the life of his people.
Thus, the Pauline exhortation: "Now it
of sleep"

is high time

to awake

out

(Romans, 13:11) resounds in the "thousand voices" which he

hears calling:

9 "reft, ecmasaume

eci

30 cny..."

.

A particular bearing upon the final passages of the poem have the
symbolic images of "the night being far spent, and the day being at hand",
and of "casting off the works of darkness, and putting on the armour of
light" (Romans, 13:12).

The phenomenon of sunrise forcing out the nightly

mists, pictured in lines 1, 2 and 5 1

Ba^, UIHPOKO

2 BHpHHaE C B i T J i a O K O ! . . .

5 rjiHHB, yace me3aioTB Mrjin!
closely akin to these images, engenders in the poet a vision of a similar
phenomenon occurring in the life of his people, namely - "brotherly love"
forcing out the existing unbeneficial standards of social life and of national thought: fraternal concord supersedes disunion; the people desists
from its current vague nostalgia for the national past, and passes to concrete co-operative "deeds", which will endow the homeland with a wealth
of "light" (in the sense of "enlightenment"), and lead to a better national future.

This vision is embodied in a poetical image of "a new

flower blossoming forth on the ruins of the ancestors' glory", which "will
1

Ibid. , ibid.
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to the world" - alluding to the Pauline words: "now is

nearer..."

our

(Romans, 13:11):

13
i Ha p y i H a x npexiiciB cjiaBH
HoBHft itBiT HaM n p o i i B i T a :
3 JlK>6oe 6pamHH, IUO cairn 3 6aeumb,
•* 3 r o n a - iro^i H e 6 e c CBHTa. 1

2

The p o e t ' s chief concern i s n o t , however, " t h e world" a t l a r g e ,
but h i s own country and p e o p l e .

He wishes and prays t h a t t h e "new flower"

bloom and l i v e on t h e s o i l of h i s homeland, and t h a t i t a c t on h i s n a t i o n
as a b e l l - not one t h a t j i n g l e s t h e p a s t g l o r y of t h e a n c e s t o r s , but one
t h a t c a l l s " t h e d e s c e n d a n t s " ( t h e people of t h e p r e s e n t g e n e r a t i o n )

to

action:
5
6
7
8

Ha 3 e M J i i o T i f t K p o B a B i f t
I l B i T H , I I B i T K O , i aCHBH !
He A3BOHH HaM n p e n K i B c j i a B H ,
JlHUI flO n i J I nOTOMKiB 3 B H ! 2

The r i s e of t h e sun s i g n i f i e s to him t h e a r r i v a l of a day of

ful-

f i l m e n t for h i s i d e a l of " b r o t h e r l y l o v e " , through which h i s country w i l l
a t t a i n t o t h e " l i g h t " of c u l t u r a l advancement.

F i l l e d with confidence,

he g r e e t s t h e new day with a song of welcome, thus ending t h e poem w i t h
a lively

"finale":
9
10
ii
12

0 , B i T a f t HaM, HOBa 3 o p e ,
EpamHH 3zodo,
HaM B i T a f t ,
B o 3 T o 6 o w ceimAa
Mope
P 0 3 i J I J l £ T b C H Ha Ham K p a f t . 3

1

I b i d . , i b i d . , p . 456-457-

2

I b i d . , i b i d . , p . 457Ibid. , ibid.
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In the last two parts of Skhid sontsia the poet makes a transition from the symbolic to the actual, and from the ancient and universal
to the contemporary and national. This has an effect on the texture of
the language as well as on the range and mode of application of the biblical elements. The biblical diction diminishes, the number of biblical
referents drops, and modern idiom takes over. The biblical symbols "light" and "darkness" - run and act side by side with their actual counterparts in nature.

The precept of "brotherly love", previously referred

to all the nations of the world (fourth and sixth stanzas), crystallizes
into a life-program for the poet's own people, designed to lead it to
harmonious socio-cultural development and elevate it to international
eminence (tenth stanza).

The poem's tendency shifts from universal to

national-patriotic.
The Epistle to the Romans remains the poem's spiritual foundation,
and the Pauline themes selected by the poet continue to pervade the poem
to the very end.

At the same time, however, the poem bears a prominent

imprint of its juvenile author's intellectual autonomy and original creativeness.

These manifest themselves in the final stanza, where the poet

translates the meaning of brotherly

love,

salvation

and light

in a way of

his own, and makes these concepts have relevance to the present-day life
of his people (and to the particular event to which the poem is dedicated1) .

1

The first convention of the "Kachkovs'kyi Cultural Society",
with the program of "spreading enlightenment among the common people"
on its agenda. Cf. page
note 3.
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In the Frankian version, "brotherly love" is raised to the height
of a determinant factor not only in social life, but also in a nation's
cultural development.

The image of "brotherly love" as "a new flower

blossoming forth on the ruins of the ancestors' glory" symbolizes the
birth of a new ideology, with new moral standards and new cultural goals.
And in saying to "brotherly love", at the end of the poem, "For it is
when thou art here that a sea of light will flood our land", the poet declares his conviction that the attainment of his people's cultural goals
is pre-conditioned by the institution of this moral standard.
The poet diverges from the biblical conception of "salvation" in
his singling out "brotherly love", of all virtues, as that "which will
give salvation to the world" (line 3).

Moreover, he does not conceive of

"salvation" in the sense of a transcendental achievement in the hereafter,
but in the sense of an immanent effect of fraternity and concord as a permanent way of collective behaviour, within the limits of ordinary experience in life on earth. Thus, in parallel to his stressing the universal
influence (in the words "to the world" in line 3) as well as the "heavenliness" (line 4) of the "new flower"-"brotherly love", he brings it down
to earth, localizes it by restricting its "growth" and influence to the
territory of his own country (Ha pyiHax [naiuux!]

npefliciB CJiaBH. . .

HoBHft iiBiT HOM npoiiBiTa. . . Ha 3eMJii omiU...
0, BiTaft HaM. . . Ha nam Kpau . . .l)

Lines 1, 2, 5, 7, 9, 12.

nan...

, and reveals plainly the kind of

"salvatory" effect he expects of it (lines 8, 11-12).

1

He n3BOHH
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Associating the advent of "brotherly love" with the rise of the
sun and with the corresponding Pauline images, the poet expects "brotherly love" to force out the "mists" obscuring his homeland (eleventh stanza) , or, in the language of the Pauline imagery, to constitute "the armour of light" with which his people will repulse "the works of darkness" (Romans, 13:12).

In his eyes, those overshadowing "mists" are, on

the one hand - the cultural backwardness of the common people, and on the
other - the indolent inactivity of the intelligentsia: steeped in an obsolete cult of the national past, the intelligentsia remains unconcerned
about the national future, for which the elevation of the cultural standard of the popular masses is of vital importance.

"Brotherly love" -

the poet trusts - will oust that indolent inertness (alluded to in the
seventh stanza, line 4: "Be3fliJibHHft npoaceHe cnoKift"), and stimulate
to action, which will endow the country with a wealth of "light". Here,
again, the poet deviates from the biblical conception of "light", as it
is clear that he conceives of "light" in the sense of "enlightenment" of
the unenlightened segments of the people, and cultural advancement of the
whole nation.
These deviations do not, however, indicate a rejection of the
traditional aspect of the concepts in question, or a departure from the
biblical framework.

In this poem, the poet's conformity to the tradi-

tional sense of the underlying biblical themes verges on complete identification.

In illuminating certain biblical themes or concepts with a

light of his own, he intends to enrich and extend their meaning, actualize them, and stress their validity in present-day life.

l l b
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Nor does the poet exceed the bounds of the Scriptures in his attributing "newness" to the precept of "brotherly love" and "antiquation"
to the cult of the past, embodied in the poetical image of "a new flower
blossoming forth on the ruins of the ancestors' glory" (thirteenth stanza, lines 1-2). While the image as such is of his own invention, the attribution of novelty to the commandment of mutual love as well as the
theme of antiquation and renewal - are biblical. The opening lines of
the final stanza appear to have been inspired by such biblical contexts
as:

A new commandment I give unto you, That ye love one
another

(St. John, 13:34);

Remember ye not the former things, neither
consider
the things of old. Behold, I will do a new thing; now
it shall spring forth (Isaiah, 43:18-19);
Old things

are passed away; behold, all things

are

become new (Second Epistle to the Corinthians, 5:17).
What manifests the poet's individuality in particular is the
transference of the relevancy of the biblical statements from "then and
there" to "now and here". Under his individual illumination, the ancient
moral standards take on new dimensions, and become endowed with a fresh
validity and with the quality of viable contemporary ways of life, his
chief concern being living reality, and his main intent - to answer the
spiritual need of his people of the present-day generation.
Individuality and original creativity equally mark his method of
blending antiquity with contemporaneity.

He makes the old and the new not

only work together, but also act on each other.

The ancient statements

shape and tune the poem's modern ideology, and, conversely, the modern
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ideology reshapes the ancient statements and attunes them to contemporary thinking.

In consequence of this interaction, the poet sounds new

ideas and new contents through the old biblical statements, retaining
their spiritual denotations while enduing them with terrestrial connotations .

A similar mode of co-ordinating the biblical with the modern
marks the composition and the artistic elaboration of Skhid sontsia.
The poem's compositional scheme is built on a parallelism between
physical occurrences in nature and mental processes in man, represented
by means of elements of vision (imagery, colour variations, light-contrasts) and of sound (narrative monologue, declamation, song).
The "plot" of the poem runs within the framework (in time) and
against the background (in space) of the on-going process of daybreak.
The progression of this process and its effect on the poet's thoughts and
feelings are rendered by the successive variations of light, colour and
atmosphere - from the gloomy black of the night, through the misty grey
of the morning, to the radiant sheen of sunrise - as well as by the
poet's emotional effusions at each stage of the process, sounded through
a modulated scale of narrative monologues (stanzas 1-3, 8-10), impassioned
declamations (the appeal to God, stanzas 4-7), an elegiac "dumka"
(eleventh stanza), and a cheerful song of salutation (thirteenth stanza).
These visual variations and tonal modulations delineate the flow
of the "plot", which actually consists in the sequence of the ups and
downs of the poet's state of mind.

Thus, the "plot" opens at a high
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point with the hero's bright anticipative vision of an approaching "day
of light and love" (stanzas 1-2) , drops at his disappointment by the
lingering night (third stanza), reaches the point of quasi-"conflict"
in his protest against the existing ethico-cultural reality (his appeal
to God, stanzas 4-7), begins to tend upwards at the first signs of daybreak (stanzas 8-9), fluctuates for a while between his affectionate
desire for his people's rise to greatness and his depressing consciousness of its actual deplorable condition - during the half-bright, halfmisty grey of the morning (tenth stanza), drops again under the influence
of his dismal meditation expressed in a sad song (eleventh stanza), and
finally mounts up and returns to its high point of issue with the rise
of the sun symbolizing to him the arrival of the hoped-for "great day"
(stanzas 12-13).
The parallelism between the world of nature and the world of man
is constantly maintained throughout the poem thanks to the fact that the
hero - the poet - is at once the narrator-depictor of the natural occurrences and the exponent of the associative mental processes which they
evoke in the human mind.
It is in the mode of the poet's performing this double role that
the biblical influence on the poem's composition manifests itself.
While the composition of Skhid sontsia is characteristic of a
modern poetical work, the presence of a biblical substratum is clearly
perceptible in it. In working up the compositional scheme and investing
its visual and auditory components with poetical substance, the poet
operates under the inspiration of the Pauline Epistle to the Romans,
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and employs structural patterns and artistic devices of the Psalms and
the Prophets, enduing them with the form, and applying to them the expressional media of modern poetical and musical art.
The inspiration of the Epistle to the Romans manifests itself
through the shifting play of the Pauline symbolic imagery (^ll-lS1)
pervading the poem's compositional framework.

While this framework is

demarcated by the physical process of sunrise, "sunrise" in its symbolic
aspect latent in the first hemistich of verse 12: "The night

is far

spent,

the day is at hand" (which appears to have given rise to the very title
of the poem, and which resounds plainly in lines 5-6 of the opening stanza) , and the interplay of the symbols of "light" and "darkness" marking
the three Pauline verses in question, which reverberates in the poem's
thematic and poetic substance, constitute a parallel spiritual setting
of the poem's composition.
Compositional and structural patterns of the Psalms are distinctly felt in Skhid sontsia; and it is only natural for the poet to have
applied a touch of this biblical poetico-musical genre-form to the compositional texture of a poem like this, so conspicuously imbued with a
biblical atmosphere, with biblical themes, imagery and diction, and with
elements of prayer and of song. The psalm-like fragments harmonize with

1

And... now it is high time to awake out of sleep...

The night is far spent,

therefore cast off the works of darkness,
us put on the armour of light.
Let us walk honestly, as in the day; not

rioting...,

not in strife

(13:11).

the day is at hand: let us

and envying.

and let
(13:12).
in

(13:13).
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the poem's general declamatory-melodious character, contribute to the homogeneity of the totality of its biblical elements, and enhance its distinctiveness.
Thus, the poet's appeal to God stands out within the poem's general framework as a compositional unit in itself, built up after the pattern of a biblical psalm of individual or national supplication1.

Its

psalm-modelled components are the invocation of God (fourth stanza,
line 1, fifth stanza, line 1), the complaint (stanzas 4 and 5), the statement of the motive (sixth stanza, lines 1-4), and the prayerful supplication for divine intervention and protection (sixth stanza, lines 5-8,
seventh stanza, lines 1-2)2.
Compositional patterns of the Psalms are also discernible in the
opening and closing stanzas (1-2, 12-13), which display a character of
hymnal addresses. Here, the pattern-type is a psalm of praise, opening
with an "exhortation" to sing praise to God, followed by a laudatory
description of the divine attributes or actions, and ending with a repeated initial "exhortation", or with a new one . The transition from

1

Cf. page 108, note *.

2

Such is, for example, the structural disposition of Psalm 74,
a psalm of national supplication (the initial verse of each component is
quoted): "invocation" (verses 1-3) ["0 God, why hast thou cast us off
forever?"]; "complaint" (4-11) ["Thine enemies roar in the midst of thy
congregations"]; "motive" (12-18) ["For God is my King of old, working
salvation in the midst of the earth"]; "supplication" (19-23) ["0 deliver
not the soul of thy turtle-dove unto the multitude of the wicked"]. (The
poem is otherwise unrelated to this Psalm). Cf. P. Drijvers, Les Psaumes,
p. 199 (this Psalm is numbered 73 there).
3

Cf. P. Drijvers, op. cit., p. 64-69.
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the "exhortation" to the body of the praise is often made through a brief
statement of the motive for the particular praise, introduced by the
causal conjunction "for" .
An analogous compositional and syntactic texture transpires from
the poet's quasi-hymnal address to the "great day" of his dreams opening
the poem, and from his actual hymn to "brotherly love" closing it.
The first stanza sounds an exhortation to sing a song of welcome
to sunrise (lines 7-8). The passage to the second stanza is made through
the causal "for" ("Bo"), whereupon the poet states his motive (lines 1,
2 and 7), extols the "great day" (lines 3-6), and concludes with a reiterated exhortation (line 8).
In the twelfth stanza, "a thousand voices acclaim" the rise of
the sun ('ToJiociB Bace T H C H M 3Be" - line 8), and in the thirteenth
the poet links the rise of the sun to the advent of "brotherly love",
extols "brotherly love" (lines 1-4), and concludes by singing directly
to it and to the new day inaugurating it, again connecting the exaltation
with the motive for it through the causal conjunction "for", in the last
four lines (9-12).

For example, Psalm 135 opens with the exhortation: "Praise ye
the Lord... praise him, 0 ye servants of the Lord... sing praises unto
his name..." (verses 1-3). The laudatory passage, comprising the motive,
begins with verse 5: "For I know that the Lord is great, and that our
Lord is above all gods", and the psalm ends by repeating the initial exhortation: "Praise ye the Lord" (verse 21). A similar composition is
found in Psalms 33, 96, 136. (The Psalms referred to here are numbered
134, 32, 95, 135 in P. Drijvers, op. cit., p. 187, 188, 206).
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In the artistic elaboration of Skhid sontsia the poet employs a
substantial selection of the major formal and figurative resources of
biblical poetry, particularly of the Psalms and the Prophets.
All the main types of parallelism1, the chief structuro-formal
characteristic of biblical poetry, are represented in the poem.
A synonymic parallelism marks lines 9-10 of the fifth stanza:
0flOKHac, HOKH CBiT dpiMae,

He po3Kpuea 3i cny ouuU?
The second clause repeats the contents of the first through a
synonymous phrase, but it also contains a different suggestion, which extends and enriches the idea of the sentence as a whole. The first clause
uses an intransitive verb denoting and depicting an involuntary passive
state; the second uses a transitive verb, and evokes an image of intentional action, which is what the poet wishes to stress2.
Lines 3-4 of the sixth stanza are built on an antithetical parallelism, where the contents of one clause are contrasted with those of the
other:

The parallelism of biblical poetry consists in a "semantic-syntactic-accentual" correspondence between the members of a verse or group
of verses. Cf. B. Hrushovski, "Some Principles of Biblical Verse", in
Encyclopaedia Judaica, Jerusalem, Macmillan Company, 1971, Vol. 13, page
1201. The main types of biblical parallelism are: synonymic, antithetical, synthetical, progressive, and climactic. Cf. P. Drijvers, op. cit.,
p. 36-41; J. A. Bewer, The Literature of the Old Testament, New York-London, Columbia University Press, 1962, p. 363-365; Lexicon Biblicum (in
Hebrew), Tel-Aviv, Dvir, 1965, Vol. 2, p. 834-835. (The author of the
thesis italicizes the elements of parallelism in the quotations).
2

39:12).

Cf. "Hear my prayer, 0 Lord,

and give

ear unto my cry" (Psalm
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ycmoMu BCHK npo Hei Moeumb,
Aneflpxrjji dywa
nina.l
An internal antithetical parallelism is produced in each of lines
4 and 5 of the second stanza through contrary epithets and designations:
Ce .neHb HCHUU, He upoeaeuu,
Ce neHb Mupa, He neHb 6010... 2
In the fourth stanza, lines 11-12 display a synthetical and progressive parallelism:
Ha QpaTa ftnyTb 3panJiHBHM 6 O E M ,
ftoMy Bace ft 3a3npHTb CBiTJia H H H .
Here, the second clause, unclear by itself, is parallel to the
first through the community of the idea ("hostility").

It takes the

thought further and completes it, simultaneously making it progress from
the meanness of the behaviour to the still more abominable baseness of
its motive.3
The main body of the twelfth stanza (lines 1-7) is built on a
climactic parallelism, where one or more words are repeated at the beginning of several consecutive verses, and the contexts that follow them in
each verse form an ascending series tending towards a climax:^

1

Cf. "One speaketh peaceably

to his neighbour with

but in heart he layeth his wait"
2

3

his

mouth,

(Jeremiah, 9:8).

Cf. "Shall they fall,
and not arise?
Shall he turn away, and not return?"

(Jeremiah, 8:4).

Cf. "Their tongue and their doings are against the Lord,
to provoke the eyes of his glory" (Isaiah, 3:8).

** Cf. P. Drijvers, op. cit., p. 40; Lexicon Biblicum, Vol. 2,
p. 835.
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EaU, UHpOKO
BnpHHaE cBiTJia OKO!
rAHHb, O ZAHHb, y>Kfi ft HaJX HaMH
BixrqHHHJiHCb He6a 6paMH!
FAHHb, yace iqs3aKJTb MTJIH!
rAHHb, opnH Bace UDIHX 3HaftiiinH
B HCHy CBiTJia BiT^HHy...

[Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 456]

In these lines, the contexts following the repeated exhortations
depict a gradual brightening up, and steadily ascend towards the last
line representing complete brightness.
The poem displays a wide range of visual and auditory figurative
devices peculiar to biblical poetry.
Of the visual figurative media, the poet makes extensive and
varied use of metaphor (with frequent personification), simile and
imagery.
The poem opens with a metaphor marked by personification (first
stanza, lines 1-4):
3 paMCH mini, 3 panen noui,
I3 coAodKux cny o6HHmiil
Bupeucb, cepue! Kpaft 6araTHft
z
BJHCK CBift ocb To6i po3mouumb.

1

[ibid., p. 454]

Cf. "Give unto the Lord, 0 ye mighty,
Give unto the Lord glory and strength.
Give unto the Lord the glory due unto his name...
The voice
The voice
The voice
The voice
The voice
Yea, the

of the Lord
of the Lord
of the Lord
of the Lord
of the Lord
Lord sitteth

is upon the waters...
is powerful...
breaketh the cedars...
divideth the flames of fire...
shaketh the wilderness...
King for ever." (Psalm 29:1-9;11),

The figurative elements are italicized by the author.
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In the third stanza, metaphor, personification, simile and elements of colour join together to produce a broad image of a nocturnal
atmosphere:
0, roe TeMHo! nin noKpoeoM
Houi cnHTB Becb CBiT, a a Mopi
He6a Bi^HiM,

Aa3ypoeiM

ToHyTB i 6AidHiiomb 3opi.
I CAb03UHa 3a CAb030K>
13 OVUUb IX 30Aomux
Ha Ham Kpaft najne pocoio.
THXO

CKpi3b, i BiTep BTHX,

T H U H BOO

npHpqny eupuAa. ..

[Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 454]

(The night is metaphorized into a covering veil, the sky is compared to a sea, the stars are personified as "turning pale", possessing
"eyes" and "shedding tears", the dewdrops are compared to these "tears",
and the silence is metaphorized into something capable of "covering".
All these together, coupled with a scale of contrasting dim colours (general darkness, azure of the sky at night, pale gold of the stars, vague
frothy glitter of the dew), compose a complex sombre picture of the
nightly scenery) .
Likewise, each of stanzas 10 and 13 is entirely built on a combination of metaphor, simile and personification, producing a compound
image linked to a particular theme.

In the tenth stanza, the image

Biblical poetry abounds in passages where similar combinations
of these tropes are used to produce complex images, each image relating
to one particular theme. Cf., for example, Psalm 104 (theme: "God - King
of all creation"): "Who coverest thyself with light as with a garment'.
who stretchest out the heavens like a
curtain...
Who walkest upon the

wings

of

the

wind...

Thou coveredst [the earth] with the deep as with a
The waters stood above the mountains.
[garment:
At thy rebuke they fled;
at the voice of thy thunder they hasted
away...
(Psalm 104:2-3, 6-7).
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represents the poet's love for his land and people; the thirteenth stanza
pictures "brotherly love", the poem's main theme.
Metaphor, simile and personification are found in the majority of
the remaining stanzas, where they are employed in sundry figurative illustrations, as, for example, in the eighth stanza (lines 1-2),
[...]. rjraeiHb npocTopy
Enidne, CBITJIO
npouyeae...
or in the ninth-(line 2):
B flaJTfa nOJIHHb KpUAbMU COKOAXZ.'1

Of the auditory devices current in biblical poetry the poet utilizes the "invocation" (the first lines of stanzas 4, 5 and 11), the "repetition" (the words: 3 poMen in the first stanza, ce denb in the second,
doKU in the fifth, azopy in the eighth ["Bzopy,

cepue,

ezopy,

ezopy..."

-

line 3], 3eMne and HOM in the eleventh, ZAHHb and exe in the twelfth, and
eimau in the thirteenth) as well as the "anaphora" (the words: BcmaHb in
the first stanza, ce in the second, ZAHHb in the twelfth. Characteristically biblical is the anaphoric repetition of the conjuction "i" in
lines 1-2 of the tenth stanza:
I B naJib 6e3KOHe^iHy nyma nopHHaE
I paMeHa cnjibHi B 6e3Mip oTBnpaE. , . 2 ) .

1

I. Franko, Skhid sontsia, Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 455-456. Further
examples are found in stanzas 5 (line 8), 10 (1-4, 7-8), 11 (5-6), 12 (2),
and 13 (4, 7-8, 11-12).
Ibid., p. 456. For biblical examples of invocation, repetition
and anaphora, cf.: "0 Lord our Lord, how excellent is thy name in all the
earth!" (Psalm 8:1); "Comfort ye, comfort ye my people, saith your God"
(Isaiah, 40:1); "Give unto the Lord, 0 ye mighty, / Give unto the Lord
glory and strength. / Give unto the Lord the glory due unto his name"
(Psalm 29:1-2).
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Other auditory devices peculiar to biblical poetry and employed
in the poem are: the rhetorical question, the exclamation, and the exhortation.
The rhetorical question occurs in diverse biblical patterns:
Plaintive:

IflOKHac,flOKHHaM pHnaTH,
Hfc) TbMa Hac THCHe i rpH3HH? (Fifth stanza, 7-8);

Argumentative:

CHHH T B O I - yci Hapc-flH;
^ M y ac ix Bopor po3JTyqHB? (Fourth stanza, 7-8);

Exclamatory:

0 JJPKH ac, JJDKH CBiT npiMaE,
He po3KpHBa 3i CHy oynft?

(Fifth stanza, 9-10).x

The exclamation resounds in lines 1-2 of the sixth stanza JloSOBH, S p a T H b O l J106OBH

FloMiac HaponaMH HeMa! and characterizes the tone of the entire twelfth stanza (quoted on
page 124) •
Exhortations mark the entire opening stanza, line 8 of the second
("Toac BiTaft B H I M JJBHB O 6 H O B H ! " ) , line 3 of the eighth ("Bropy, cepue,
Bropy, Bropy...!'!), and line 9 of the twelfth (Teft, BCTaBaftTe Bci 30
CHy...!"). 3

Cf.: "Lord, how long shall the wicked, how long shall the
wicked triumph?" (Psalm 94:3 - plaintive rhetorical question); "Why is
light given to a man whose way is hid, and whom God hath hedged in?"
(Job, 3:23 - argumentative); "How long wilt thou sleep, 0 sluggard? when
wilt thou arise out of thy sleep?" (Proverbs, 6:9 - exclamatory).
Further rhetorical questions are found in stanzas: 4 (lines
2-4), 5 (5-6, 11-12), 11 (3-8).
2

Cf. "There is none that doeth good, no, not one.'" (Psalm 14:6).

Cf. "Awake, awake, Deborah: awake, awake, utter a song.'" (The
song of Deborah, Judges, 5:12).
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The poet's application of these artistic patterns may be described
as a synthesis of their functions as specifically biblical elements, and
as general poetic figures, found in earlier literatures than that of the
Bible , and subsisting in modern poetry.

As specifically biblical ele-

ments, they enhance the biblical aspect of the poem's particular Biblemodelled sections. As general poetic figures, they pervade the entire
poem, and determine its aesthetic quality from the point of view of modern
poetry.

But even in their capacity as strictly biblical elements, the

poet invests them with a contemporary idea-content, enriches and embellishes them with elements of post-biblical poetical technique, and co-ordinates them with the norms of modern poetry in respect of form, rhyme,
metre, and strophic structure.
Thus, to give just a few examples, a metaphor appearing as a biblical element in a Bible-modelled section changes the whole section's
meaning from biblical to contemporary by virtue of the contemporary conceptual substance with which the poet invests it. This occurs in the
fifth stanza, which is built on a series of biblical contexts, and where
nothing reveals what the poet actually means by the three abstract terms:
"enemy" (eopoz),

"obscurity" (jnbMa) and "light" (ceimno).

By connection

with the contents of lines 1-8, these terms seem to be conceived and presented in their biblico-theological sense. However, the metaphor in
line 8, "Hfc> mbMa Hac mucne i zpu3HHn , introduces an additional term:
"wrangle" (zpu3HH),

and this is the only concept in the whole text, which

E. g., Ugaritic, Canaanite, Sumero-Akkadian, and other ancient
literatures. Cf. 0. Eissfeldt, The Old Testament, An Introduction, p. 58;
Lexicon Biblicum (in Hebrew), p. 16-17-
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clearly refers to a concrete ongoing situation in contemporary social
life.

Since "mbMa" is syntactically joined with "zpu3Hn" and has the

effect of "oppressing" ("mucne")

in common with it, the thought is led

to ascribe to "mbMa" a similar meaning of a concrete contemporary situation, and to ponder on a possible connotation of the word "eopoz".

In

this way the reader discovers that by "obscurity" the poet symbolizes
"obscurantism", by "light" - its opposite, "enlightenment", and by
"enemy" - social discord, which prevents the promotion of enlightenment
amongst the unenlightened.
The biblical verset-parallelism appearing in the poem is not
limited to the Bible-modelled sections alone, but is used in the other
sections as well.

Nor is it employed as a systematic formal element,

but as an occasional poetic figure.

Side by side with it runs a dif-

ferent parallelism - the post-biblical
nature and the world of man

parallelism of the world of

as a permanent element of the poem's com-

position.
In stanzas 6 and 7, belonging to the Bible-modelled sections
and filled with elements of biblical poetry, the poet enriches and enlivens the biblical imagery by means of onomatopoeia1.

In lines 7-10

of the sixth stanza, the sounds M-0-zy-M-zp-OM-OM render the roar and
the roll of the thunder; the sounds zp-w,-np-Kp-mp-3-dp-x
of the mountains and the trembling of the earth.

- the crushing

In lines 1-2 of the

seventh stanza, the shrillness of the flash of the lightning resounds

Onomatopoeia occurs in the Hebrew text of the Old Testament,
but does not constitute a systematic pattern of biblical poetry.
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u-c-u-cei-cei:
6

A XO^QH i MOryTHiM TPOMDM
36ynH...
tfeft rPiM, Ufc> TOEH B noPox KPynKTb,
nePexi KOTPHM 3eMnn HPcKftiTb...
7
A6o noUInH JLM Cepefl Hd^i
CBIft npoMiHb CBlTJia, Or^Ie Mift...

The co-ordination of the biblical with the modern is equally perceptible in the elements of the poem's form.

The main formal and prosodic

traits of the poem as a whole bring it as near to a modern ode as its
Bible-patterned components bring some of its sections near to biblical
psalms and hymns.

Skhid sontsia is a rhymed lyric in the form of an

address, dignified in subject, exalted in feeling and in style, and marked
by an enthusiastic tone and by metrical, rhythmical and strophic variety.
The address-form is common to the psalm-like and the ode-like
sections of the poem.

In the former, the address is directed to God, in

the latter - to the lofty ideal of "brotherly love".

Accordingly, the

exalted modern style of the latter parallels the lofty biblical diction of
the former, and, as a result, the poem as a whole is maintained in an
elevated style appropriate to its address form.
The poem's tone, basically enthusiastic, undergoes a series of
modulations into "major" and "minor" keys under the influence of the varying mood and emotional stress in the different sections.

These tonal

variations impart to the poem a melodiousness and a song-like musicalityAmong the essential constituents of the poem's songful character are the
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Bible-modelled hymnic and psalm-like sections, in which the tonal modulations are particularly marked and varied.

These sections are so co-ordi-

nated with the other melodious sections that the poem as a whole acquires
a resemblance to an organized work of vocal music, and a kinship to an
art song with a three-part structure: a lively opening section, a contrastive second section, and a brisk concluding section . Right from the
beginning, the song-element and the song-form make themselves felt in the
poem side by side with its main ode-form and partial psalm-form, and
exercise their influence on its metre, rhythm and strophic structure, enhancing their diversity in addition to their basic variety as elements of
the ode-form, and enriching them with tonal qualities.
The poem opens in an atmosphere of song, and with the theme of
song.

In a hymnic tone, a major key, and a lively trochaic four-beat

rhythm, the poet exhorts his heart "to sing a morning song" to sunrise
(first stanza, lines 7-8), and chants the praises of the visionary "great
day" (second stanza, lines 1-6), which he anticipates as "a day of songs"
(second stanza, line 6), closing this gay opening section with a reiterated exhortation (second stanza, line 8).
The second section, sharply contrastive to the first, introduces
the main theme ("brotherly love"), and elaborates it in different tonalities and in different rhythms, determined by the variations of the nature,
the mood and the emotional stress of the poet's utterances in stanzas 3-7

Such a three-part structure, where the first and third parts
are similar in character, and the second contrastive to the first, marks
the standard musical "song-form". Cf. this term in The Concise Oxford
Dictionary of Current English, Oxford, 1964, p. 1220-1221.
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on the one hand, and in stanzas 8-11 on the other. The poet modulates
the third stanza into a "flat" tonality with predominant "dark" sounds
(o, y, u),

and into a minor key, to sound his frustration on account of

the unyielding darkness.

In the middle of the stanza he deviates from

the hitherto regularly feminine rhyme-endings, switching to an alternating feminine-masculine rhyme (lines 5-12), then bursts abruptly into
an agitated iambic four-beat rhythm to make his impassioned appeal to
God. With the progression of his tirades (which bear a biblical and
universal character), his tone and his voice pass through an ascending
gamut of modulations and inflexions - from argumentative to plaintive,
from plaintive to condemnatory, and from condemnatory to prayerful and
simultaneously menaceful. At times, his agitation forces the stanza
out of its metrical and rhythmical proportions, causing certain lines
(line 3 of the fifth stanza, line 12 of the sixth, and line 6 of the
seventh) to extend beyond the limits of the basic four-foot metre, and
to produce a five-beat rhythm.

At the end of the seventh stanza the emo-

tional stress reaches its climax - a point where a new development is
expected to take place.
The new development occurs in stanzas 8-11 - under the influence of the movement towards daybreak beginning in nature, and of the
main theme's shifting, along with the poet's thoughts and feelings, from
biblical and universal to contemporary and national. Accordingly, this
part of the second section is transposed into a different tonality, and
moves in a series of different, prominently varied, metres and rhythms.
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The poet's agitation which rang through the silence of the dead
hours represented in the third stanza ("THXO CKpi.3b..." - line 8), abates
in the stillness of the grey of the morning described in the eighth stanza ("THXO CKpi3b. TjiH6iHb npocropy 6nin,He, CBITJIO npo^yBaE1' - lines 1-2).
A return to the trochaic tetrapody, and a dynamic diversification of the
stanzaic structure and of the rhyme-endings in stanzas 8 and 9 resound a
temporary brightening up of his mood and tone as the beautiful scenery of
his homeland becomes discernible.

In the 12-line eighth stanza, the first

quatrain rhymes a-b-a-b with feminine endings; the second rhymes c-D-c-D
with alternating feminine and masculine endings; and the third rhymes
e-e-f-f with all-feminine endings. Amidst these rhyme and accent variations, the poet's tone regains some of its initial enthusiastic-exhortative character.

The ninth stanza is given only six lines and made into

the shortest in the poem, but this is just enough for it to echo, in a few
distichal feminine rhymes (a-a b-b c-c), the flush of patriotic love
which overcomes the poet.
A new change of tone and rhythm takes place, in the tenth stanza,
when the poet gives expression to his love for his land and people.

In a

tender tone, whose cadences run in elongated verses and in a slowed-down
rhythm of one iambus and three anapaests (the third being hypercatalectical), he sounds his warm feelings towards his brethren, and his dreams
of their cultural excellence through "brotherly love". But the appearance
of the image of his country's gloomy ethico-cultural reality interrupts

The capital letters stand for masculine rhyme-endings.
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his optimistic dreams with a harsh dissonance in lines 7-8 ("Ta - ax, ime
MpHKH rycTi TyMaHaMH / Po3cinHCH ropnp Han, Pyci JiaHaMa"), and he bursts
into a lamentful "dumka" (eleventh stanza), in a rhythm of opposed twobeat against four-beat alternating trochees and amphibrachs.

This emo-

tionally and tonally melancholy song closes the second section.
As the poem begins, so it ends in a songful atmosphere. The concluding section (stanzas 12-13), representing the revival of the poet's
faith and enthusiasm as the sun actually rises, is marked by a richness
and a variety of sound as well as by a particular orchestration.

The

tonality is transposed into a vivacious major key, and the trochaic fourbeat rhythm is reinstated.

The poet's voice rings with transports of joy

in a steady crescendo of excited exclamations, beginning with a distichal
feminine rhyme a-a b-b, ascending (as from line 5 of the twelfth stanza)
to a more vigorous masculine rhyme C-C D-D E-E, and soaring, reinforced
by a unison of another "thousand voices" ("ronociB Bace THCHM 3Be", line
8), to an animated reprise of the main theme (thirteenth stanza), to lead
it to a brisk "finale".
In the "finale", the main theme - "brotherly love" is pictured as
"a new flower burgeoning on the ruins of the ancestral glory", but even
this visual representation is latently associated with sound and music.
The poet appears to have visualized a "bell-flower" [KOAOKiAbuUK], since
he endues it with the properties of a bell that rings as an announcer and
a summoner ("He d360Hu HaM npenjciB cnaBH, / Jteu noflinnoTOMK±B 3au!"

-

thirteenth stanza, lines 7-8). At any rate, it is with the voice of his
love for his people, accompanied by "a thousand voices" of the people's
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life reality, urging the national duty of spreading "light", and inspired
by the ring of the Bible's moral principles, summoning to fulfil this duty through "brotherly love", that the poet sings in the end his hymn to
the sunrise of "the day of Light and Love", which he desired to sing in
the beginning.

In the light of all the foregoing, Skhid sontsia appears as a
modern poetic work, strongly imbued with biblical elements, which are as
much the building material of its composition, moral substance and artistic elaboration as its modern components. The poet conveys his contemporary national ideas through the ancient moral themes of the Pauline
Epistle to the Romans, translated into priorities of present-day life,
and expressed poetically by means of a rich variety of dictional, figurative and artistic elements of biblico-poetical art, with the pathos of
the Prophets and the melodious lyricism of the Psalms.
The synthesis of the biblical and the modern pervades the poem
under all aspects. The biblical substance is co-ordinated with the
modern elements within the framework and according to the norms of modern
poetry, in the form of a modern ode.
A remarkable by-feature of the poem, in both its biblical and
modern quality, is its manifest musicality, displaying a consonance of
the liveliness of a biblical hymn of praise, the solemnity of a psalm of
supplication, and the variegated tonality of a modern art-song.
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The poem Skhid sontsia is a representative example of the biblical impact on young Franko in all its wide and varied range. Hardly any
of the other Bible-imbued pre-Moisei poems displays an equally many-sided
literary and ideological relationship with the Scriptures in respect of
themes, ideas, diction, imagery, artistic devices, and moral authority,
and hardly any of them can claim a similar plenitude of biblical components encompassed by a single work.
The biblical themes of "brotherly love", "light" and "darkness"
recur, together or separately, in a number of his early poems, and each
time he lends them an extended contemporary meaning, and links them to a
different phenomenon in the ongoing life of his people.
Thus, while in Skhid sontsia these themes are related to sociocultural problems within the Ukrainian people itself, in the poem entitled Napered! (1875)x the poet employs them to complain about the adverse
attitude of the Polish "szlachta" to the Ukrainian people, referring
"brotherly love" to inter-national relations, and "darkness" to sociopolitical and cultural discrimination:
BOHH,

HK

KaacyTb, 6paTTH HaM,

CjIOB'HHH TaK, HK MH ;
*IH ac 6pamnn
c e ATO6OB BaacaTB JIHHI 3Jia i
mbMu?

SpaTaM

ac 6pamnn
c e AK6OB
- 6paTaM
?KopCTOKO BHflHpaTb,
Iilo Haftflopoarae i x
flyuiaM,
IX HHlAHTb i 3 f l H p a T b ? 2
^H

1

I. Franko, Napered!, Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 444-445. First printed
in the Druh, No. 21, 1.10.1875.
2

Ibid., p. 445.
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In another poem, e n t i t l e d Khrest (1875) 1, t h e poet r e l a t e s

"dark-

n e s s " t o t h e v i c e of drunkenness, which developed i n t h e circumstances of
t h e p e o p l e ' s c u l t u r a l backwardness:
ynajxH Bopor-H, Ta mbMOio
EoKpHTHH nam Hapoir; 3 i C T a B . . .
THflKOMy Hajiory

BinnaHHft,

BiH CaM MOPO^IHB HHM CBift yM. . .

2

He a s c r i b e s t h e e r a d i c a t i o n of t h i s v i c e t o t h e work of Light embodied i n the Cross:

Toft xpecT, mo noSinHB noraHCTBo,
OCHHB

6AUCKOM

i

Haill JTIOH,

IIporHaB cTpaniHyio mbMy my - n ' H H C T B o ,
BKa3aB HaM i i i j i b - HayKy ft T p y n ; . 2

I n t h i s poem, t h e poet e x t o l s losyf

(Osyp) Sembratovych, t h e then

M e t r o p o l i t a n of G a l i c i a and Archbishop of L ' v i v , for h i s c o n t r i b u t i o n to
t h e e x t i r p a t i o n of drunkenness by having " l i f t e d t h e holy Cross" over
t h a t " d a r k n e s s " through h i s devoted work i n e n l i g h t e n i n g t h e popular masses and giving them moral guidance i n t h e s p i r i t of C h r i s t i a n

faith3:

1

I . Franko, K h r e s t , Tvory (New York), Vol. 1 5 , P a r t 2, p . 217219. F i r s t p r i n t e d s e p a r a t e l y i n t h e autumn of 1875, e n t i t l e d CTHXTJ
B-b q e c T b 3 r o BnicoKonpeocBHiqeHCTBa KHPTJ I o c H $ a CeM6paTOBH^a. . .
(The p o e t ' s n o t e , i b i d . ) . Republished i n t h e c o l l e c t i o n Iz l i t moieS!
m o l o d o s t i , 1914, with t h e t i t l e changed i n t o K h r e s t .
2
3

I b i d . , p . 218.

Franko wrote t h i s poem " a t t h e r e q u e s t of t h e s t u d e n t s of t h e
Greek-Catholic T h e o l o g i c a l Seminary of L ' v i v " , as a t r i b u t e to M e t r o p o l i t a n Sembratovych on t h e occasion of h i s b i r t h d a y ( t h e p o e t ' s n o t e , i b i d . ,
p . 217).
[ L a t e r , t h e p o e t ' s e v a l u a t i o n of Sembratovych was p o l a r l y d i f f e r e n t . Cf. I . Franko, "mo flyMas Hapojj n p o ycTynHBmoro MHTponoJiHTa O c n n a CeM6paTOBH*ia?" , Za s t o l i t , kn. 4, 1929, p . 256-258. In
t h i s a r t i c l e , w r i t t e n i n 1883, he q u a l i f i e s him as a " d i s s e m i n a t o r of s u p e r s t i t i o n " , who "helped t h e people forge i t s own f e t t e r s " ] .
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T o ac c j i a B a B B i K T o 6 i , r e p o i o ,
T H , mo M o r y ^ o i o pyKOB
IIoxiBHrHyB x p e c T C B H T H S H a n mbMoto,
B K a 3 a B HaM Hauiy x o p y r o B .

H a p o f l H a m , TeMHHft i y 6 o r n f t
B T 0 6 i 3amHTHHKa 3HaftHIOB,

M O B ceimAa
TBOTO

Jiy^, B ftoro noporn

HaBMaHHH 3ByKfliftHIOB.1

But this is only one side of the poem's idea-content.

Between

the lines of reverence to the metropolitan for his merits as a religious
leader, the poet sounds his individual ideas of "light" and "love" from
a secular, purely national point of view.

While conforming to the tradi-

tional sense of these concepts, he stresses in particular their practical
significance for the national cause, especially for the work of the patriotic youth. He appreciates the metropolitan's favourable attitude towards
this work:
I HaM, mO 3 JUOflOM THM TOTOBi
IliTH y S O I aCHTTEBi,
He p a 3 T H flOKa3 flaB J I I O S O B H ,
flSaftJIHBOCTH
BiTIjiBCbKOl . 2

"Light" and "love" he identifies with "Hayica" and "Tpyn", mentioned before as the principal national aims, and conceives them as cultural work leading to the promotion of the national language and of folkcreativity on the one hand, and as active aspiration to national liberation and independence, through devoted work for the people, and with the
people, on the other:

1

Ibid., p. 218-219.

2

Ibid., p. 219.
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B i H OaCHBaE, B i H K p i n H T b C H . . .
I ftoro MOBH 3ByK LUHpHTBCH,
I ftoro n i c H H 3HOB acHBe.
3 a iiepKOB, 3 a n p a B a 3 HaponoM
- B H a c BOJiH He c j i a 6 a .

CTOHTB
JKHTTH

H a Toft

CBOE,

BCKI

KJiafleMO

Hainy CHjny
3anoBiT:

IllO flOKH THCHyTb HaC OKOBH
I KpHBJia THOSHTb pyCBKHft JQOfl,

He 3racHe B Hac oroHB Atodoeu,
He nponane Ham mnpHft Tpyxi;.1
In addition to Love and Light, the biblical themes of suffering,
hope, faith, and prayer underlie some of the early Frankian poems. These
themes resound in the lyric Moia pisnia

and in the sonnet Dvi dorohy ,

both dating from 1874.
In Moia pisnia the young poet meditates on his own life and fate.
He is unlucky, solitary and unhappy. However, though he knows that his
life is destined to be hard and sorrowful, he is also aware that God has
endowed him with two heavenly gifts: Love and Song (poetry).

These are

to him a source of strength "to endure the misfortunes of temporal existence".
The first half of the poem (stanzas 1-4) depicts a belated little
spring-flower which did not manage to reach full bloom before the summer

1

Ibid., p. 219.

2

I. Franko, Moia pisnia, Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 439-441. First
printed in the Druh, No. 4, 15.5.1874.
3

I. Franko, Dvi dorohy (Sonet), ibid., p. 441. First printed in
the Druh, No. 5, 1.3.1875. Republished, together with Moia pisnia, in
the collection Iz lit moiex molodosti, 1914.
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came, and was on t h e v e r g e of w i t h e r i n g i n t h e scorching h e a t .

At t h e

p o e t ' s p r a y e r t o God, some l i f e - g i v i n g dewdrops f e l l on t h e flower from
heaven and rendered i t s t r o n g enough to endure t h e h e a t and s u r v i v e .
The poet makes t h i s image i n t o a symbol of h i s own l i f e i n t h e
second half of t h e poem ( s t a n z a s 5 - 8 ) :

Ceft n i 3 H i f t I I B I T , mo 3aB'H,n.a£
y c n e i i i coHH^Hift, - c e H !
3 I HK TOH i i B i T , T a x a cyMHaa
flyuia MOH i acH3Hb M O H .
B c M i x a j i a c b HOJTH - c e p u e c n a x i o ,
e npoKHHyjiocb - a iqacTH HiT M e H i ! . . . 1
In a s h o r t appeal t o God, he d e p l o r e s h i s s o r r y p l i g h t :

0 Eoace, I O M He C T a n o c b TaK,
HK H S J i a r a B ? ¥u n y ne6a
3 Hpocue
6azamo?...
s MOB jiio6Hft C O H , y c e n p o n a j i o .
6
z
3icmae
H caM e caMomuni...
But, d e s p i t e h i s p e r s o n a l unhappiness, he a c c e p t s t h e w i l l of God
humbly and g r a t e f u l l y .

For God "threw him i n t o t h e w h i r l of l i f e , having

k i n d l e d a flame i n h i s h e a r t , and having l e t a drop of t h e dew of heaven
f a l l on him, as He had done t o t h e f l o w e r . "

This "drop of t h e dew of

heaven" i s Love and p o e t r y , which w i l l give him t h e s t r e n g t h to endure
t h e t r i b u l a t i o n s of h i s l i f e :

i Ta edHKa
Eo Mydpa

u CAaea
eoAenbKa

mo6i,
meon,

Eoxe,

1

I . Franko, Moia p i s n i a , Tvory, Vol. 1 1 , p . 440.

2

I b i d . , p . 440-441.
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Heuiacmn xadne
ne
cnpoMOxe,
hlo6 napinae
na me6e A .
** y BHp aCHTTH MeHe TH KHHyB,
Ta c e p i i e acapoM 3anajiHB,
I , MOB Ha KBiTKy T y , KpanjiHHy
8
Pocu Heoecnoi
cnycTHB.
8

i nicHH TOB pocoio,
mo noKpinxiH Ha uinnx acHTTH;
51, Hero CHJibHHft, nepecTOio
•* Hezodu
3eMHOzo
6ymmn.1
J1TO6OB

Like Skhid s o n t s i a , w r i t t e n a t approximately t h e same t i m e 2 , Moia
p i s n i a d i s p l a y s a compositional scheme marked by a p a r a l l e l i s m between
n a t u r e and t h e human world, an i d e a - c o n t e n t w i t h u n d e r l y i n g P a u l i n e cont e x t s , and a p o e t i c e l a b o r a t i o n employing p a t t e r n s of b i b l i c a l p o e t r y .
However, i n Moia p i s n i a the p a r a l l e l i s m c o n s i s t s i n an analogy
between s t a t i c s i t u a t i o n s , and not i n an i n t e r a c t i o n of dynamic p r o c e s s e s
as i n Skhid s o n t s i a .

As to t h e b i b l i c a l elements contained i n t h e poem,

t h e i r range i s comparatively wide, c o n s i d e r i n g t h e poem's s h o r t n e s s .
The poem's i d e a - c o n t e n t i s pervaded by t h e b i b l i c a l themes of suff e r i n g , p r a y e r , f a i t h and hope, conceived and expressed i n t h e s p i r i t of

1

I b i d . , p . 441.

The primary version of Skhid sontsia was composed in 1874, and
was entitled Ranok. Franko sent Moia pisnia and (one week later) Ranok
to the Druh, for publication, in the first half of May, 1874. Ranok was
not published. In December, 1875 he re-wrote and modified it, changed
the title into Skhid sontsia, and dedicated it to the "Kachkovs'kyi Society'.' The Druh printed it in January, 1876 (see p.
, note l , and p.
3
, note ) . Cf.: Franko's letter to V. Davydiak dated 13.5.1874, Tvory,
Vol. 20, p. 7; S. V. Shchurat, Rannia tvorchist' Ivana Franka, p. 44, 56.
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such Pauline statements as, "[Be] fervent
Rejoicing

in hope; patient

(Romans, 12:11-12).

in tribulation;

in spirit;
continuing

serving

the

instant

in

The poem's tone is, in fact, prayerful.

Lord;
prayer"

In the

third stanza the poet actually prays for the salvation of the withering
flower, and in the fourth his prayer appears to have been heard:
3
5 nOHUXH, O
Ift c B o r o
He B'HHe
8
Ift C H J I H ,

TocnOflH , 3 POCOK)
a H r e j i a , Hexaft
TyT nepeir; n o p o i o ,
O T ^ e , noKpinJinft! J
4

I poc HeSecHHx Kpanjii BnajiH
Ha iiBiTKy, mo Bace r-Hyjiacb B H H 3 ...1
Stanzas 6-8 reflect the structure of a psalm of individual prayer,
opening with an "invocation" (sixth stanza, line 1), followed by a "complaint" (lines 1-4) and a "motive" (lines 5-6), and closing with a glorification of God, and with an expression of faith and confidence (stanzas
7-8)2.
The lexical texture of stanzas 5-8 betrays a recourse to the
Psalms, the Prophets, the Book of Job, and the Pauline writings. Thus,
the phrase "TaKa cyMHaH /flymaM O H i a<H3Hb M O H " (fifth stanza, lines 3-4)
echoes the contexts "... My soul

and... my life

is spent

in grief"

(Psalm

In the sixth stanza, line 6 alludes to the Isaian words "And

31:9-10).
am desolate...

Behold,

I was left

alone"

(Isaiah, 49:21).

Line 1 of the

I. Franko, Moia pisnia, Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 440.
Such is the structure of the prayer-section (verses 7-14) of
Psalm 27: invocation (v. 7-9), complaint and motive (v. 10-12), expression of faith and confidence (v. 13-14). Similar structures have Psalms
3, 5, 6, and many other Psalms of individual prayer.
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seventh stanza is patterned on the verse "I will
and will

magnify

him with

thanksgiving"

the Pauline words on "that

praise

the name of

God...

(Psalm 69:30); line 2 alludes to

good, and acceptable,

and perfect

will

of God"

(Romans, 12:2); and lines 3-4 evoke the image of Job's faith and humility:
"In all

this

Job sinned

not,

nor charged

God..."

(Job, 1:22).

In line 8,

the phrase "pocu ne6ecHOi" relates to the biblical "dew of heaven", symbol of divine blessing, with which Isaac blessed his sons: "God give
of the dew of heaven,

and the fatness

of the earth..."

(Genesis, 27:28).

The eighth stanza echoes the words of St. Paul on Love, which
all

things,

believeth

all

things,

endureth

all

things"

"beareth

(First Epistle to

the Corinthians, 13:7), and which gives the strength to endure "the
ferings

of this

present

time"

thee

suf-

(Romans, 8:18).

In the poetico-aesthetic elaboration of Moia pisnia the poet employs a number of patterns of biblical poetry. Metaphor, personification,
comparison, and rhetorical question are chiefly used, whether to produce
complex imagery, or to illustrate and embellish disparate utterances.
In the first stanza, a combination of metaphor, personification
and comparison produces an associative flash-image related to a biblical
context. Describing the many-coloured flowers as "young children of the
spring", the poet stresses the beauty of their "attire", which "would
make even King Solomon feel ashamed":
9 I MOJIOflii. BeCHH JliTH
KpaCyiOTbCH i CBiT KpaCHTb;
flyma I x - 3 a n a x , a o f l i T i ,
12 mo ft COJTOMOHa 3aCTHHHTb. l

1

I. Franko, Moia pisnia, Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 440.
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This image is an associative reverberation of the verse:
Consider the lilies how they grow: they toil not, they
spin not; and yet I say unto you, that Solomon in all
his

glory was not arrayed like one of

these.
(St. Luke, 12:27).

By means of r h e t o r i c a l and simple q u e s t i o n s t h e poet enhances h i s
u t t e r a n c e s concerning h i s l a c k of h a p p i n e s s :

^H TO 3ropiJio [macTH] , ^ H nponajio
nocepefl XBHJIB Ha Mopn fiHi?
(Fifth stanza, lines 7-8) x .

0 Boace, ^OM He CTaJiocB TaK,
HK H 6Jiaras? I n 3 y He6a
IIpocHB 6araTO? . . .
(Sixth stanza, lines 1-3)1.
Sundry illustrations through metaphor, personification and comparison occur in each stanza.

Some of them are particularly impressive

from the poetico-aesthetic point of view as well as from the point of
view of the poet's blending the biblical with the modern.

Such are the

figurative representations of the poet's ill luck (fifth stanza, lines
5-6), and of his desolation (sixth stanza, lines 7-8).
In the first, the poet depicts his condition, by metaphor, personification and contrast, through a biblical parallelism which is antithetical in contents and "chiastic" in form2:

1

Ibid.

2

The "chiasmus" consists in the diagonal intercrossing (in the
form of the Greek letter "khi" [x]) of the parallel (synonymous or antithetical) verse-elements, e.g. (Isaiah, 2:3):
For out of Zion shall go forth the law,
and the word of the Lord - from
Jerusalem.
Cf. B. Hrushovski, "Some Principles of Biblical Poetry", in Encyclopaedia
Judaica, Vol. 13, p. 1201; Lexicon Biblicum, p. 834.
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B c M i x a J i a c b XTQJTH -

cep_u_e_ cnaAO_!

npoKUHy_Ao_cb_ - a macTH H J T M e H i . . . x
I n t h e second, t h e language i s e q u a l l y modern, t h e same t r o p e s
a r e employed, and t h e b i b l i c o - p o e t i c a l p a r a l l e l i s m i s e q u a l l y a n t i t h e t i c a l (but not c h i a s t i c ) :
PyKOK)

3UMH010

06HHJIO

)KHTTH

MeHe B acHTTH

eecni.'1

Essentially personal, and built on biblical themes, Moia pisnia
none the less resounds the young poet's ideas of a general and contemporary nature.

Simultaneously with representing his personal condition,

the poet expresses his conception of poetry, its role, and its effect.
Poetry is to him, in this poem, a special endowment of the human spirit,
which, imbued with sincere Love and unfaltering faith, becomes a source
of strength and influence, and elevates humanity spiritually and morally.
The juvenile sonnet Dvi dorohy is marked by its contemplative atmosphere, echoing, like Moia pisnia,

the Pauline maxim: "Rejoicing

hope; patient

instant

in tribulation;

continuing

in prayer"

in

(Romans, 12:12),

and even more deeply pervaded by it.
The poet meditates on "the two eternal roads that lead to reward
in.life": the road of the body's toil and labour, and the road of the
soul's suffering in faith and prayer. Using the expressions of the Psalmist
(."Blessed

is that

man...",

"Happy is that

people..."

- Psalms 40:5; 144:15),

1

I. Franko, Moia pisnia, Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 440.

2

Ibid., p. 441.
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he p r e s e n t s h i s i n d i v i d u a l i d e a s on t h e s u b j e c t , embodying them i n images:
5 IiJacAue Myx i napod,
HKoro BOJIH
Cyflb6H B e n e 3 OflHoi Ta Ha
flpyry,
13 noJiH n p a i i i HO TepniHHH n o j i n ,
8 I1J06 MoeuKU umoa uepe3
ozni
u
napyzy.
9 A6u cmynae,
MOB Hi^mio nymnuK B n o j i i ,
3 CAb030io e ou,i, Ta 3 HafliEio B .zryiiii,
i i Iijo lue dixdembCH
panny,
ceimAa ft B O J i i . 1
He concludes t h e sonnet by r e l a t i n g h i s thoughts to t h e d e s t i n y
of h i s p e o p l e , s t r e s s i n g h i s b e l i e f t h a t , through f a i t h and p r a y e r i n d e f i a n c e of a l l i t s t r i b u l a t i o n s , i t w i l l a t t a i n t o h a p p i n e s s , Light and
Love:
I H a c , 6 p a T H , oTaK B e n e pyKa cyflb6H;
Hny^iH 3 MOJiHTBoio H a n e p e K i p H e n o J i i ,
i"f I n i M n o CBiTJia, macTH Ta JiK>6Bi. 2
Besides t h e thematic s u b s t a n c e , t h e poet has shaped t h e i d e a - c o n t e n t of Dvi dorohy - w i t h i n t h e poem's i n t r i c a t e and e x a c t i n g sonnet-form
- by means of b i b l i c a l imagery and v o c a b u l a r y .

Thus, l i n e 3 , p r e s e n t i n g

" l a b o u r " as one of t h e roads to reward ("OflHa - TpyiTHTbCH i Kani^iHTb Hor n " ) , echoes t h e P a u l i n e words: "Every man shall
according

to his own labour"

receive

his own reward

(First Epistle to the Corinthians, 3:8).

Line 4 ("A flpyra - 3_ Bipoo ft MO^TBcpjqTpaacflaTH^) p a r a p h r a s e s t h e c o n t e x t
"patient

in tribulation;

continuing

which i s t h e poem's keynote.

instant

in prayer"

(Romans, 1 2 : 1 2 ) ,

Line 8, i l l u s t r a t i n g happiness as t h e r e -

ward of s u f f e r i n g i n f a i t h ( l i n e s 5 - 7 ) , evokes t h e image of J e s u s , "who
f o r t h e joy t h a t was s e t b e f o r e him endured
(Hebrews, 1 2 : 2 ) .

the cross,

despising

the

shame"

In l i n e s 9-11 t h e poet produces an i n d i v i d u a l image, but

1

I . Franko, Dvi dorohy, Tvory, Vol. 1 1 , p . 4 4 1 .

2

Ibid.
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his utterances resound patterns of biblical idiom: lines 9-10 ("A6a cmyCAb03om e ou,in)

nae...3

goeth forth
CH panny,

and weepeth
ceimna...")

[= expect] light,
day"

are lexically patterned on the phrase "He

that

" (Psalm 126:6), and line 11 ("Iifo up diacdemb-

echoes a reversal of the context "Let it

but have none; neither

look

for

let it see the dawning of the

(Job, 3:9).
The juvenile poems discussed above provide a clear picture of

Ivan Franko's approach and recourse to the Bible in the initial period
of his poetic career.

To the young, romantic poet-in-the-making the

Bible is a point of departure in regard to his mental attitudes as well
as to his poetic expression of them. Already possessing a wide and pervasive familiarity with the literature of the Bible, and deeply influenced by its moral and artistic substance, he approaches various life
phenomena with the categories and the criteria of the thematic and ideological material accumulated through his engrossment in the Scriptures,
and resorts to patterns of biblico-literary art for the poetic expression of the ideas and the sentiments which the given phenomena evoke in
his mind.
The writings of St. Paul exert a predominant influence on these
poems from the thematic and ideological points of view. This may be attributable to the fact that the Pauline ideology, with its particular
emphasis on practical standards of morality as well as on inter-human
unity and equality, was most congenial to the young poet's innate susceptibility to moral values and fervent desire for unity and equality among
all the segments of his own people.
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The juvenile poems evidence the poet's identification with the
traditional sense and intent of the underlying biblical themes and statements.

However, his representation of the biblical themes is accompanied

by his individual thinking, which engenders original illuminations and
extended expositions of meaning, but remains in conformity to tradition.
The poet's recourse to the Bible in the juvenile works is not
completely free from symptoms of imitative literary dependence . This
is, however, natural for a beginning poet having, as yet, no crystallized
poetic style and technique of his own; and in no way is the extent of
this dependence commensurate with the degree of originality which manifests itself, already at this early stage, in his poetic and ideological
elaboration of the biblical material.
But, whatever measure of imitative relationship to the Bible is
perceptible in the early Frankian poems, it gradually disappears, and
changes, in the later works, into an original elaboration of selected
biblical matter which the poet finds to mirror his individual ideas,
views or experiences.

The new way of employing biblical elements and the new principle
of blending the biblical with the contemporary begin to be noticeable
in the earliest of Franko's prison-poems, Oi rano ia, rano ustanu (1877)2.

Cf., for example, the psalm-modelled structure and style of the
appeals to God in Skhid sontsia and Moia pisnia.
2

I. Franko, Oi rano ia, rano ustanu, Tvory, Vol. 10, p. 25-26.
Written during the first of the poet's three arrests, which lasted from
12.6.1877 to 5.2.1878. First published in the Hromads'kyi Druh, No. 2,
1878, under the title Dumka v tiurmi.
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Simultaneously with representing his personal mood and feelings
as a prisoner, the poet expresses here his criticism of the existing socio-political order, of which he claims to be an innocent victim, as well
as his ideas concerning the ideal social order to which he aspires.
An associative image of two biblical figures underlies his pondering over the injustice of his imprisonment and suffering: the prophet
Jeremiah, who was put in prison for propagating his moral and political
views, and the righteous Job, who was subjected to severe tribulations
without knowing why.

Jeremiah demanded justice of his king:

"What have I offended against thee, or against thy
or against this people, that ye have put me in prison?"

servants,
(Jere-

miah, 37:18);
Job called out to God:

"Make me to know my transgression

and my sin"

(Job, 13:23).

The words and feelings of the two biblical wronged reverberate
in the poet's utterances:

3a mo MeHe B nyia CKyBaJiH?
3a mo MeHi BOJieHBKy B3HJTH?
KOMy

H i

HUM

3a6UHU8?1

He is convinced that he is suffering, without guilt, for two
things, noble and worthy in themselves, but looked upon as "subversive",
and therefore entailing prosecution and persecution, in the conditions
of the existing socio-political regime: his love for his people, and his
pursuit of justice, equality and happiness for all:

I. Franko, Oi rano ia, rano ustanu, Tvory, Vol. 10, p. 26.
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[KoMy A i HUM 3aeUHU8?]
Tin THM, mO HapOfl CBift JK06HB?
EaacaB H dAA CKoeanux
eoAi,
MAA cKpuadxenux
Kpamoi nojii
I piBHOZO npaea dAA ecix,
Ce BecB i EiiHHHft Mift rpix. 1

In these closing lines the poet's utterances echo biblical contexts in which he finds both a reflection of his own thoughts and ideas
and an encouraging confirmation of their validity:
"He hath sent me... to proclaim liberty
and the opening of the prison to them that
61:1; parallel in St. Luke, 4:18);
"... Which executeth judgment for
"Ye shall

to the
captives,
are bound" (Isaiah,

the oppressed"

(Psalm 146:7);

have one manner of law" (Leviticus, 24:22).

This poem and a number of those that follow, belonging to the period in which Franko was engaged in socialism , attest to the fact that
even in the years of his socialist orientation the poet remained susceptible to the influence of the Bible, which never receded from his consciousness. At the same time, however, this poem evidences a beginning
of a new approach to, and treatment of, the biblical substance, and of a
new way of blending the biblical with the contemporary.
Here, the poet's postulation of moral values no longer leans exclusively on the sanction of Divine commandments as it does in the earlier poems, where it is asserted with such statements as " T H ac HaM i3aaBHa npH3Ha*iHB" . . . " T H BejiiB, cBHTHft" (Skhid sontsia), or "Toft

I. Franko, Oi rano ia, rano ustanu, Tvory, Vol. 10, p. 26.
2

p. 37-38.

Cf. Ie. Kyryliuk, Vichnyi revoliutsioner, KyxV, "Dnipro", 1966,
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His former references to the

theologico-ordinative validity of the moral standards are replaced by expressions of personal recognition and adoption of them for their own sake
as high ideals. The previous phrasing in the spirit of " T H HaM npH3Ha^HB" or "TH BeniB11 is substituted (here, and in subsequent poems) by a
phrasing in the sense of "BaacaB A " (last stanza, line 1), and the poet's assertions concerning Love, Justice and Equality are made here in
the name of the absolute validity of these moral values, without reference to his attitude towards traditional principle.
The Bible remains to him the perennial source of spiritual values
and treasury of literary art, but changes from a point of departure into
a point of arrival, and he makes his way to it for a confirmative reflection of his own views, ideas and sentiments as well as for literary and
artistic resource-material. And in his blending the biblical with the
contemporary, the relationship between these two worlds, formerly represented as a mutual interaction (Skhid sontsia), is now expressed through
what may be termed as an associative parallelism.
The poem's compositional, formal and aesthetic features are indicative of the poet's tendency towards a poetic style and technique of
his own. The composition of the poem consists in a contrastive juxtaposition of the gloomy, depressing prison-cell and the bright, happy world
outside, whose smiling and friendly sky the poet addresses in a plaintive
monologue on his unjust imprisonment and its reasons. The poem's seven
four-line stanzas move in a constant three-foot amphibrachic rhythm, the
first two lines having feminine rhyme-endings, the next - masculine (aaBB).
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The artistic elaboration, employing metaphor, contrast and question, is
basically modern, though some instances of antithetical parallelism are
reminiscent of biblical poetry, as, for example, in the fourth stanza:
TyT CAb03U,

Tu siAbHocmi

TH

padicmb

ZOAOCUUI:

3anax npHHocHni,

A mym O C B noHypa miopMa,
Mor-HJia TicHa Ta niMa. 1
A similar associative parallelism characterizes the poet's interweaving of contemporary contents with biblical elements in a later prison
poem, Buvaiut' khvyli, sertse mliie (1880)2.

In this short lyric the po-

et sounds his yearning for a world of Truth and Freedom, embodying his
spiteful thoughts and feelings concerning current reality in an anticipative image of a catastrophic event subverting the existing system of
things:

"a terrible fire consuming all this earth with all its falsehood"

and "purifying" the world towards Truth and Liberty:

ByBaioTb xBHJii, cepue

MAie

I CKOP6HHX MUCAeU pihi JieTHTb,
*iopHa XMapa He6o K P H E
I rpiM y xMapi rypKOTHTB.
I norjiHflOM HiMoi 3 J I O 6 H
rjiHHacy Ha He6o ft CBiT acHBHft
I acfly, mo 3 3eMHoi y T p o 6 n
O c b - o c b npopeecb
ozonb
cTpaniHHft,

MOB

I BMHTb cnaAumb &cio 3eMAW mym
3 BciMa nenpaedaMu
ii,
uepejiaMa x a o c TBepflyio
niKapjiiomy c K p i n j r o i 3 e M J i i . . .
I , naue soAomo e
zopnuAi,
Ceil ceim ouucmumbCA
3oeciM
I uucma,
B HeBe^epHift CHJii
3acH£ npaeda ft BOJIH B H i M . 2
1

I . Franko, Oi rano i a , rano u s t a n u , Tvory, Vol. 10, p . 26.

I b i d . , p . 23-24. W r i t t e n during F r a n k o ' s second a r r e s t (6.2 6 . 6 . 1 8 8 0 ) . F i r s t p r i n t e d i n t h e Z o r i a , No. 6, 1883, e n t i t l e d EyBaKiTb
XBHJii, cepue HHE.
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The poet's ideas as well as his lyrical utterances and figurative
constructions betray associations with a series of themes, images and contexts

belonging to various parts of the Bible. A basic association with

Psalm 12 suggests itself by virtue of the clear reverberation of its atmosphere, drift of thoughts and keynote vocabulary in the Frankian poem.
In the short, eight-verse Psalm 12 the Psalmist deplores the prevalence
of falsehood, wishing for divine action to destroy it, and opposing to it
the perfect Truth of God. He is overwhelmed by the unchecked falsehood

he encounters everywhere ("The wicked walk on every side...",
ty..."

- verses 8, 2, echoed by the phrase "...eao

nenpaedaMU ii"

"speak

vani-

3eMAio myjo / 3 ecina

in the third stanza), and by the "oppression"

(verse 5,

alluded to, by contrast, through the word "BOJIH" at the poem's end) which
accompanies it. He has a vision of God declaring that He "will arise"
(verse 5) to destroy falsehood and oppression.
supreme Truth.

God's words are to him the

In verse 6 he compares God's pure Truth to a noble metal

most thoroughly purged by fire. The poet paraphrases this verse in the
fourth stanza. The verse reads:
"The words of the Lord are pure words: as silver

a furnace of earth,

purified

seven

times".1

tried

in

The poet writes "gold" instead of "silver",
choosing a more
noble and more "shining" ("3acAz") metal for the ideals of Truth and Freedom, under the influence of other similar biblical contexts, e.g.: "And he

shall

sit

as a refiner

and purifier...

and purge them as gold and

silver"

(Malachi, 3:3).
Interestingly enough, the Soviet Frankologist Ievhen Kyryliuk qualifies the poem's fourth stanza as "resounding Shevchenkian imagery" ("TOxti dpHHHTb UEB^ieHKiBCbKi o6pa3HM). To exemplify his statement, he quotes
Shevchenko's very... Podrazhaniie 11 (=12 - A.W.) Psalmu (with a bibliographical reference to it), where verse 6 is faithfully translated: "Henaue

cpidAO nyme, 6ume / I ceMUKpamu nepeAume /
liuk, Vichnyi revoliutsioner, p. 188.

OZH&M.

e zopnuAi...".

Ie. Kyry-
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To the poet, Truth and Freedom will "shine

in the world" like

pure, furnace-purged gold (fourth stanza) after the world has been "purified" by an all-consuming fire, which will purge away all falsehood and
oppression (stanzas 2-3). In the drawing of this image as a whole, the
poet combines the imagery of Psalm 12 with a series of associative images
summoned from other biblical sources. At first (second stanza), he evokes
some scenes from the story of the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, represented in the verses:
"And the men [=the angels] rose up from thence and looked
toward Sodom... And the Lord said, Shall I hide from Abraham
that thing which I do?" (Genesis, 18:16-17).
"Then the Lord rained upon Sodom and upon Gomorrah brimstone and fire from the Lord out of heaven" (Genesis, 19:24).

"And [Abraham] looked toward Sodom and Gomorrah and toward
all the land of the plain,
and beheld, and lo, the smoke of
the country went up as the smoke of a furnace"
(Gen., 19:28).
Also the poet looks,

significantly and expectantly, toward heaven

the surrounding "living world", "awaiting" an eruption of fire,

and at

and anti-

cipating a scene similar to that which Abraham saw.
However, the poet visualizes an outbreak of fire not "out of
heaven", but "out of the bowels of the earth" itself, and he wants "the
whole of this earth" consumed, not just two cities like Sodom and Gomorrah.

For this purpose, he had an ample choice of pertinent images in the

Pentateuch, in the Psalms and in the Prophets, as, for example:

"And the earth opened her mouth...

And there came out a

fire

and consumed..."
(The destruction of Korah, Dathan and Abiram and
their followers, Numbers, 16:33,35);

"A fire is kindled in mine anger, and shall burn unto the lowest
hell, and shall consume the earth with her increase" (Deuteronomy
32:22);
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"The Lord shall swallow them up in his wrath, and the

shall devour them" (Psalm 21:9);
"For all the earth shall be devoured with the fire
jealousy"

fire

of my

(Zephaniah, 3:8).

Elements of this biblical imagery underlie the third stanza and
constitute the poet's representation of how the world should be "purified": it has to be "burnt down" and reverted to "chaos" (line 3), its
primary state at the first stage of creation (Genesis, 1:2), whereupon
a new and better world will come into being.
In the fourth stanza the poet represents not only the result of
the world's "purification" (Truth and Freedom will resplend like pure,
shining gold), but also the purifying process itself. Here, too, his description is associated with biblical imagery.

In the Bible, moral puri-

fication is often embodied in images of the refiner's or goldsmith's or
silversmith's work:
"Thy silver is become dross... I will purge away thy dross,
and take away all thy tin" (Isaiah, 1:22, 25);
"I will melt them and try them" (Jeremiah, 9:7);
"And [I] will refine them as silver is refined, and will try
them as gold is tried" (Zechariah, 13:9);
"For he is like a refiner's fire... And he shall sit as a
refiner and purifier... and purge them as gold and silver" (Malachi, 3:2-3).

The poem's verbal style and artistic elaboration manifest a substantial influence of biblical diction and poetic technique. Each stanza
echoes some biblical phrases or words, and even the poet's individual expressions are phrased in quasi-biblical idiom.

Thus, in the first stan-

za, the expression "cepue Mniz" may be related to one of the frequent
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biblical phrases of the type of "When my heart
61:2) x .

The phrase "CKOP6HUX MUCAeu piil"

verset "In the multitude

of my thoughts

is overwhelmed"

(Psalm

has its counterpart in the

within

me"...

(Psalm 94:19a)2.

The wording of lines 3 and 4 is the poet's own, but it is patterned on
the familiar biblical combination of cloud and thunder (e.g., "Round
about him were...
heavens"

thick

clouds...

The Lord also thundered

(Psalm 18:11,13); "The clouds poured out water...

in

the

The voice

of thy thunder was in the heaven" - Psalm 77:17-18).
In the second stanza, the poet's metaphor "3 3eMHOi yTpoSH"
(line 3) is a figurative paraphrase of the context "from the depths of
the earth" (Psalm 71:20).

The word "ympo6a" is transferred here from

other biblical contexts, where, usually linked with the heart, it refers only to human beings in the sense of "reins" or kidneys - the seat
of man's feelings and conscience , in biblical usage.

Similar contexts are: "My heart...
is melted in the midst of
my bowels" Psalm 22:14); "My heart faileth
me" (Ps. 40:12); "My heart
was grieved" (Ps. 73:21); "Every man's heart shall melt" (Isaiah, 13:7).
In all these phrases, the intent is "my heart swoons with grief and despair". In the Ukrainian version (American Bible Society, 1957), Psalm
61:2 reads: "...6o
cepue MOE Hue". Franko used the word Hue in the poem's original title: EyBaioTb XBHJIJ, cepu,e H H E . Cf. p.
, note 2.
2

That the Psalmist speaks of sorrowful
thoughts follows from
the second member of this verse: "thy comforts delight my soul". So in
the Ukrainian version: "HK 6yA0 eaxKo Meni na cepui eid namoeny dyMOK
Moix"...
The Polish version (Biblia Gdanska) reads here: "W wielkosci
utrapienia mego, we wneprznosciach
moich"...
3

For example, in the Old Church Slavonic translation of Psalm
26:2: "Examine me, 0 Lord, and prove me; try my reins and my heart",
the second member reads: "PA5Krtb3I JfiTPOEJR. H CPtflblTE MOE". Cf .
Psalterium Sinaiticum, Psalm 25 (26), verse 2, in A. Leskien, Handbuch
der altbulgarischen (altkirchenslavischen) Sprache, Heidelberg, 1922,
p. 215.
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In the third stanza, the phrasing of the poet's wish for "this
earth" to be burnt down "in a twinkling" ("I BMumb cnanumb BOO 3eM/oo
myio" - line 1) echoes the context "That I may consume them in a moment"
(Numbers, 16:21) from the scene of the destruction of Korah, Dathan and
Abiram.
In the fourth stanza the poet builds an individual image on the
figurative elements of Psalm 12:6, but re-echoes the key-vocabulary of
that verse: "npaada" for "the words of the Lord", "uucma" for

"pure",

"oHucmumbCA" for "purified",

earth".

"e zopnuni"

for "in a furnace

of

The poem's aesthetic quality lies in its vivid imagery.

The en-

tire "story" of the poem is represented in a continual three-phase
(visionary) image, full of movement, colour and sound, and drawn by
means of a series of "dynamic" verbs: Aemumb, zypKomumb, npop&ecb,
Aumb, nepeAOMa, 3aCAZ.

cna-

The first phase is an ominous phenomenon in

heaven: "a black cloud covers the sky, and a thunder roars in it". In
the second phase the imaginary "catastrophe" occurs. The third phase
represents the coveted beneficial effect of the catastrophe.
The continuity of the image is produced by the Bible-patterned
repetition of the conjunction "i" in every stanza, and the poem's imagery as a whole is enlivened by means of biblico-poetic devices. The
metaphor is the poem's predominant trope: cepue M/iie, nucAeu piu Aemumb,
niMoi 3Ao6u, 3 3eMHoi ympocu, nepeAOMa xaoc...
Beuepniu

cuni,

3acAe npaeda.

naue 30Aomo 6 zopnuni)
short lyric.

vuKapAiauy... 3eMni,

& ne-

Two instances of simile (MOB uopna XMapa,

complete the rich pictorial substance of this
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The imprisoned poet's ideas of Truth and Justice, Freedom and
Equality are further developed, and resound in sharper tones, in the
poem Tovarysham , composed shortly after Buvaiut' khvyli, sertse mliie.
This short lyric is addressed to the poet's real and imaginary
ideological colleagues as well as to his actual and potential fellowprisoners, who, like himself, are struggling for truth, justice and inter-human fraternity. The poet knows from personal experience that the
banner-carriers of these ideals are treated as outcasts and subjected
to humiliation and physical suffering in a society governed by falsehood and oppression. Nevertheless, he urges his likeminded comrades to
go on struggling and paving the way for humanity's progress and happiness, in spite of the fact that they will neither be rewarded for their
services nor live to see their ideals fulfilled. He expresses his conviction (which is the poem's central idea) that the sense of life consists in the work for noble moral ideals, and that the reward of the
bearers of such ideals is in their very existence and in their consciousness of the future beneficial effect of their acts for all humanity.
The poem is heavily charged with elements of biblical diction
and imagery, and strongly marked by an associative parallelism between
contemporary and biblical events and situations. Like the preceding one,
it must be quoted in full in order to bring its relationship to the Bible
into view:

1

I. Franko, Tovarysham, Tvory, Vol. 10, p. 39-40. Composed on
April 19, 1880 (Buvaiut' khvyli, sertse mliie was written on April 2).
First printed in the collection Z vershyn i nyzyn, 1893.
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I sac si cBoix
36opie
npoxenymb
C T a p n x nopHflKiB JiHij;api r o p f l i i ,
3 I M ' H i flijia Bami npoKJieHyTb
I KpHKHyTb: "3pada!
Tlazy6Hii
npii!"
I Bauiy n o S p y CJiaBy onjroi-OTb
6 EpexHeio, u eac noAiuamb
Mix
3Aodii,
Ompymoio, 3aMyuenux,
nanoAmb,
Hanii* HCHi xoeueio
3ampoAmb.
Ha Cyfl nOTHTHyTb BaC, Ha^HHHTb BaMH
B c i TH3PMH, BCe nOKJlH^iyTb npoTH Bac 3 Jliodeu i Eoza. flijioM i cJiOBaMH
He npoMHHyTb paHHTH p a 3 y p a 3
M'HKeE cepiiie Banie, MOB mepnaMu.
6 rioflyMaEiii: "OTaK acHTb!" i He p a 3
CaMOMy cmpauiHo, 3aw,eMumb y
zpydu...
^ H ac TaK acHByTb 3 JnonbMH-6paTaMH JHOHH?
He TaK noBHHHi! mo6 He TaK acHJiH,
I1J06 6pama i e HauMenmoMy
ni3HaAu,
3 3 a Te HKpa3 JXO 6OKI BH niniJiH,
Ha nc-KJiHK npaBAH npoTH 6 p e x H i C T a n n . . .
E o p i T e c n ! T e p n i T b ! n o Bcift 3eMJii
6 PieHAiime
cmexKy npaedi!
fle
3acTajiH
JlHiii ZAOXXA,
mepHA, TaM n o B a c Hexaft
3a3eAenie
xumo,
naue
zau!1

The poet r e p r e s e n t s t h e f a t e awaiting h i s companions - t h e combata n t s for T r u t h , J u s t i c e and B r o t h e r l y Love - through a l l u s i o n s t o e v e n t s ,
scenes and s i t u a t i o n s r e l a t i n g t o t h e l i f e and t e a c h i n g s of C h r i s t .
These form t h e s e t t i n g and t h e atmosphere of s t a n z a s 1 and 2.
s u b s t a n c e of t h e poem as a whole echoes

The l e x i c a l

p e r t i n e n t c o n t e x t s and images

from t h e Gospels, which t h e poet i n t e r s p e r s e s with corresponding c o n t e x t s
drawn from b i b l i c a l p o e t r y .
Thus, t h e p o e t ' s d e s c r i p t i o n of t h e a t t i t u d e and t r e a t m e n t h i s
companions can expect i n t h e e x i s t i n g s o c i a l order i s r e m i n i s c e n t of t h e

1

I . Franko, Tovarysham, Tvory, Vol. 10, p . 39-40.
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words of Jesus:
"Blessed are ye, when men shall hate you, and when they
shall separate you from their company, and shall
reproach
you, and cast out your names as evil..."
(St. Luke, 6:22);
"Are ye come out as against
(St. Matthew, 26:55).

a thief...

to take me?"

The phrasing of lines 5, 7 and 8 of the first stanza

("onnmrnb",

"ompymoK), 3aM.yueHUX, HanoAmb", xoeueio 3ampoAmb") echoes scenes of humiliation and atrocity from the Gospels, such as:
"And they spit upon him... and smote him on the head";
"They gave him vinegar to drink mingled with gall" (St.
Matthew, 27:30,34)
The phrases: "3pada! Ilazy6Hii Mpii!"
3AOdii"

(line 4) and "noAiuamb Mix

(line 6) also echo contexts of biblical poetry:

"Woe unto me! The treacherous dealers have dealt
treacherously"
(Isaiah, 24:16);
"Their thoughts are thoughts of iniquity"
(Isaiah, 59:7);
"They cried after them as after a thief" (Job, 30:5).
The contents of lines 1-5 of the second stanza (the forcible
dragging to court, the putting in prison, the persecution "by word and by
deed") are built on events and situations summoned from the life of Jesus
(e.g., St. Matthew, 26:57-66; 27:2, 11-29).
Emotional experiences of the Psalmist reverberate in the poet's
expression of his own feelings (second stanza, line 7):
"My heart is sore pained within me... Fearfulness and
trembling are come upon me, and horror hath overwhelmed
me" (Psalm 55:4-5).
The third stanza is built on two biblical themes.

In lines 1-3

the poet postulates equality through "brotherly love", alluding (in line
2) to the Pauline words: "Condescend

to men of low estate"

(Romans, 12:16).
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Line 4 links the theme of Fraternity-Equality to the theme of Truth, with
which the poem ends.

The poet represents the idea of Truth and of strug-

ling for the establishment of Truth in the world (lines 5-8) - through
the famous Isaian prophecy embodied in the image:
"[The voice of him that crieth in the wilderness,]
Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make straight
in the
desert a highway for our God.
[Every valley shal be exalted, and every mountain
and hill shall be made low:] and the crooked shall be
made straight,
and the rough places plain"
(Isaiah, 40:3-4)l.
He exhorts his companions "to make straight the path" for Truth through
struggle and suffering (lines 5-6). In lines 7-8 he builds an individual
image on the Isaian context, paraphrasing "the

crooked"

and "the

rough

places"

by the expression "ZAOXUCA, mepHA" (equally an Isaian phrase:

"briers

and thorns"

- Isaiah, 5:6, 7:24,25, 9:18, 27:4) to symbolize the

existing ethico-social order, and adding the phrase of his own:
Hie xumo,

naue zau!"

as a contrast to "ZAOXXA,

"3a3eAe-

mepHA", representing the

effect and the reward - though posthumous ("no eac")

of the struggle and

sacrifice of the fighters for Truth.
In Tovarysham the poet has recourse to such biblical elements as
reflect current events and situations in present-day life, and parallel
his own thoughts and feelings evoked by these events and situations.

1

The image of "preparing the way", "making straight a highway"
and "casting up the way" towards phenomena of highest spiritual significance recurs in Isaiah, 57:14 and 62:10. It also appears in Malachi,
3:1, and is referred to in all the Gospels: St. Matthew, 3:3, St. Mark,
1:3, St. Luke, 1:76, 3:4, St. John, 1:23.
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The poem's biblical substance performs a triple function.

First, the po-

et represents through it his personal experiences (implied in the words:
"I eac..."

of the opening line) as a combatant advocate of moral and so-

cial ideals. Secondly, through the evocation of parallel biblical events
and situations, he generalizes his personal condition, making it represent
the destiny of all actual and potential followers of his example, thus
sounding his critical views on the existing ethico-social reality. Thirdly, he expresses, through a particular biblical context, his individual
idea of a universal character: the idea of the unceasing work for noble
ideals, which he embodies in the symbolic Isaian image of "preparing the
way" and "making straight a highway" (Isaiah, 40:3).

He sees the sense

of life in paving the way for humanity's progress and happiness through
the establishment of spiritual values - a work ever to go on, though never
to be accomplished in the lifetime of the "pavers", who "die on the road".
Here, he refers this idea to the struggle for Truth, under which he subsumes all the other moral values he aspires to: Justice, Fraternity, Equality.1

The poet appears to have lent his main attention to the ideological aspect of Tovarysham, and endeavoured to formulate his utterances in

The Isaian image of "making straight a highway" underlying, here,
the poet's idea of incessant paving the way for Truth, pervades a considerable number of additional Frankian poems, and embodies a variety of the poet's moral and national ideas. It will be seen, at the end of this chapter, that the image of "making straight a highway for spiritual values...
and dying on the road" became a basic element of the poet's final worldview in general, and of his conception of the historical task and destiny
of a nation and of national leaders - in particular.
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candid and rather blunt words ("npoxenymb",

"npoKnenymb",

"owvaomb",

"3a-

mpoAmb", "nomAZHymb", "nauuHAmb", "noKAuuymb npomu eac Aiodeu i Eoza",
npoMunymb panumu", "cmapux nopAdKie nuuapi zopdii").

"ne

Hence, the poem's

aesthetic quality does not equal that of some of the preceding lyrics.
Its main aesthetic feature is the poet's converting biblico-historical
fact into images in general, and into images of contemporary reality in
particular.

Some instances of metaphor ("eamy do6py CAaey onmaam

neio", "na noKAUK npaedu", "piBHAume anexKy npa&di"),
MU",

"naue zau"),

anaphora (the conjunction "i"

6pex-

simile ("MOB mepna-

in lines 4 and 5 of the

first stanza), and the antithetical parallelism in lines 6-8 of the third
stanza - mark the poem's artistic elaboration with figurative devices of
biblical poetry.

A different way of representing the poet's views and ideas with
regard to Truth marks sonnets 34 and 35 of the cycle Tiuremni sonety
(1889) , dating from the period of his third imprisonment .
These poems do not deal directly with Truth, but with its oppositej

falsehood, and particularly with the form of falsehood which was

most odious to the poet: hypocrisy.

The poet expresses his desire for

Truth by attacking, in bold tirades of denunciation and reproof, both the
phenomenon of hypocrisy and those responsible for its prevalence. He lays

1

I. Franko, Tiuremni sonety, 34, 35, Tvory, Vol. 10, p. 162.
Both composed 9.9.1889. First printed in the collection Z vershyn i nyzyn, 1893.
2

From 5.8.1889 to 20.10.1889.
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b a r e t h e o s t e n s i b l e honesty of c e r t a i n p e o p l e , under which h i d e s c r i m i n a l
h y p o c r i s y , covered up by f a l s e p r e t e n c e of "doing o n e ' s duty i n good
f a i t h " , or "being forced t o a c t a g a i n s t o n e ' s c o n s c i e n c e " :
34.

[1] HK H HeHaBHflacy B a c , BH MauiHHH,
mo T p e T e KOCTi, p B e T e cepu.e B r p y n H X ,
BejHBaETe acHByio Jjymy B JIKXLIHX
I noTiM KaaceTe:"mo ac, MH HeBHHHH!
[2] "Hac Ha T a K i 3 a B e n e H o npyacHHH,
MH MycHMo! B caMHx He p a 3 BCH c y T b , a x ,
ByHTyETbCH..."x

He denounces v a r i o u s unnamed contemporary l e a d e r s , p u b l i c

figures

and i n f l u e n t i a l persons as "wolves i n s h e e p ' s s k i n " :
35.

[2] mo mnpHTb TbMy y p n c i TeMHomoSeiib,
mo KaT y cfjpaKy TO^IHTB K P O B , HK nHBO,
mo 3Jionift-<|)apHceft OCHOBH acHBo
C n a c a - c e 3 J i e , Ta 3JTHH B 3JiiM He n p o c T y n e i i B . 2

But most s e v e r e l y he condemns t h e honest man who a c q u i e s c e s i n
s e r v i n g e v i l , l e t t i n g h i s honesty be a coverage t o meanness, and only
" s i l e n t l y " f e e l s s o r r y about i t , without openly and a c t i v e l y r e s i s t i n g
such s e r v i c e .

This way of l i f e i s most contemptible t o t h e p o e t , and

evokes i n h i s mind t h e image of P i l a t e :
[3] Ta ^lecHHH ^ O J I O B I K , mo 3JiOMy cnyacHTb,
CBOEIO ^ecTio noKpHBae
Midnuu
Jlo6 nifljioTH, a CTHxa n J i a ^ e ft TyacHTb,
[4]

Ce BHfl, HaftBHmoi noropflH riflHHft,
Ce BHJI TliAama,
uio Xpucma na Myuu
BiddaB,
a caM yMue npuAiodHo pyKU.

-

3

1

I . Franko, Tiuremni s o n e t y , 34, Tvory, Vol. 10, p . 162.

2

I . Franko, Tiuremni s o n e t y , 35, I b i d .

3

Ibid.,

ibid.
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It is evident, from the fragments quoted above, that these sonnets
differ from the earlier prison poems in tone, in language, and in figurative representation.

Their tone is not plaintive or deploring, but accu-

satory and aggressive; their language is manifestly modern; and the building material for their imagery is drawn from the immediate present-day reality ("MOLUUHU", "npyxunu",
AK nueo")

"meMHOAio6eu,b e pAci",

"Kom y tfipaKy mouumb Kpoe,

- and from those phenomena of contemporary life which the poet

abhors and denounces in particular. Yet, the Tiuremni sonety 34 and 35
have everything in common with the earlier prison poems from the point of
view of the poet's recourse to the Bible. When he reaches the point of
expressing his innermost feelings1, his world-view, or his work's central
idea, the poet proceeds, in these sonnets as in the former poems, to the
Bible for parallel facts and words on which to found his individual utterances .
Thus, in qualifying ostensible honesty as the most contemptible
hypocrisy (which is the main intent and the central idea of these sonnets)
in the lines: "CBOEEO ^ecTio noicpHBaE Midnuu AO6 nixxnoTH1' and "Ce B H H IliAama,
up Xpucma na MyKU eiddae,

a can yMUB npumodno pyKu", the poet re-echoes by

an original metaphor the words which the prophet Isaiah employed in a
simile in his strenuous censure of stubborn wickedness: "And thy neck is
an iron sinew, and thy brow - brass"

(Isaiah, 48:4), and evokes the image

From the personal-autobiographical point of view, these sonnets
resound the poet's painful disappointment in certain persons, whom he had
believed to be sincere and honest, but found to be double-faced hypocrites
and to have had a hand in his imprisonment. Cf. the description of the
circumstances of Franko's third arrest in P. Kolesnyk, Syn narodu, Zhyttia
i tvorchist' I. Franka, KyxV, Radians'kyi pys'mennyk, 1957, p. 97.
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of P i l a t e ' s hypocritical behaviour (St. Matthew, 27:24-26).
The poet continues to represent the hideousness of ostensible
honesty through the image of P i l a t e in a cycle of three sonnets (Tiuremni
sonety, 36-38), which he composed on the same day as sonnets 34 and 35,
and which he e n t i t l e d Lehenda pro P i l a t a 1 .

The narrative substance of

t h i s work i s based on apocryphal w r i t i n g s 2 , and represents P i l a t e ' s act
as more abominable than Cain's crime:
I Bor noKJiaB KJieftMo Ha rpyflb n l n a T a ,
cMepTb, TiJio ft nyx ftoro npoKJiHB
ripui KaiHa, 6o KaiH, BSHBUIH 6 p a T a ,

)KHTTH,

He MHB pyK 3 KpOBi, BHHHHM HyBCb, TXKaB.

A ceft, mo npaBfly *iHCTy B pyKH KaTa
BixT,n;aB, OHBiT Bixi; c e 6 e BixniHxaB.. . 3
The end of Lehenda pro P i l a t a resounds, a l l e g o r i c a l l y , the p o e t ' s
regret of the fact t h a t the P i l a t e - p a t t e r n continues to dwell in human
nature:
Ta noBpHBajiKCb nraypH KOHonJiHHi,
I Tpyn n i j i a T a , Bcift 3eMJii Ha r o p e ,
me ft floci njiaBJie n e c b no oKeaHi. 1 *
Elements of biblico-poetic art enhance the a e s t h e t i c quality of
Tiuremni sonety 34 and 35 and of Lehenda pro P i l a t a .

They include: meta-

phor, comparison, r e p e t i t i o n and anaphora ("ecA cymb 6ynmyembCA" [54],
"ceoen vearoo noKpueae MidnuiX AO6 nidAomu" [35]., "npaedy vucmy e pym. Kama

1

I . Franko, Lehenda pro P i l a t a , Tvory, Vol. 10, p . 162-164.
I b i d . , p . 459, note on the sources of the work.

3

I b i d . , p. 163.

** Ibid. , p. 164.
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eiddae"

[37]; "AK na pa6i min nyma 30Aomi"

[35], "mino u dyx uozo npoKAAe zipm Kaina"
phrase "HK A nenasudxy
words "up", 'be eud"

sac"

[34], "movumb Kpoe, AK nueo"
[37]; the repetition of the

[34, first lines of stanzas 1 and 3], of the

[35], "niuioe"

[36], and of the conjunction "i" in

sonnets 37 and 38; the anaphoras of "IUO", "ce Bud" [35] and "i"

[37]).

A particular feature of sonnet 35 is the series of Bible-patterned
parabolical sayings in stanzas 1 and 2, by which the poet sets forth his
thoughts and ideas in stanzas 3-4.

In the first stanza the poet refers

to the spontaneous, instinctive behaviour of animals:

[1] mo BOBK BiBIHO ICTb - XCaJTKO, Ta He flHBO,
Ha Te BiH BOBK, po36iftHHK, n;yiiiory6eiib;
Ta HK6H B i n , cnoKiftHHft TpaBOCKySeijb,
ripHKHBCH Bpa3 acHBeE pBaTb M ' H C H B O ? . . . 1
The second s t a n z a evokes images of i n t e n t i o n a l (and wicked) behaviour from
t h e human world.

These two s t a n z a s p r e p a r e t h e l o g i c a l ground for t h e p o -

e t ' s conclusions and i d e a s expressed i n s t a n z a s 3 and 4 ( s t a n z a s 2 , 3 and
4 a r e quoted above, on page 1 6 4 ) .
The b i b l i c a l elements occupy a s i g n i f i c a n t p l a c e i n the i d e o l o g i c a l
content and i n t h e a e s t h e t i c e l a b o r a t i o n of t h e s e poems, w r i t t e n i n t h e
p e r i o d of t h e p o e t ' s i n c l i n a t i o n t o s o c i a l i s m on t h e one hand, and f u l l
mastery of an i n d i v i d u a l p o e t i c s t y l e and t e c h n i q u e on t h e o t h e r .

This

a t t e s t s t o t h e depth and s t e a d f a s t n e s s of t h e b i b l i c a l i n f l u e n c e on h i s
t h i n k i n g and on h i s p o e t i c e x p r e s s i o n .

1
2

I . Franko, Tiuremni s o n e t y , 35, Tvory, Vol. 10, p . 162.

The following s t a t e m e n t of a Soviet F r a n k o l o g i s t , r e l a t i n g t o t h e
p o e t ' s compositions during h i s t h i r d a r r e s t , i s noteworthy i n t h i s connect i o n : "HicaB BiH Ha KnairrHKax nanepy, Ha nonnx rpySoro TOMa EBpeftcbKoro
"n'HTHKHHaciH", KyDH He pa3 JTC)6HB 3arJTHflaTH." P. Kolesnyk, Syn narodu, p . 9 7 .
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A synthesis of the poet's thoughts, feelings and ideas, relating
to his lifelong search of truth, justice and sincerity, and to his incessant struggle against falsehood in any form, manifests itself in the poem
Blazhennyi muzh, shcho ide na sud nepravykh (1905)1.
Here, too, the poet sounds his contemporary ideas through ancient
biblical statements. He precedes the poem with the first verse of the
Psalms in the Church Slavonic version: "BjiaaceH'b Myacfa, Hace He H.n.eT'b
Ha coBtT'b HeTiecTHBHX'b" (Psalm 1:1) as a motto, and begins each stanza
with the phrase "BnaaceHHHft Myac" . However, his linking the contemporary
with the biblical is made in this poem not through an association by
analogy, as in the preceding works, but through an association by contrariety.

The opening line of the poem represents a reversal of the

sense and intent of the underlying biblical context:
EAaxennuu

Myx,

IUOftflena cyd

nenpaeux.

. .2

I. Franko, Blazhennyi muzh, shcho ide na sud nepravykh, Tvory,
Vol. 11, p. 278-279. Composed 23.4.1905 (this date appears on the facsimile of the autograph in Anna Franko-Kliuchko, Ivan Franko i ioho rodyna; Spomyny, Toronto, Liga vyzvolennia Ukraxny, 1956, p. 15). First
printed in LNV, Vol. 33, Book 1, p. 3, in 1906. Republished in the same
year in the collection Semper tiro, cycle Na stari temy, 2.
2

It should, however, be noted that this is not a reversal of the
actual meaning of Psalm 1:1, but of a different interpretation of it,
evidently caused by the Slavonic wording "na co&^tmb", which was understood as "to the council".
The verse in question does not deal with "going to" or "participating in" a "council" of the ungodly, but with
walking (conducting one's life) according to the counsel (advice) of ungodly men.[The English version (King James) translates correctly: "that
walketh not in the counsel of the ungodly".
The Polish version (BibIia
GdaAska) reads: "ktory nie chodzi w radzie niepoboznych".
The Vulgate
(old version): "qui non abiit in consilio
impiorum";
(new version,): "qui
non sequitur
consilium
impiorum".
The Ukrainian version (Kulish-Levyts'kyi-Puliui): "ui,o ne xodumb na pady 6e3 6oxnux"; (new translation):
"up 3a padoto necnpaaedAUBUx ne xodumb"].
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The p o e t ' s conception of t h e hero (who embodies h i s own l i f e and
work) d i v e r g e s from t h e image of a mere avoider of s i n p r e s e n t e d i n t h e
f i r s t Psalm, and a s s o c i a t e s i t s e l f with t h e image of prominent b i b l i c a l
f i g u r e s who e x h i b i t e d e x t r a o r d i n a r y bravery and firmness as a c t i v e
f i g h t e r s a g a i n s t f a l s e h o o d , hypocrisy and i n j u s t i c e .

His model t y p e s ,

a l l u d e d t o i n t h e poem, a r e t h e m i l i t a n t p r o p h e t s , J e s u s , and S t . P a u l .
The image of t h e prophet who combats immorality, who "lifts
his voice

up

t o show t h e people t h e i r t r a n s g r e s s i o n " ( I s a i a h , 5 8 : 1 ) , and

who a t t a c k s "assemblies

of treacherous

men" (Jeremiah, 9:2) with t i r a d e s

of r e m o n s t r a n c e , i s r e f l e c t e d i n t h e f i r s t s t a n z a by t h e corresponding
b i b l i c a l c o n t e x t s echoed i n i t :
EAaxeHHuil Myx, w,o Vine, na cyd
nenpaeux
I TaM 3 a npaBjiy ZOAOC c&iu
nidnocumb,
mo 6 e 3 T y p 5 o T H o & coMHUiuax
AyKaeux
3 a u . i n . n i i cyMjiiHHH i x TepMocHTB . :
Lines 1-2 of t h e f o u r t h s t a n z a a l l u d e t o t h e s t e a d f a s t n e s s of
S t . P a u l , which he e x h i b i t e d in h i s a p o s t o l i c work i n s p i t e of t h e p e r s e c u t i o n and t h e p h y s i c a l s u f f e r i n g he had to endure, and echo such cont e x t s a s : "And t h e y . . . l i f t e d up t h e i r v o i c e s , and s a i d , Away with
a fellow
Paul,

from the earth...

(The A c t s , 2 2 : 2 2 ) ; " . . . and, having

drew him out of the city..."

such

stoned

(The A c t s , 1 4 : 1 9 ) :

BAaxennuu
Myx, KOZO 3a mee Aawmb,
KAenymb i zonAmb,
,i no6'K>mb KaMiHHAM;2

I . F r a n k o , Blazhennyi muzh, shcho i d e na sud nepravykh, Tvory_, Vol. 1 1 , p . 278-279.
2

I b i d . , p . 279.
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Lines 3-4 of t h e f o u r t h s t a n z a echo t h e moral triumph which Jesus
achieved i n t h e case of t h e "woman taken i n a d u l t e r y " , when He s a i d , "He
t h a t i s w i t h o u t s i n among you, l e t him f i r s t c a s t a s t o n e a t h e r " , "and
they which heard i t , being
one by one" ( S t . John,

convicted

by their

own conscience,

went out

8:3-9):

BOHH

ac c a M i

ftoro

TpiyMcJ) nin.roTOBJiHK>TB,

CaMi

CBoiM ocydAmbCA

cyMAiHHAM.1

At t h e end of t h e poem ( f i f t h s t a n z a ) t h e poet expresses i n modern
language t h e i d e a which he s e t f o r t h i n Tovarysham (1880) through t h e b i b l i c a l image of "making s t r a i g h t a highway" ( I s a i a h , 4 0 : 3 ) : t h e p a v e r s of
t h e way for Truth and J u s t i c e p e r i s h on t h e r o a d , whether by t h e law of
l i f e or from t h e hands of t h e i r own s o c i e t y , but t h e sense of t h e i r

life

and work m a n i f e s t s i t s e l f i n t h e p o s t e r i o r e f f e c t of t h e i r a c t s :
EjiaaceHHi B c i , KOTpi He 3HajiH ro,n;i,
KOJTH o npaBiiy ft c n p a B e n n H B i c T b X O H H T B :
Xo^: naM'HTB i x 3arHHe y H a p o f l i ,
To K P O B i x K P O B .raojjcTBa y6Jiaropo,n.HTb. 2
The moral i d e a s which t h e poet formerly sounded i n s e p a r a t e poems
a t d i f f e r e n t i n t e r v a l s of time a r e s e t f o r t h i n t h i s poem i n a c o n c e n t r a t e d
form m a n i f e s t i n g a c r y s t a l l i z e d w o r l d - o u t l o o k .

On t h e background of t h e

b i b l i c a l passage t h a t i n s p i r e d him (Psalm 1 ) , t h e poet p r e s e n t s h i s i n d e pendent s p e c u l a t i o n on t h e s u b j e c t of t r u t h and f a l s e h o o d , good and e v i l .
He opens t h e poem with a r e v e r s a l of t h e sense and i n t e n t of t h e b i b l i c a l
m o t t o , opposing a c t i v e s t r u g g l i n g for m o r a l i t y t o p a s s i v e avoidance of

I . Franko, Blazhennyi muzh, shcho i d e na sud nepravykh, Tvory,
Vol. 1 1 , p .
2

279.

Ibid.
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immorality, and makes the modified meaning of the biblical verse into the
poem's central idea. He stresses the intentional "going to the council
of the ungodly" to fight evil within the camp of the wicked, and to sound
truth from the platform of those who repudiate it. This is to him both
the essential trait and the right way of acting of a truly sincere public
worker or national leader. He develops this idea in the body of the poem
with the help of associative contexts and images evoking the personalities
and the acts of prominent heroic advocates of moral and spiritual values
from the biblical world.
It will be appropriate to mention, in this connection, M. Vozniak's
account of the genesis and purpose of this poem.

M. Vozniak states that,

while Franko was preparing for print, in 1905, the first volume of M. Drahomanov 's letters to him, he came up against one (dated 15.12.1885) in which
Drahomanov reproved him for being a contributor to Dilo and Zoria, the organs of the "narodovtsi", using the verse "E.naaceH'b Myacb, Hace He HfleTb
Ha coBiT'b He^ieCTHBBIX'B" as a "memento". Under the influence of the
fresh reminiscence, and in order to declare his own position, directly opposed to that of Drahomanov's in that matter, Franko wrote this poem and
made the biblical verse into its motto.1
The author of the thesis finds, however, that the purpose of this
poem extends beyond a sporadic retrospective reaction to a past incident.
The poem is concerned not only with the past, but also with the present and

1

Cf. M. Vozniak, Veleten' dumky i pratsi, KySv, Derzhavne vydavnytstvo khudozhn'ox" literatury, 1958, p. 188; Lystuvannia I. Franka i M.
Drahomanova, letter No. 73, p. 142.
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with the future.

A considerable influence on i t s d r i f t and scope i s to be

a t t r i b u t e d to the fact that i t s composition in April, 1905 coincided with
the p o e t ' s work (from January to July of that year ) on his greatest poem,
Moisei.

Blazhennyi muzh, shcho ide na sud nepravykh r e f l e c t s some of the

p o e t ' s main thoughts and ideas pervading Moisei, p a r t i c u l a r l y as regards
the role of moral and s p i r i t u a l values in the l i f e of a single nation and
of a l l humanity, and the personality and destiny of a national leader.
This thematic substance, comprising elements of the p o e t ' s autobiography,
of his national thought and of his general speculation, imparts to Blazhennyi muzh, shcho ide na sud nepravykh a character which is at once personal,
national and universal.
The p o e t ' s recourse to b i b l i c a l poetry for figurative devices i s
rather limited in t h i s poem.
"KOJIH

Only a few lines display metaphor ( e . g . ,

3arJiyxHe ft HaHrayTKinia coBicTb" - second stanza, l i n e 2;

"no-

KJiOHHTbCH 3JiOMy" - third stanza, l i n e 4) , and j u s t one l i n e contains
a simile

("CTOITB,

l i n e 2).

The poem's aesthetic quality consists in the neatness of the po-

HK

Hy6, nocepefl 6yp i rpoMy" - third stanza,

e t ' s blending i t s l e x i c a l texture with the underlying b i b l i c a l contexts.
These contexts, being in themselves picturesque and suggestive
ceiu

nidnocumb",

6'K>mb KaMinnAM",

("ZOAOC

"& coHMuuiax AyKasux",

"KAenymb i zoHAmb,

"caMi

cyMAinnAM") , contribute

ceoiM

ocydAmbCA

i

no-

to the enrichment of the poem's imagery and to the embellishment of i t s
verse.
1

Cf. the p o e t ' s note at the end of Moisei, Tvory, Vol. 12, p. 530.
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Among the pre-Moisei poetic works sounding contemporary contents
through biblical texts distinguishes itself the poem Na ritsi vavilons'kii
(1901)* by the profundity of its national ideology and of the poet's insight
into the soul of his people.
The poem is written under the inspiration of Psalm 137 and is mottoed
with its first verse in the Old Church Slavonic version: "Ha piKaxb BaBHJiOHCKHXb, TaMO cinpxoMb H nJiaKaxoMb" . The image of an exiled and enslaved nation arising from this psalm, and the elements of the psalm's subject-matter: bondage, national pride, patriotic love, and vengeance on the
captor, evoke in the poet's mind associations with past and present situations and phenomena in the life of his own people. However, while the poet's
associative images are parallel to the situation described in the biblical
passage, his associative ideas diverge from it. Therefore, in expressing
his thoughts and feelings on the background of Psalm 137, it is only its
narrative-descriptive elements that he renders with relative faithfulness,
whereas its ideological substance is treated by him in a manifestly independent manner, marked by divergence, reshaping,and reversal.
In the narrative section (verses 1-4) of Psalm 137 the psalmist recalls the sorrowful state of his people's captivity . He stresses in particular the dignified behaviour manifested by the captives when, required
by the brutal heathen captor to make merry while they were plunged in grief,
and to sing their national-religious songs, they hanged up their harps on

1

I. Franko, Na ritsi vavilons'kii, Tvory, Vol. 11, p.286-288.
First printed in LNV, 1901, Vol. 17, Book 1, p. 2-3. Republished in the
collection Semper tiro, 1906, cycle Na stari temy, 10.
Psalm 137 dates from some time after the Babylonian exile.
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willow-trees, "in the midst of Babylon" and in the presence of their conquerors, so as not to humiliate themselves and not to profane their sacred
national and spiritual values:

1.

By the rivers of Babylon,
there we sat down, yea, we wept,
when we remembered Zion.

2.

We hanged our harps
upon the willows
in the midst thereof.
For there they that carried us away captive
required of us a song;
and they that wasted us
required of us mirth,
saying, Sing us one of the songs of Zion.
How shall we sing the Lord's song
in a strange land?

S.

4.

The poet's paraphrase of this section of the Psalm, opening the
poem, communicates his emotional experience of the biblical passage. The
first two distichs of Na ritsi vavilons'kii reflect the atmosphere and
the mood pervading the above verses. The poet speaks in the first person
and from the position of a Babylonian exile. He, too, was sitting by the
rivers of Babylon; he, too, was approached by the captor with a mocking
demand:
1

Ha piui eaeiAOHCbKiiX - i A maM cudie,
Ha po36umuiX opzan y po3nyu,i
ZAAdie.

2

I pyzaecA
"3acnieail

Meni BaaiAonuiB
co6op:
HaM ui,o-6ydb! npo Cion! Tlpo

Ta6op!"

"npo Cion? Tlpo Ta6op? In &xe uecmi HeMa.
Ha Ta6opi - nycmeAb! Ha Cioni - mtopMa!1

I . F r a n k o , Na r i t s i v a v i l o n s ' k i i , Tvory, Vol. 1 1 , p. 286.
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However, the substance of the captor's demand is different in the
poem from what it is in the Psalm: not "one of the songs of Zion"
quired of the captive-the poet, but "a song about

is re-

Zion, about Tabor".

Also the poet's reply and reaction to the captor's demand differ from
those of the biblical exiles. These modifications prepare the way for
the poet to unfold the further sections of the poem independently of the
biblical text, and to express his associative sentiments and ideas in a
way of his own.
The reshaped dialogue, and particularly the poet's reply, initiates
an analysis of the psychology of slavery, which occupies the rest of the
poem and constitutes the chief element of its subject-matter.
Unlike the biblical exiles, the captive of the Frankian poem does
not refuse to comply with the captor's demand as such. On the contrary,
apart from his innate slavish submissiveness, he appears to be anxious to
present a picture of himself, and to communicate his innermost feelings,
to the outside world, and particularly - to his own people. He only rejects the theme of the song proposed by the conqueror, substituting it by
a different theme. His Tabor1

and his Zion,

which once embodied his

people's freedom, strength, and dignity, have long since "lost their honour"
and become monuments of its defeat and serfdom.

He has no longer anything

to say about his former glory, so he sings a song about his present dishonour .

1

Mount Tabor, in Lower Galilee, symbolizes heroism and victory.
The Israelite tribes assembled on it under the command of Deborah and
Barak, and descended upon their strong enemy, winning a brilliant victory.
Cf. Judges, 4:6, 14-15. ("Tabor" is not mentioned in Psalm 137).
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Thus, as from t h e f o u r t h d i s t i c h , t h e poet p l a c e s t h e s u b s t a n c e of
t h e b i b l i c a l psalm i n t h e background, and has h i s p r o t a g o n i s t p r e s e n t t h e
s t o r y of h i s l i f e , from b i r t h , through childhood and a d o l e s c e n c e , t o t h e
present stage.

The i n i t i a l p a r t of t h e s l a v e ' s "song" i s an epitome of

age-long bondage i n f l i c t e d on h i s people by e x t e r n a l powers, which passed
throughout t h e ages from p a r e n t s t o o f f s p r i n g , and caused h i s own growing
into a mean-spirited slave:
k

"JIHUI oflHy x i 6 a nicHio H BMiio C T a p y :
H paSoM ypoiiHBCb Ta pa6oM i yMpy!

5

"H Ha CBiT HapoflHBCH n i n ; C B H C T 6 a T o r i B
13 HeBOJibHHKa 6 a T b K a , B 3 e M n i B o p o r i B .

6

"H XHJIHTbCH npHBHK Bifl flHTHHHIHX JliT
I BCMixaTbCH n o T H X , mo KaTyioTb Mift p i n ; . . .
" I x o ^ 3 p i c H MOB Keflp, mo BiH-yaE J l i B a H ,
To flyina B MHi noxHJia, n o B 3 K a , MOB e y p ' H H . 1

From h e r e , t h e poet proceeds t o look i n t o t h e s l a v e ' s i n n e r world
w i t h a view t o uncovering t h e r o o t s of h i s s e r v i l e p e r s o n a l i t y .

He f i n d s

and shows t h a t t h e s l a v e has no s t r e n g t h - s p i r i t u a l s t r e n g t h - t o c o u n t e r act h i s p l i g h t .

His o c c a s i o n a l y e a r n i n g s for freedom and d e s i r e s f o r r e v o l t

and revenge - a r e only s u r r e p t i t i o u s emotions and underhand p a s s i o n s , which
he can never b r i n g himself t o c a r r y i n t o e f f e c t . In h i s l o n g - l a s t i n g c o n d i t i o n of being subjugated and oppressed, he developed a s e l f - i n d u c e d
t i o n t o submissiveness and t o acquiescence i n bondage:
10

1

" I XO^i BHpBeTbCH 3 yCT KpHK: "Haft 3THHe T H p a H " ,
T o He K P H K c e H y n i i , T I J I B K H 6 p H 3 K i T K a f t n a H .

I . Franko, Na r i t s i v a v i l o n s ' k i i , Tvory, Vol. 1 1 , p . 286.
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" I x o ^ nyniy MaHHTb *iacoM BOJii npHBaS,
11

Ane

KPOB MOH

- p a 6 ! Ane M030K Mift - p a 6 ! x

The roots of his mean-spirited character l i e in his complete
lack of any aspiration to s p i r i t u a l l i b e r t y .
wardly f r e e .

He does not feel himself in-

Although he l i v e s i n outward freedom, he i s steeped in i n -

ward slavery:
12

"Xo^i H nyT He Homy Ha pyKax, Ha H o r a x ,
Ane B HepBax Homy Bee HeBonbHHiibKHft CTpax.
"Xo^i H BonbHHM 30Bycb, a , HK p a 6 , cnHHy r-Hy

13

I CBo6iflHo B nniie HiKOMy He 3HpHy. 2
The poet continues to lay bare the meanness of inward slavery,

u n t i l the l y r i c a l hero takes on the aspect of a most v i l e , downtrodden
creature (distichs 14-20).

At t h i s point he returns to Psalm 137 to make

a bold reversal of i t s concluding s e c t i o n ' s sense and i n t e n t .
The b i b l i c a l psalm ends with a curse against the captor and with
a cry for vengeance on him:
8. 0 daughter of Babylon,
who art to be destroyed;
happy shall he be,
that rewardeth thee as thou hast served
9. Happy shall he be,
that taketh and dasheth
thy little

ones against

the

us.

stones.

The Frankian hero puts the blame for his condition not on the capt o r , but on himself.

He does not wish even his enemy to be a f f l i c t e d with

inward slavery, which i s to him the worst and most t e r r i b l e curse:
1

I . Franko, Na r i t s i v a v i l o n s ' k i i , Tvory, Vol. 1 1 , p . 287.

2

Ibid.
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"BaeiAOHCbKi xinKU, Bi^BepHyBiiiHCb, ifliTb
I Ha MeHe 3nHBOBaHO TaK He rjiHiriTb!

22

mo6 He Bnaxio HPOKJIHTTH MOE Ha Bam n j i i n ,
He npHftiiinocb 6H p a 6 a npHBecTH BaM Ha CBiT.
23

"BaeiAOHCbKi di&vama, MHHaftTe MeHe,
Xaft Mift BHfl cniB^iyTTHM cepiie BaM He TopKHe!

2lf

"mo6H BaM He cyflHJiacb HaftTnac^ia cyflb6a,
HaftcTpaniHima KJiHTb6a - nojiioSHTH p a S a ! 1

Under the inspiration of the b i b l i c a l psalm evoking an image of
inward freedom in outward servitude, the poet sounds h i s condemnatory
views on inward bondage in outward freedom, which he perceives in the l i f e
of his people, and finds to impair i t s national honour and s p i r i t u a l
health.
Na r i t s i v a v i l o n s ' k i i sounds l i k e a vehement, almost abusive address, directed by the poet to himself, and through himself - to h i s own
people.

The poet appears to disregard the p o s s i b i l i t y of his contemporary

readers getting hurt and i r r i t a t e d by the poignancy of h i s utterances and
by the irony underlying the four concluding couplets.

He deals merciless

blows at the people's way of l i f e marked by degrading s e r v i l i t y , and does
so with remarkable frankness, honesty, and courage.

In t h i s way he seeks

to arouse and impress in the reader an inner experience analogous to that
of h i s own, and to transmit his own feelings and ideas into the r e a d e r ' s
mind.
Though the poem appears to be an intimate l y r i c of self-expression,
i t c a r r i e s a message of high national significance.

1

I t expresses the p o e t ' s

I . Franko, Na r i t s i v a v i l o n s ' k i i , Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 287-288.
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profound solicitude concerning the future of his people as well as his
spiritual struggle for his people's honour and dignity. This struggle
pervades each line in the ascending scale of the depicted situations,
along with which the poet's emotional tension mounts constantly, reaching
its climax in his sarcastic outburst of self-contempt.
Simultaneously with his attack on inward slavery, the poet sounds
a sharp protest against the subjugation and oppression of one people by
another. But with the latter theme he dealt directly in other poems. In
Na ritsi vavilons'kii he addresses the victims of subjugation and oppression, censuring them for their lack of the sense of inward freedom, because, in the particular circumstances, this deficiency precludes the possibility of his people's development and progress.
His remonstrance is aimed to exhort and encourage his people to
emancipate itself from the mentality of inward slavery; to arouse its consciousness of the laudable qualities inherent in its national character,
and to instil into it a sense of dignity and self-respect. Under the surface of his reproofs reverberate his love for his people and his faith in
its potential.

From the compositional point of view, Na ritsi vavilons'kii basically follows the pattern of Psalm 137. The first distich parallels verses 1-2
with their elegiac mood and atmosphere. Distichs 2-3 introduce a dramatic
episode - a dialogue between captor and captive, parallel to verses 3-4.
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10U

The poet omits verses 5-7, continuing the poem with the "song of the slave"
(distichs 4-20), which has no connection with them or with the psalm as a
whole.

Finally, he returns to the biblical psalm, reversing the sense and

intent of its last verses (8-9), and converting their vindictive utterance
of a curse against the enemy into a cringing well-wishing warning in his
favour (distichs 21-24). The omission of verses 5-71, and the reshaping of
verses 8-9, indicate the poet's departure from the second half of the
psalm's idea-content, but do not constitute a withdrawal from its compositional and structural framework.
With the help of elements of biblical poetry, the poet adapts the
stylistic and prosodic features of the poem to its character as "an old
song" ("OflHy xi6a nicHio H BMiio cmapy")

as well as to the dictional

peculiarities of the "slave" who sings it. The poem moves in a steady
rhythm of four-foot anapaestic distichs (the distichal strophic structure
is most frequent in biblical poetry). The regular recurrence of the anapaestic cadences approximates the verse to a kind of rhythmic prose, and
to the harsh, monotonous, more declamatory than melodious, tone of the
of the slave's "singing". The language of the song displays no rhetorical
devices of high aesthetic quality.
ments of folk-idiom.

It is, however, interspersed with ele-

Distichs 8, 9, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 abound in compari-

sons, built on elements of the slave's immediate life-reality (service,
labour, deprivation, discrimination). Anaphoras and repetitions occur in

Verses 5-7 read: 5. If I forget thee, 0 Jerusalem, let my right
hand forget her cunning. 6. If I do not remember thee, let my tongue cleave
to the roof of my mouth; if I prefer not Jerusalem above my chief joy.
7. Remember, 0 Lord, the children of Edom in the day of Jerusalem; who said,
Rase it, rase it, even to the foundation thereof.
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distichs 8-13 ("I X O T " , "XO^", "rpiM", "KPHK", "pa6", "Hdiiy").

Eleven out

of the poem's twenty-four couplets are concessive sentences, most of which
display an antithetic parallelism of their constituent clauses, as, for
example:
8

"I xo^ 3pic A MOB Kedp, mo BitraaE Mean,
ToflyiuaB MHi noxuna,

no&3Ka, M O B 6yp'AH.

x

It is noteworthy that Franko's views and ideas on the problem of
physical and spiritual bondage, expressed in Na ritsi vavilons'kii, later
found an echo in the dramatic works on biblical themes of Lesya Ukraxnka Vavilons'kyi polon and Na ruSnakh (1904).

The background of these two re-

lated dramatic poems is equally the Babylonian exile (though not the psalm
that underlies the Frankian poem).

In Na ruSnakh the poetess sets forth

the idea that
The subjugation of any nation by a foreign power in no way
decides its future. The strength of a nation resides within
the nation itself, in its vitality, in its faith in itself...
and in its optimism...
The heroine of the drama, the prophetess Tirtsa, who embodies the
unyielding freedom-loving spirit, declares to her people:
A slave is not a person who has been subjugated. He is only
a person who, of his own free will, carries the yoke of slavery.3

1

I. Franko, Na ritsi vavilons'kii, Tvory. Vol. 11, p. 286.

C. Bida, Lesya Ukrainka. Life and Work, Toronto, University
of Toronto Press, 1968, p. 52.
3

Idem, ibid., ibid.
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B.

Self-Expression through Biblical Idiom.

A series of poems of self-expression, dating from different periods of Franko's poetical production, are prominently marked by biblical
diction and imagery.

These poems represent moods, states of mind, and

inner life processes, occasioned by his experiences in his personal lifecareer and in his relations with his surrounding, as well as by his meditations on his life and work.
Here, the biblical idiom finds its way into his verse in the form
of associative images, phrases, words, and figurative devices, through
which he expresses his sense of himself as an individual, a poet, and a
man of spirit in his society and in his generation.
The poems: Vidtsuralysia liudy mene! (1880), Refleksiia (1898),
Ia ne skinchu tebe, moia uboha pisne (1900), and Bulo se try dni pered
moxm shliubom (1902) may serve as characteristic examples of Franko's
self-expression through biblical idiom.
The short poem Vidtsuralysia liudy mene!1 represents the poet's
state of mind, shortly after his second arrest, in an atmosphere of distrust and disavowal on the part of his surrounding.

Solitary, shunned by

his acquaintances, he wanders about the streets of the city, yearning for
company, for a friend with whom to share his sorrow.

But society appears

to have barred before him all passages from isolation to community.

1

I. Franko, Vidtsuralysia liudy mene! Tvory, Vol. 10, p. 26-27.
First published in Svit, 1881, No. 3, p. 44.
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The poet evokes an associative image of the emotional atmosphere
of Psalm 31, where the Psalmist grieves over his solitary life amidst a
diffident, hostile surrounding, complaining, in verse 11:
I was a reproach among all mine enemies,
but especially
among my
neighbours,
and a fear to mine
acquaintance:
they

that

did

see me without

fled

from

me.

Franko deplores his own situation in a similar tone, and in similar words:
i

BiAAypaJiHCH JIIOAH MeHe!
Ceil ma moil nadiude i Mune!
TXJIBKO 6OA3HO cKoca
3upne...
^iu 6oAmvcA mi Atodu Mene?

5

CaMOTOio xoA^cy H , M O B 6nyA,
3 ropeM B cepAi, HecTepnHO Balaam...
Bci 3HauoMi Munaiamb, idymb nOAXJLHTHCH ropeM Hi 3 KHM. 1

Some devices of biblical poetry contribute to the aesthetic quality of the poem: the exclamations in lines 1 and 2, the rhetorical question
in line 4, and the comparison in line 5. The poem is built on a progressive parallelism, each successive line taking the thought further and unfolding an additional element of the picture of isolation and sadness.
The isolation is also accentuated through the verbs of movement
Mune)

in line 2, which recur in line 7 in an inversed order.

(nadiude,

In line 2,

they refer to unidentified passers-by; in line 7 - to "all acquaintances".

1

I. Franko, op. cit., Tvory, Vol. 10, p. 26.
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The poem Refleksiia1 echoes the sharp conflict which arose in 1897
between Franko and the Ukrainian intelligentsia in consequence of the introductory passage entitled "Nieco o sobie samym", included in his book
Obrazki galicyjskie2, published in the same year. Certain utterances occurring in this passage were falsely taken as expressions of hatred for
the Ukrainian nation, and provoked angry reactions, which caused him severe distress.
Refleksiia expresses the thoughts and feelings of the poet, who
loves his homeland and his nation genuinely, deeply and ardently, and
serves them with unselfish devotion, but whose love and service are unappreciated, and whose reward is harassment and persecution.

His love

for the homeland is, however, stronger than his sense of personal distress.

He is sincerely concerned about his nation's future, and he knows

that it is such "sowers" of national and spiritual ideals as he is that
pave the way for the nation's progress and success. He therefore addresses himself to his homeland with a blessing expressing a wish that it
should not treat the future workers for its good with the "mockery and
stoning" with which it has treated him:

5

1

Baacxe HPMO TBOE, MiH PXAHHH xpaio,
He JierKHH TBXH THrap!
MOB niA xpecTOM, oAe niA HHM H ynaAaio,
3 6aTBKiBCbKOX pyKH TBOEX A°nHBaK>
3aTpo£HHH nyrap.

I. Franko, Refleksiia, Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 58-59.
lished in the collection Mii Izmarahd, L'viv, 1898.
2

First pub-

I. Franko, Obrazki galicyjskie, Lwow, Nakl. Ksiqgarni Polskiej,
1897. "Nieco o sobie samym" is reprinted, in Ukrainian, in Tvory, Vol. 1,
p. 25-29.
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io

BnarocJiOBJiK) Te6e! HH acAaTb To6i me Tpe6a
noBarn H SnncKy BiA 6yAym,HHH,
HH Hi, - OAHoro Jinm To6i 6jiaraio 3 He6a,
wp6 3 ropn H ranoAy He BirjiH reTB BiA Te6e
TBOX HaHxpamix CHHH.

Wp6 CiHHiB TBOXX XX BAaCHe nOKOJliHHH
Ha rjiyM He 6pajio i Ha cMix.
IIJoQ MOHyMeHTOM xx He 6yjio Te KaMiHHH,
H K H M B BiAnnaTy 3a nnoAKroeE HaciHHH
15 me npn 3KHTTK) 06KHAyBaHO XX.
In expressing his sense of himself as a man of spirit in his society and in his generation, the poet evokes associative images and scenes
from the life of Jesus, which he finds to mirror his own situation by virtue of the common motive of suffering out of love and self-sacrifice, and
because

of love and self-sacrifice. His utterances are, however, charac-

terized by an antithetical relation to the biblical statements reverberating in them.
The imagery of the first stanza is particularly marked by instances
of antithesis to the biblical images alluded to. The poet describes himself as carrying "a heavy yoke and a weighty burden" (lines 1-2) in opposition to the context "For my yoke is easy,
Matthew, 11:30).
mingled

with

gall:

and my burden is

light"

Jesus was given by hostile soldiers "vinegar
and when He had tasted

thereof,

He would not

to

(St.
drink
drink"

(St. Matthew, 27:34), whereas the poet must "drink to the bottom a cup of
poison from the fatherly

hand

of his homeland" (lines 4-5).

In the last stanza, the poet phrases his wishes in the negative
(mp6... He... - lines 11-13), echoing some biblical contexts phrased in

1

I. Franko, Refleksiia, Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 58-59.
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the affirmative, such as, "And Herod with his men of war set
and mocked him..."

stonest

186
him at

(St. Luke, 23:11); "0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem, which...

them that are sent unto thee..."

(St. Luke, 13:34).

The biblical words and phrases resounding in Refleksiia

burden, cross,

nought,

cup of poison,

sowers, mockery and derision,

seed,

(yoke,

reward)

constitute the bulk of the lexical texture by means of which the poet
creates original images representing his state of mind, his thoughts, and
his sentiments.
The short poem Ia ne skinchu tebe, moia uboha pisne closes the
section Spomyny

of the major poetical cycle Iz dniv zhurby . In that

section, the poet reminisces past and recent experiences in his life and
in his work for the community and for the national cause, experiences that
are mainly associated with trouble and suffering. He is filled with a desire "to pour out into the crystal jug of poetry" all his heart: his tears
and sighs, his joys and sorrows, his hopes and disappointments, his past
passionate love and short-lived happiness, and his present infernal, destructive suffering.
fulfilment.

But he is unable to carry this desire into complete

The sad and painful experiences have weakened him, and broken

the wings of his soul.
The poet represents the condition of his soul by means of a double
comparison.

On the one hand, echoing a Jeremian image of utter desolation:

"For he shall be like

the heath

in the desert..."

(Jeremiah, 17:6),

I. Franko, Ia ne skinchu tebe, moia uboha pisne, Tvory, Vol. 11,
p. 168. First published in the collection Iz dniv zhurby, L'viv, 1900.
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he compares the dejected state of his soul to that of a lonely leafless
tree in the steppe, beating and cracking during an autumnal storm; on the
other hand, he compares it to that of an enfeebled, dormant swallow "hibernating in a brook":

MOB depeso

ceped cmeny 6e3jiHCTe

6ypi 6 ' E T B C H i CKpnnHTb
i cxpHn T O H *iy£ none 6ojioTHCTe, -

B OCIHHXH

OTax Ayma M O H Tenep TepnHTB
cjiaSa, 6e3KpHJia, XOJIOAOM npH6HTa,
M O B JiacTiBKa y pi^Ai 3HMy cnHTB.
These two concluding triplets display, besides the comparison,
the biblico-poetical devices of parallelism, imagery, metaphor, and personification.

A synthetical parallelism combines the pictorial elements

of the double comparison into a unified image of the poet's soul: a soul
downcast and rendered uncreative by solitude and suffering.

The metaphor

"Ayma CJia6a, 6e3KpHjia" parallels the image "AepeBO 6e3JiHCTe", and evokes
simultaneously the associative image of the "wingless swallow".

The

image of the tree that "beats and cracks in the autumnal storm", symbolizing the agitation and sighing of the suffering poet's soul, is parallelled by the statement "oTax Ayma M O H Tenep TepnHTB". The personification in the line "i cxpnn T O H nye

none

SojiOTHCTe" expresses the intensity

of the tree's cracking (so loud that the muddy field can "hear" it through
the noise of the storm), and of the poet's suffering.

The phrase "XOJIOAOM

npHSHTa" (the "cold" may allude to society's indifference to the poet)
parallels "B O C I H H X H 6ypi 6 ' E T B C H " through the common element of coldness,
and the common verb-root of "6'ETBCH"

1

and "npH6HTa".

I. Franko, op. cit., Tvory, Vol. 11, p. 168. (According to a
Ukrainian folk belief, "swallows hibernate in brooks". Cf. ibid., p. 510).
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Bulo se try dni pered mo£m shliubom is the second of three related
poems, composed in different years, which were posthumously combined into
a cycle entitled Z knyhy proroka Ieremix*, and the only poem of this cycle
to have been published in Franko's lifetime .
In this poem Franko gives expression to his sense of himself as a
poet-prophet - a motive which permeates his poetry as from the collection
Mii Izmarahd (1898), reaches its highest manifestation in Moisei, and continues to resound in his post-Moisei poetical production till the last
days of his life.
The poem's foundation is the scene of the consecration of the
prophet Jeremiah (Jeremiah, 1:4-10), but the poet expands the biblical
setting of the poem, enriching it with elements of the lives and the calls
to prophecy of Moses, Elijah, Isaiah, Amos, and Ezekiel. On this biblical
background, he represents his own experience of an inner call urging him
to undertake the mission of a self-sacrificing and self-denying prophet of
high ideals and spiritual values. He communicates this experience by
means of his translation of corresponding biblical contexts relating to
similar experiences.

These translated contexts, incorporated in, and

blended with, the poet's original verse, constitute the dominant ideological and compositional features of the poem.

Originally, Franko entitled this poem "Prorok", then he deleted
that title, and replaced it by the heading Ha cTapi TeMH. rAacv
6oniww,azo
67) nycmunu . Under this heading the poem was first printed in LNV, 1902,
Vol. 19, Book 8, p. 91-92, and republished in the collection Semper tiro,
L'viv, 1906, p. 81-83 as well as in Tvory, Vol. 11, 1952, p. 279-280.
The first poem, Ia Ieremiia..., bears no date. The third, Po kraiu
idu..., bears the date 1906, and the heading "Z knyhy proroka Ieremix". All
the three poems appear in Tvory, Vol. 13, p. 322-325 as a cycle, under the
titleZknyhy proroka Ieremix, taken from the last poem. Cf. ibid., p.454.
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The first poem of the cycle in question serves as a prologue.
Here, the poet introduces himself, in accordance with the biblical text,

as "Jeremiah the son of Hilkiah,

of the priests

that were in

Anathoth..."

(Jeremiah, 1:1), adding an individual description of his happy youth:

H SpeniA, CUH xepuA PiAbKii.
y AHamomi MOJIOAICTB MOH
npoHimia, HeMOB poaceBi, raxi Mpix, He3BiCHHH C B i T y ,

6yB maCJIHBHH H .

1

The further details which he gives of his life prior to receiving
the "call" echo the accounts of the lives of Moses, who "kept

Jethro his father

the flock

of

in law" (Exodus, 3:1), and of Amos, who "was a herdman"

(Amos, 7:14):
XnomiHHOio ryjiHB H no AOJIHHI,

A noTiM nac OambniecbKii

cmada...2

To co-ordinate the story of his own life-career with that of Jeremiah's, whom God commanded, "Thou shalt

not

take

thee

a wife..."

(Jere-

miah, 16:2), he tells of his frustrated plan to establish a family:
fl. nojnoSHB CBHTy xpacy Aiso^y.. .
U(e JIHUI T P H AHi» T P H A H i Jinme He CTajio,

I vjjvo6 CBAmuu Mae nac 3Ayvumu epa3. ..
Te m,acTH THxe, M030JiHCTe, 6oce,Ox, ^ O M ace He cyAHJiocn MeHi? 3
The inner call, which prevented his marriage, and which changed
his life fundamentally, is the subject matter of the cycle's central poem,
Bulo se try dni pered moxm shliubom.

1

I. Franko, Z knyhy proroka Ieremig, 1, Tvory, Vol. 13, p. 322.

2

Ibid.

3

Ibid., p. 322-323.
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In the Bible, the consecration of Jeremiah is described in the
form of a dialogue between God and the prospective prophet.

God opens the

dialogue, announcing that He has chosen Jeremiah, sanctified him, and appointed him a prophet:
Then the word of the Lord came unto
saying,
Before I formed thee in the
belly,
I knew thee; and before thou earnest
forth
out of the womb I sanctified
thee, and
I ordained thee a prophet unto the nations.

me,

(1:4-5).

Jeremiah is reluctant, and, apparently, afraid to take upon himself the burden of prophecy.

God reassures and encourages him, following

up with a symbolic act of bestowing the power of prophecy on him:1
Then said I, Ah, Lord God! behold,
I cannot speak: for I am a child. 2
But the Lord said unto me, Say not,
I am a child: for thou shalt go to all
that
I shall send thee, and whatsoever I command
thee thou shalt
speak.
Be not afraid of their faces: for I am
with thee to deliver
thee, saith the Lord.
Then the Lord put forth his hand, and
touched my mouth.
And the Lord said unto
me, Behold, I have put my words in thy mouth.
See, I have this day set thee over the
nations and over the kingdoms, to root
out,
and to pull down, and to destroy,
and to
throw down, to build, and to plant.

(1:6-10).

1

Cf. H.M.I. Gevaryahu and Z. Zinger, The Nature of the Prophet
(with special emphasis on Jeremiah), El Ha'ayin ("Back to the Sources"),
No. 12 (Third Edition), Jerusalem, The World Jewish Bible Society and
The Israel Society for Biblical Research, in Cooperation with the Department for Education and Culture in the Diaspora of the Jewish Agency,
1965, p. 1, 17-18.
2

The correct translation of the closing phrase (from the Hebrew)
is: "for I am a youth". See H.M.I. Gevaryahu-Z. Zinger, op. cit., p. 16.
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The call of Jeremiah (and of all the other biblical prophets) comes
from the outside - from God.

The word of God overwhelms the chosen man's

fear and reluctance, and the divine symbolic act of empowerment makes him
realize that he has become filled with the spirit of prophecy, from which
he can no longer divest himself. Henceforth, his work is that of a messenger, and his task - to convey the word of God to the world.

In a true

prophet, prophecy is not a personal gift, but an imposed mission; nor is
it a subjective experience, but an objective event, initiated by God. Only
a false prophet, as Ezekiel puts it, "prophesies out of his own heart", and
"follows his own spirit" (Ezekiel, 13:2-3)1.
The above reference to the biblical view on the prophet will be
found relevant to the ensuing discussion of the Frankian poem not only in
itself, but also as one of the milestones on the road to Moisei.

It may

also be appropriate, in this connection, to cite the following two definitions of the nature of the prophet and of prophecy:
The noted American Bible scholar and archaeologist, Professor
W.F. Albright, gives the following definition of the Biblical
prophet: "The prophet was a man who felt himself called by God
for a special mission, in which his will was subordinated to the
will of God, which was communicated to him by direct inspiration."
One of the last Jewish medieval philosophers, Joseph Albo (15th
century), sums up the views on prophecy of the great Jewish thinkers as
follows:
The principal purpose of the prophetic institution existing in
the human race is not to foretell the future or to regulate particular matters that interest individuals, such as are communicated

Cf. H.M.I. Gevaryahu-Z. Zinger, op. cit., p. 1-11.
2

Ibid., p. 4.

(W.F. Albright's work quoted is not indicated).
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by diviners and star-gazers, but to enable a whole nation
or the entire human race to attain to human perfection.x
Franko's expression of his sense of himself as a poet-prophet concurs with the above definitions, and his conception of the prophetic mission coincides in particular with the philosophical view on prophecy.
Although he impersonates the prophet Jeremiah, he represents in
his poem, in reality, a subjective spiritual experience of his own; but he
imparts to it the character of an objective event by his poetical image of
the external source from which his call comes.

To Franko-Jeremiah this

source is "a voice" - a still, ineffable, but most powerful voice, proceeding from an immaterial source, for it does not lend itself to sensual perception, but only to intuitive recognition: a voice "heard" by the heart,
not by the ear.

It is the same "still

small

voice"

in which the prophet

Elijah recognized the presence of God (1 Kings, 19:12-13), and in which
God will speak to Franko-Moses in Moisei.2
Byjio ce T P H p,H± nepeA M O X M mjno6oM.
y ^HCTiM noui H nuieHHAK) acaB...
I Bpa3 nO^iyB H rOJIOC HeBHMOBHHH,
T O H TOJIOC, m,o Horo JIHIJI cepAe 3Ha,
fljiH yxa T H X H H , ajie CHJIH noBHHH,
Dlo Aymy po3Bopymy£ A O AHa. 3

(Stanzas 1-2)

Stanzas 3-4 render the call and the poet's reaction to it in conformity to the Jeremian account:

1

Joseph Albo, The Book of Principles, III, 12 (Translation by
I. Husik), quoted in Gevaryahu-Zinger, op. cit., p. 5.

p. 323.

2

I. Franko, Moisei, Canto 19, Tvory, Vol. 12, p. 525.

3

I. Franko, Bulo se try dni pered moxm shliubom, Tvory, Vol. 13,
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"3OKUM w,e mu nova&CA e Aoni MOMU,
iff 3na8 me6e; 30KUM ABuscb mu B cairn,
ff npu3nauu6 me6e neped UJXPAMU

Pi napodoMU Hecra M X H 3anoBiTn.

J Moeue A : "0 IJane, ZAAHb na Mene!
HpocTax y6orHH, nonode
xnon'A!
XTO cTaHe CJIOBO cnyxaTH HeBieHe,
Koro HaBepHy, po3Bopymy H ? " 1
In describing the authoritative reply of the "voice", which is to
overwhelm his reluctance, Franko deviates from the Jeremian account in order to sound his individual ideas concerning the prophet's work, society's
attitude to him, and the chances of his success. The "voice" foretells
and warns him that "he will not convert anybody" (sixth stanza); he will
"scatter the prophetic word in the wind, and preach to the deaf" (echoing

the context "0 foolish

people...

which have ears, and hear not" - Jeremiah,

5:21); he will be shunned and mistrusted (seventh stanza).2
However, the "voice" also disperses his fearful thoughts that he
is being chosen "to do penance for the sins of all the people", and assures him that, in spite of all, "his work will not be without success"
(stanzas 8-9).3
At this point Franko makes a further deviation from the Jeremian
text, to express, through the "voice", the poem's central idea - of the
nature and destiny of the prophet, revealing, at the same time, the spiritual image of himself.

In stanzas 10-11 he sets forth the idea of the uni-

versality, in space and time, of the prophetic word and of its purpose.

1

I. Franko, op. cit., Tvory, Vol. 13, p. 323.

2

Ibid.

3

Ibid., p. 323-324.
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In all the nations and in all the ages, the prophetic word inspires particular individuals, who become its "chosen combatants", marching on
"thorny paths".

They must learn to renounce material achievements and

aspirations, "life and world", for the sake of high spiritual ideals, and
to disregard present-day distress, concentrating wholly on the "bright
goal" of establishing spiritual values, for humanity's progress and happiness:
"TBOXMH roBopHTHMy ycTaMH
flo Bcix HapoAiB i A O B C X X B X K X B ,
T B O X M H H TepHHCTHMH cTeacxaMH
BecTHMy C B O X X BHSpaHHx 6opAiB.
"T06010 H HaB^y xx BXAPixaTHCB
JKHTTH i CBiTa AJiH B H C O K H X AyM,
Cy^acHHX HyacA noropAH He AHxaTHCb,
y

C B i T J i y AXJIb 30CTPXJIHBIIIH B e C b

yM.

Now the poet returns to the Jeremian text to undergo the divine
symbolic act of touching his mouth (a similar act takes place in Isaiah,
6:6-7), and to have God's words in his mouth "made fire" (Jeremiah, 5:14).
Whereupon he "falls upon his face", like Ezekiel (Ezekiel, 1:28), and
begins at once "to hear" the voice of the Lord.

He leaves his home, his

bride and his work, never to see them again:

"Ocb meoix ycm A nanbueM domopKHycA
I BAOxy a nux ceoix ZAazoAie xap.
HaocTpio CAyx T B I H , m,o6, H K OKJiHKHycH,
T H qyB M X H rojioc, Ha^e rpiM y XMap".
ff
I
I
I

Huub ynae.
"0, ^yio, naHe, ^yw!"
cepn a KHHyB, i imieHH^HHH cTir,
6aTbKiB A I M , HeBicTy MOJioAyio,
BiATOAi ne 6a^HB 6iji&nie xx. 2

1

I. Franko, op. cit., Tvory, Vol. 13, p. 324.

2

Ibid.5

ibid.

(Stanzas 12-13)
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C. Philosophical Speculations on Biblical Themes.

It is a significant coincidence that the composition of the poem
Smert' Kaxiia1, the greatest pre-Moisei poetical work on a biblical motive,
took place in the same year (1889) as Franko wrote his first major and
programmatic critical essay, in which he set forth his approach to biblical motive representation in contemporary poetry.

In this essay, dealing

with the poetical cycle on biblical motives by Jan Kasprowicz, Franko
stresses that the Bible comprises, among other things, legends and motives
of a psychological character, which it treats in its particular manner,
of representing
but which contemporary poetry has the possibility
in a different way, corresponding with present-day views on life and on human nature.

He further points out that such an approach to the Bible opens a

wide field for a poet's individual creativity.

An example of individual

creativity characterized by such an approach is, to him, Byron's Cain.
In his Smert' Kaxna Franko not only acts in full accordance with
what he suggests to others in that essay, but also displays a remarkable
degree of individual creativity in following the example of Byron.

Franko translated Byron's Cain into Ukrainian in 1879. This work
influenced him strongly and instilled into his mind the idea of writing
a poem of his own on the motive of the biblical Cain. The idea had, however, to wait for ten years to be realized in Smert' Kaxna.

1

I. Franko, Smert' Kaxiia, Lehenda, Tvory, Vol. 10, p. 369-392.
First published as a separate booklet, L'viv, 1889.
2

Cf. p. 46 of this study.
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Franko's poem is a continuation and a conclusion of the Byronian
work. However, one of the essential differences between the two works
is that, whereas Byron leaves Cain without a solution to the problem of
the antagonism between knowledge and life, which constitutes his tragedy,
Franko follows the hero to the end of the latter's life, and has him
solve that tormenting problem.

In the solution that Franko finds for his

own Cain lies the main manifestation of his originality.
In that solution also lies the answer to the question of the relation of the Frankian poem to the biblical source of its motive, and to
the Bible in general.
As far as the underlying sources of its plot are concerned, the
poem betrays a combination of some details of the biblical story of Cain's
life, and some details of an apocryphal legend about his death.

The bib-

lical details relate to the names of Cain, Abel, Adam, Eve, and Lamech.
The name of Ada as Cain's "sister and wife" is imaginary.

In the Bible,

Cain has a wife, but her name is not mentioned (Genesis, 4:17), whereas
Adah (so spelled in the Bible) is one of the two wives of Lamech (4:19).
Further biblical details are, the Paradise, the serpent, the tree of knowledge and the tree of life, the expulsion of Adam and Eve from the Paradise, the Cherubims and the "flaming sword which turned every way" (3:24),
the fratricide, and the stigmatization and curse of Cain. A biblical
passage, known as the song of Lamech, is partially used in the poem in
reversed and rhymed form: paraphrasing the verse: "If Cain shall be
avenged sevenfold, truly Lamech seventy and sevenfold" (4:24), Franko attributes "sevenfold" to Lamech, and "seventy sevenfold" to Cain.
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The Bible tells that, after being cursed and stigmatized by God,
Cain "dwelled in the land of Nod, on the east of Eden", established a
family, and "builded a city" (Genesis, 4:16-17).

Nothing is told in the

Bible about the end of his life. The scene of the hero's death from the
hand of the blind Lamech , represented in the poem, is based on an apocryphal legend2.
However, besides the relationship with the biblical story of Cain,
Smert' Kalfna betrays a certain relationship with the Bible as such, which
comes up into view in the poem's philosophical substance.

The Byronian Cain, a man of high intellectual faculties, is overwhelmed by his passion for knowledge, and is ready to face death, if only
he could discover the mystery of life. This he hopes to achieve not by
a dialectical examination of facts, but by a direct ascertainment of the
principles governing human existence and destiny.

Disappointed, he re-

volts against God, seeing in the Creator an autocratic authority, responsible for the limitation of human knowledge.

Out of this revolt, and not

out of jealousy, he kills his brother, whom he regards as a submissive
slave of the Divine authority.

However, neither this rebellious act nor

his subsequent association with Lucipher as his mentor, afford him the
possibility to bridge between his knowledge of the facts alone, and his
desire to know what is underneath, inside and beyond them.

This engenders

a tormenting conflict in his soul.

1

So is the name spelled in the Authorized Version, after the
usage of classical Hebrew, where the accentuated short vowel e is changed
into the long a when the word is at the end of a sentence.
2

This legend is included in Franko's Apokrify i lehendy, L'viv,
1896, p. 37-38.
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With this inner conflict Cain appears in the initial passages of
of the Frankian poem.

He is deeply engaged in his gloomy thoughts, his

mind and his heart filled with defiance and hatred towards God and humanity.

However, Franko will liberate him from the conflict, and lead

him to a successful solution of the problem that disrupts his peace of
mind.

The Frankian hero will be given a goal to pursue, in the form of

an irresistible desire to see the lost Paradise. He will pass through
a virtual hell of mental and physical suffering, eventually to get just
a bird's-eye view, from the top of a mountain, of the Paradise and the
life going on in it. But he will have seen enough for the confrontation
with the paradisiac reality to engender in him a process of deep contemplation. He will analyze the events and phenomena observed, associate and compare them with past experiences, and appraise them.

By this

inductive examination of facts he will arrive at a principle - a truth,
which will put an end to his wrangle with his problem.

This will change

his entire spiritual being, pull him out of his rebellious attitude to
God and His authority, and drive him toward human habitation, with a consciousness of a mission and a destiny to spread that truth among humanity.
What Cain first sees in the Paradise is the tree of knowledge,
with multitudinous crowds of people rushing towards it, each rusher
fighting his way to get to its fruits. Having tasted the fruit, every man
becomes a vicious killer, destroyer, and oppressor. Next, he sees the tree
of life. Nobody rushes towards this tree. Only on a few occasions, particular individuals are seen to detach themselves from the crowd,
and make for the tree of life. Then, whoever has tasted its fruit begins
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to exhort all the others to follow his example, but comes under their
cruel attack, with fierce beating and torture, as if he were the greatest
of sinners.
Cain is at first unable to comprehend this dichotomy of knowledge
and life. Knowledge appears to him as a destructive power, and an enemy
of life. He thinks that this is the real work of God, and that God has
deluded the human race with a false idea of Paradise:
I AyMaB BiH: "Tax OT IHM Bor AyP HB
BiTAH, MeHe i Bcix JiK>AeH! Bo ac neBHo,
IIIo 6e3 Horo 3HaHHH i BOJii ce
He CTanocb 6H! BO H XTO ac po3Aep Ha#BO£
3KHTTH i 3HaHHH i BOpOriB 3aKAHTHX
1 3 HHX 3 P 0 6 H B ? . . . 1

However, after a deeper analysis of the intrinsic nature of knowledge in itself, he finds that it does not in reality seek to destroy
life; on the contrary, it leads to life and protects life. Only - it may
become good or evil, according as it is made use of, and by whom.

At the

same time, he recalls having noticed that those who had tasted the fruit
of the tree of life brightened up, and, even under their deadly blows,
they exhibited a blissful calmness, and were lovingly embracing their oppressors, without the fear of death showing on their faces. From this reminiscence he infers that the human being carries the source of life
within himself, and that this source consists in his aptitude for great
love, originating in his sentiment.

Thus, he reveals a great truth: that

the source of life is in man's heart - in his innate aptitude for loving,
and that there is no antagonism between knowledge and life as long as

1

I. Franko, op. cit., Tvory, Vol. 10, p. 383.
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knowledge is linked with love.
This revelation is followed by a retreat from his former conception of God and His will and work.

Cain now realizes that Paradise in

the true sense of this concept is not a delusion, but a living high ideal
which God implanted once and for all times in man's spiritual being, together with the sentiment of Love as a means by which to aspire to it.
This sentiment is capable of growing, ramifying, and imparting to man the
sense of Paradise, if cultivated and bedewed like a seed in the soil:
HyTTH, JIH)6OB ! Tax M H ac xx MaEM B co6i!
Mory^iHH 3apiA xx y xoacHiM cepAi
ffiHBe - jiHm BHnvneKaTb, S P O C T H T B iioro,
I p03iB'£Cb!...
0 Boace MXHI HeBace ac c e Moace 6 y r a !
HeBace ac TH TXJIBKH acapTyBaB, HK SaTbKO
3 AiTbMH acapTyE, B TOH *iac, HK i 3 paio
Hac BHraHHB, a caM y c e p u e HaM
BjioacHB TOH pan i A&B HaM Ha A o p o r y ! 1
An i n t e r e s t i n g a p p r a i s a l of F r a n k o ' s c o n c e p t i o n of L o v e ,
t h r o u g h t h e t h o u g h t s and f e e l i n g s of C a i n , i s e x p r e s s e d i n t h e

sounded

following

passage:
3PO6HMO 3acTepeaceHHH, mo noHHTTH jnoSoBi y KaxHOBiii MOAHtfriKaAix HKecb a6cTpaKTHe, aMopcJiHe, po3njiHB^iaTe. He CKopime HCAOHOmeHi XAe'x, AO HKHX B I H npHftmoB caMOTyacKH, y B X A P H B I BiA JHOAeH.
Ane pjw Hac BaacjiHBe T e , mo norjiHAH A^oro myKa^ia icTHHH 3BepHeHi Ha 3eMjno. . .

This remark proves t h a t i t i s not easy for the approach i t s

author

r e p r e s e n t s t o c o p e w i t h t h e i d e o l o g y of S m e r t ' KaSna. F r a n k o ' s i d e a of Love
may a p p e a r l e s s " a m o r p h o u s " i n t h e l i g h t of some b i b l i c a l v i e w s on t h i s s u b j e c t .

1

2

I.

Franko, op. c i t . ,

ibid.,

p.

386.

A. Skots', "Frankova versiia obrazu Kaxna v poemi Smert' Kaxiia",
Ivan Franko - Statti i materialy, Zbirnyk 8, L'viv, 1960, p. 108.
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"Paradise" consists, in Franko's conception, in the co-existence
and co-operation of reason and feeling, of knowledge and life.
co-perative co-existence contributes to the good of humanity.

Such a
It can

only be achieved by positive intentions and by the use of positive means,
both of which are inseparable from the sentiment of Love.
To the transformed Cain, God is no longer the tyrant of Byron's
Cain. He exists as the Creator, not the switchman of knowledge and life.
Consequently, Cain has no longer any reason to revolt against God, he
rather gets to understand Him.

He realizes that man carries within him-

self innate faculties of both knowledge and feeling, and that the cultivation of these faculties is man's affair, not God's.

Thus, Franko draws

a distinctive line between submission to authority and free recognition
of authority through independent thinking, between faith and philosophy.
But how does man cultivate the harmony between reason and feeling,
how can he succeed in maintaining it and directing it to the good of humanity?

Is he free to choose good and to choose evil?
The good and the evil are working in man at the same time. The

human soul vacillates in an endless combat between the Divine light and
the Satanic darkness, because the effect of the original sin is working
eternally.

A guideline for man's behaviour in his condition is contained

in the following biblical context:

See, I have set before thee this day life
death

and evil;

and good, and

(Deuteronomy, 30:15),

I have set before thee life and death, blessing and
cursing: therefore
choose
life...
(Deuteronomy, 30:19).
At the same time, man is made to realize that he ought not to
look up to heaven in order to comprehend God's word and how to comply
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with it: it is right at his side, and within the limits of his ordinary
experience:

For this commandment which I command thee this
hidden from thee, neither is it far off.
It is not in heaven... Neither is it beyond the
the word is very nigh unto thee, in thy mouth, and
heart,
that thou may est do i t . (Deuteronomy,

day, is

not

sea... But
in thy
30:11-14).

"Therefore choose life" is not a strict commandment, but a logical advice deriving from good will.

However, it leaves man freedom of

a special kind. His free choice consists not in his liberty to choose
good or to choose evil, but in his liberty to struggle, in the depth of
his soul, for a possibility to make his choice between the one and the
other. Heaven does not interfere or intervene in man's inner struggle.
Naturally, the determinant agent in this inner struggle, in the
domain of inter-human relations, is the existence of man's aptitude for
love of humanity - in his own heart. But the mere existence of love is
not what will make humanity better or happier. It must be a love that
acts and works. Just as man ought to "love his neighbour as himself",
he ought to spread the idea of mutual love among all his neighbours, and
thus, among the whole human race.
In saying in his heart to God: "a caM y cepAe HaM BJioacHB TOH
pan i Aas HaM na dopozy",

Cain links the idea of Paradise through great

love of humanity - with God.

At the same time he proves that, in the

inner struggle which was going on during his wandering, and where his
basic attitude to humanity and to Godtwere at stake, he chose by himself.
God did not reply to his requests to see the Paradise again. God made
him struggle in himself and with himself, and make his own choice.
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God also made him suffer, physically and mentally, during his inner struggle.
Nevertheless, having realized the truth about Paradise, and discovered Paradise within his own heart, he understood it as a gift of God. He also
understood that this gift ought to be "cultivated and bedewed" by himself
for it to grow and develop, and that it constituted a kind of food ration
n

Ha Aopory" - to be used on his way in life. Thus, Cain recognized the

authority of a superior spiritual Force without a sense of submission. Not
only did he feel himself free, but he also experienced an urge to actively
spread among all humanity the spiritual value of Love, which he re-discovered in himself.
It was a re-discovery, not a discovery of the feeling of love and
of the sense of Paradise within himself.

For Cain had known great love be-

fore - for his angelic wife, Ada,
KoTpy KOJiHCb JIIOSHB BiH 6ijibm BITAH,
I MaTepi, i SiJibm BCtoro Ha CBiTi...
But this feeling remained dormant, and he believed it extinguished, while
he was centred on himself in his conflict with - himself, which seemed to
him to be a conflict with God and with all mankind.
His re-discovery was made through contemplation, while Cain stood
on the soil of this world, and directed his inner eye to the hereafter.
This was a union with the spirit, through which he began to regard himself
as a messenger of the spirit.
But Cain did not live to bring the message of the spiritual value
to the consciousness of humanity.

An arrow of blind Lamech kills him on

the very road which he was paving towards a better life.
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There is an analogy between the philosophy of Love in Smert' Kaxna, which affects not only Love, but also a series of problems of human
destiny, of the sense of life, of good and evil, and of mutual relations
between man and man and between man and community - and the philosophical
aspect of the biblical contexts quoted above. Before his transformation
from the spiritual point of view, the Frankian Cain embodies the struggle
in man's soul between Chaos and Cosmos, between the aspiration to harmony
and the inclination to disharmony, between love of humanity and love of
oneself, between good and evil. The former Cain takes into his own hand
the liberty to choose between good and evil - and chooses evil.

But the

result of his wilful choice is disastrous both to himself and to humanity. He plunges in a state of self-imposed isolation, and, by the same
fact, humanity becomes separated from him. Here, Franko shows the harmful sides of an egocentric attitude to life. The transformed Cain realizes the truth about what is above him, and what is within him.

He no

longer takes fundamental decisions into his own hands. He experiences
an inner struggle, after which he finds the truth that the source of Love,
which is within him, is a facet of the source of life, which is not within
him.

The suffering - the concomitant feature of his inner struggle, is,

in the biblical view, an experience which ennobles the human soul. Thus,
Franko shows the human being as only free to struggle for a possibility
to choose between opposite values, good and evil, for which he has only
an inherent aptitude, whereas the values themselves are not determined
by him, but in a sphere which is above him and above matter as such.
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In a broader sense, the message which Cain carries to humanity
is not the idea of ordinary love, or of love alone.

It is a message of

self-sacrificing, self denying work for noble ideals and worthy causes,
for truth and justice, for the good of one's own nation and of humanity at large.

It is a message announcing that such work is successful

if animated by spiritual values.
Smert' Kaxna echoes tones, themes, and thoughts of previous Frankian Bible-pervaded poems, thus shedding additional light on the poet's
life as well as on his spiritual image. One perceives in the hero's
monologues the poet's sense of solitude from Vidtsuralysia liudy mene!,
his yearning for Love and Light from Skhid sontsia, and his call for
the promotion of spiritual values from Tovarysham and from Tiuremni sonety.

The idea of love and self-sacrificing service, and the poet's

insight into the nature of a true worker for high ideals for the good
of his nation as well as into the problem of the man of spirit in his
society and in his generation, will also reverberate in later pre-Moisei
poems, such as Refleksiia, Z knyhy proroka Ieremii, or Blazhennyi muzh,
shcho ide na sud nepravykh.
Smert' Kaxiia expresses in particular Franko's philosophy of life,
and of the sense of life. One of the basic ideas of this philosophy is
expressed in certain lines that often occur in his poems: "to pave the
way for noble ideals and spiritual values - and die on the road". These
lines are found, with reference to various particular values, in Kameniari, Tovarysham, Blazhennyi muzh, shcho ide na sud nepravykh. They equally
underlie Smert' Kalfna. But they will reach their fullest and deepest
expression in Ivan Franko's greatest masterpiece - in the poem Moisei.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
No Ukrainian poet or writer before or after Ivan Franko has so
constantly and so thoroughly searched the Holy Scriptures for themes
or motives, or for the deeper truths concealed in them; and no one in
Ukrainian literature has so extensively tried to interpret the Scriptures in a scholarly and a poetical manner concurrent with modern
thought.

However, knowledge of this aspect of Franko's genius is still

incomplete.
The exploration of the topic of this study has led to a new
look on the poetical production of Ivan Franko, and offered a series
of significant insights into its foundations as well as into the poet's
inner world and philosophy of life.
The poet's juvenile poetical production, hitherto unresearched
for biblical influences, manifests itself as an important source of information on the beginnings of his interest in the Bible and on his
initial recourse to it, which left a lasting mark on both his creative
instinct and poetical output.
The line of development of Ivan Franko's relationship with the
Bible runs from a romantic juvenile rapture with a concomitant conformance to traditional principle, through a passage to a secular approach
when he falls under the influence of biblical criticism sweeping over
the West, to a return to the juvenile idealistic, though continually
unorthodox, reverence for the high moral ideals and spiritual values
inherent in the Scriptures. From here, a natural development leads to
a preconization of noble biblical principles and values through his
works when he is at the height of his poetical maturity.
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Spiritual values, summoned from all the corners of the Bible,
enter his philosophy of life to find an ideological as well as artistical expression in great works reflecting his national thought and
his outlook on the ways and means that are to bring about national
progress and success in his homeland.
His poetical expression of the biblical material which fills
his poems has all the qualities of uniqueness. He blends the biblical matter with the cogitational, lexical, and pictorial components
of his verse, and makes it interact with it so as to produce an interfusion of contemporary individual ideas and original poetical art with
the lyricism of the Psalm, the farsighted vision of Moses and the
Prophets, and the fervent moral teachings of the Gospels.
The Bible is at the same time an important field of his scholarly activity, the fruits of which are a substantial number of volumelength, book-length, and other major and minor, scientific and popular writings in biblical history and literature.
Equally significant is the Bible's presence in his works in
literary criticism, devoted to the art of biblical motive representation
in modern literature, not only of his homeland but also in other countries.

These works provide both knowledgeable comments and literary

guidance to poets and writers.
This study deals with the pre-Moisei poems. Further research
of the role of the Bible in Franko's life and work is bound to reveal

fads
additional^about the unique character which the Scriptures imparted
to the verse and thought of this great poet, thinker, leader and prophet of the Ukrainian nation.
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ABSTRACT

This study has explored the role of the Bible in the life and the
poetical production of Ivan Franko (1856-1916) on the basis of a substantial selection of poems preceding his chef-d'oeuvre Moisei, and written
between the years 1874 and 1905.

The investigation of the topic proceed-

ed in two main directions: historical, and literary-analytical.
A historical account of the ingrowth of the Bible into the sphere
of the poet's intellectual pursuits provides preliminary information on
the rise and development of his interest in the Bible, and on the manifestation of this interest in his works in the fields of biblical research, biblical translations, and literary criticism.
This is followed by a comparative analysis of the selected poems
and the biblical material found to inhere in their respective ideological, lexical, and poetico-artistic constituents.

For this purpose, the

poems have been ordered in three thematic clusters, the criterion for
classification being the predominant purpose of the poet's recourse to
the Bible, characterizing the poems of each cluster.

The first cluster

consists of poems, where the poet resorts to the ancient biblical statements to sound contemporary ideas through them.

The second includes in-

stances of the poet's self-expression through biblical idiom.

The third

deals with the poet's philosophical speculations of biblical themes. The
poet's employment of biblico-poetical and biblico-artistic devices is
discussed in connection with each poem concerned.
The investigation by this procedure has revealed a number of significant facts hitherto unknown, or only partially known, concerning the
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foundations of Ivan Franko's poetical production, his inner world, and
his philosophy of life.
Franko's juvenile works have been found to display a strong literary and spiritual influence of the Bible, which left a lasting mark on
his poetical production as a whole.

The relationship between his poeti-

cal works and the Bible assumed different forms during his literary
career.

The line of development runs from a romantic juvenile rapture

with a concomitant conformance to traditional principle, through a shift
to a secular approach in his academic years, when he falls under the influence of biblical criticism sweeping over the West, to a return to the
juvenile idealistic, though continually secular, reverence for the high
moral ideals and spiritual values inherent in the Scriptures.

From here,

a natural development leads to a preconization of the noble biblical
principles through his works when he is at the height of his poetical
maturity.

Spiritual values, summoned from all the corners of the Bible,

find a high poetical expression in great works reflecting his true
spiritual image, his crystallized world-outlook, and, above all - his national sentiment and his national ideology.

